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1
S. Mariadoss

MICRO ENTERPRISES
Abstract
Micro enterprises play a vital role in empowering the economy of a
country. In today’s Indian context, they are considered vibrant units for
accelerating Indian economy. Micro enterprises are small business ventures
with a small investment, mostly own and with indigenous technology. They
are mostly informal, with less number of employees, family based business
activities, unregistered and unorganised. Micro enterprises are looked at as
potential units for employment creation as well as reduction of unemployment
problem. Micro enterprises are considered a strong foundation and fitting
platforms for nurturing the spirit of entrepreneurship of an individual, a family,
a group. Though this sector has inherent transformational power for initiating
changes in the lives of people at the bottom of the society, its nature, survival,
status and future seems to be declining. This study is an attempt to describe
the nature, characteristics, motivating factors and persons of micro enterprises.
Case study method has been adopted for this study. A qualitative analysis on
the selected micro enterprises reveals that such type of enterprises are models
of motivation for promoting entrepreneurship at the grass root level.
Key words: Micro enterprise, Case study, Entrepreneurship, motivation
Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce,St Xavier’s College,
Palayamkottai-627 002
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Introduction
Micro enterprises play a vital role in the growth and development of a
country. They have potency for accelerating the economic development of a
country and enhancing entrepreneurship at different levels. They provide
adequate and stable income for a family. Creation of self-employment as
well as employment for others, meaningful existence and reduction of
unemployment problem are possible through micro enterprises1. From the
literature available, it is learnt that the contribution of micro enterprises for
the economic growth and development of a country is amazing. The magnitude
of contribution of micro enterprises to employment generation varies between
70 per cent and 95 per cent in Africa, and 40 per cent to 70 per cent in certain
regions of Asia-Pacific2. In Bangladesh, the various categories of micro
enterprises together contribute between 80 per cent and 85 per cent of industrial
employment. In Nepal, a major share of the total national value addition in
the manufacturing sector is from micro enterprises which are 80 per cent. In
Pakistan, the micro enterprises employ approximately 70 per cent of the total
employment. In India micro enterprises account for some 95 per cent of all
industrial units, 40 per cent of industrial output and 35 per cent of national
exports3. Similarly, the trend of contribution of micro enterprises in the
developed countries is also seen to show upward trend. The micro enterprises
seem to generate around 44 per cent of employment in UK, 66 per cent in
European Union and 81 per cent in Japan. Therefore micro enterprise assists
in the creation of balanced economic development of a country.
Micro enterprises Across the World:
The word “micro enterprise’ has many definitions, interpretations and
explanations across the world. According to Christen (1989), “a micro
enterprise represents the smallest economic unit which functions independent,
manages its own investment capital, and involves a manufacturing, commerce
or service activity.” Micro enterprises are seen as diverse possible dynamic
units which have significant impact on individuals, families, groups and
communities4. The spectrum of business activities taken by Amish firms are
sidelines, cottage industries, manufacturing establishments and construction
crews.5 Micro enterprise is called differently in different countries. It is called
Small Business (SB) in USA, Small Firm (SF) in Europe and UK6, Small &
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH JOURNAL FOR HUMANITIES
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Cottage Industries in South Asia and in India. It is also called Small Scale
Industries, (SSI), Small Scale Enterprise (SSE), Small and Medium Enterprise
(SME), Medium and Small Scale Industry (MSSI), Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprise (MSME), and Micro Enterprise (ME) in India7. Whatever be the
name, it is understood that micro enterprises play a very active role in promoting
entrepreneurship and help for a country’s economic growth and development
Micro Enterprises in India
Recognising the contributions of this sector, In Oct 2006, the
Government of India came out with an Act known as the “Micro Small and
Medium Enterprises Development (MSMED) Act 2006 which gave the official
definition to the Micro Enterprises. In accordance with the provision of Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises Development Act 2006, the Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSME) are classified into two categories: (a)
Manufacturing Enterprises: The enterprises engaged in the manufacture or
production of goods pertaining to any industry specified in the first schedule
to the industries Development and Regulations Act, 1951. The Manufacturing
Enterprises are defined in terms of investment in Plant and Machinery and
(b) Service Enterprises: The service enterprises are engaged in providing or
rendering services and are defined in terms of investment in equipment. The
following table gives a clear picture of the definition of micro enterprise in
India:viii
Definition of Micro, Small and Medium Units based on Investment Ceiling
Category

Investment ceiling for
Plan and Machinery
Manufacturing Enterprises

Investment ceiling for
Machinery or Equipment
Services Enterprises

Micro Enterprises

Up to Rs. 25 lakh

Up to Rs. 10 lakh

Small Scale Units

Above Rs. 25 &
upto Rs. 5 crore

Above Rs. 10 lakh &
upto Rs 2 crore

Medium enterprises Above Rs 5 crore &
upto Rs 10 crore

Above Rs. 2 crore &
upto Rs. 5 crore
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Methodology: Case Study for the purpose of this study:
Case study is one of several methods of doing social science research.
A case study method depends on three conditions. a) the type of research
questions b) the control an investigator has over actual behavioural events,
and c) the focus on contemporary as opposed to historical phenomenon.ix In
case study research, array of questions are asked. The possible questions are who,
what, where, how and why, how much, how many etc. Case study aims at getting or
retaining the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events. The case
may be a social unit, person, a group, social institution, a district or community. It
tries to study and understand the interplay of various complex variables of the unit
taken for study.

Case study method has been adopted for this study. For the purpose of
this study, thirty seven micro enterprises were selected and classified into five
sectors namely: Agro sector (4 units), Production sector (12 units), Trade sector
(4 units), Service sector (8 units) and Food and Beverag sector (9 units). All
the selected micro enterprises were units of Self Help Groups of Grama Vidiyal,
a Micro Finance Institution functioning in Tiruchirappalli district. Applying
‘How’ and ‘Why’ questions, the nature of the market, capital structure, type of
family, motivating factors and motivating persons of the selected cases were
analysed and described. Personal visits to the location of the micro enterprises,
recording the responses of the respondents in writing and audio were the
strategies adopted for collecting data. Qualitative analysis helped for a realistic
and objective study, presentation and analysis of the data of the selected cases.
Researchable Questions:
Cases study involves posing of research questions. The following
researchable questions were framed for the purpose of analysis.
1. Why the members chose the venture?
2. How is the capital structure framed?
3. How do they perform their business activity?
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION:
The table below presents the details of the data and analysis of the
selected micro enterprises in the form of a table and description.
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH JOURNAL FOR HUMANITIES
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Table: 1: Details of the selected cases
S.
No
1
2

Characteristics Areca

Tobacco

Age
Level of
literacy

32
Degree

35
Illiterate

Flower
Bamboo
Mart
43
39
10th standard 5th standard

3

Experience

Five Years

20 years

30 years

25 years

4

Marital Status

Married

Married

Married

Married

5

Type of family

Nuclear

Nuclear

Extended

Nuclear

6

No of family

Four

Five

Four

Three

members
7

Religion

Hindu

Muslim

Hindu

Muslim

8

Community

SC

BC

FC

BC

9

Motivating

Self, Family

Family

Family

Self and

Persons

members

Members

members

family members

Motivating

Self

Hereditary

Hereditary

Unemployment

Factors

motivation

Nature of the

Self started

Hereditary

Hereditary

Self started

10
11

the business
12

Affiliation

Independent

Independent

Independent Independent

13

Total

< Rs 300,000

Rs 100,000

Rs 100,000

Rs 700,000

investment
14

Business Loan

Rs 40,000

Rs 25,000

Rs 30,000

Rs 40,000

15

Number of

Four

2 Casual

Five

Three

employees
16
17

18

workers

Market

Local and

coverage

National

Reasons for

Level of

choosing the
business

education desire
to be different

No of working

Six

Daily working

Local

Local and

Local

District
Hereditary

Hereditary

Hereditary,

and
experience

known
customers

Six

Seven

Six

More than

More than

More than

More than

hours

10 hours

12 hours

10 hours

12 hours

Location

Semi urban

Semi urban

Semi urban

Semi urban

days
19

20
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1. Why the members chose the venture?
Motivation is an important aspect of any one’s life. It assumes
much more importance in case of entrepreneurship in general and micro
enterprises in particular. Several research studies have been undertaken
to identify the various factors that inspire entrepreneurs. For an
entrepreneur, motivation is a significant factor. The respondents were
asked, “How are they motivated?” and “Why they chose this venture?”.
They revealed that their own family members were the greatest
motivating source for entering into business. They gratefully
acknowledged the support of all their family members especially at
times of difficulties and challenges. According to all the respondents,
a conducive and favourable environment was very useful and
encouraging for them to run the business. Hereditary and prior
experiences in the same line were other factors which had motivated
the respondents to take up and run the business courageously. This
revealed that occupational experiences and traditional businesses were
also considered as important factors of motivation.
Unemployment was also seen as another motivating factor to
the respondents. They did not like to be idle and dependent on others
for their livelihood. For the success of any activity, self-motivation is
very much important in one’s life. This was another significant
motivating factor for all the respondents to take up the family business.
It was evident that all the respondents had high level of self-confidence
and self-esteem. It was noted that the respondents had not preferred to
working under somebody even though their entrepreneurial motivation
was high. They felt that self-employment was more satisfying than
working under someone for a salary. Need for achievement, desire to
be different, prior experience, known customers, favourable location,
own place, proximity to the market and familiarity with the customers
were the other factors which seemed to have influenced the respondents
to venture into the business.
It was heartening to listen to Samsnia who was doing Tabacco
business when she said “instead of getting monthly salary from others,
I am proud that I give jobs to three members of my group. Now I feel
that I am the master of my life. I do not depend on others.” This
revealed that they were proud to be job providers to the society and not
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH JOURNAL FOR HUMANITIES
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job seekers. From this it was understood that in spite of all the hardships
they faced, their strong inner self which was intact helped them to
conduct the business.
Therefore, from the interactions with the respondents, it was observed
that the motivating factors and persons for all the respondents were
from multiple situations and sources.
“Quality products, rich experience and hereditary are the strengths of
my business which help for marketing my products” said Bama of
Sridharan Flower Mart .
2. How is the capital structure framed?
Finance is the blood of any activity. It is necessary for starting,
nurturing and establishing any business activity. Without sufficient
finance, any business activity may face natural exit. To the question
about the capital structure of the business activity of the respondents,
from the responses, it was seen that the range of investment in the
business was found to be between Rs 100,000 and Rs 700,000. All of
them had taken loan from “Grama Vidiyal” a micro finance institution.
The maximum loan obtained by them is Rs 40,000. Therefore the capital
structure of the selected micro enterprises was the combination of own
fund and borrowed fund. The borrowed fund was higher than own
money. For meeting the needs of the day today transactions, they
depended on their friends and relatives. It was also realised that even
though the micro financial institutions increased the interest rate, they
did not approach money lenders as it would make them permanently
dependent. However, at times, for emergency they approached some
private money lenders. One disturbing factor that was common to all
the respondents was that they had not saved any money for future even
though they were running their units for many years.
Therefore it was observed that the financial capital of the
respondents (loans and savings, assets) was limited and not encouraging.
However their human capital (education, experience and entrepreneurial
motivation etc) and the social capital (network, traditional business,
known customers, known environment) were very much high and
encouraging and helping the respondents for surviving in their ventures.
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3. How do they perform the business?
Network is a system which helps for survival and sustainability.
It is important for any business activity. Network connects people
irrespective of the distances and helps for operational efficiency. Most
of the respondents opined that they did not have any formal affiliation
or network with other markets or entrepreneurs for marketing their
products. As most of the respondents had their own family business
and known customers, they did not see the need for expanding the
present customer base or creation of new markets or for any network.
Therefore, all the respondents confined themselves to the local and
district markets. None of them operated at the international level.
However, it was seen that they had their own network of informal
relationships which helped them for sustaining their day today business
activities. They worked for six days and for more than 12 hours per
day. It showed that they invested all their time and energy in this business
only. It was understood that they were not really business like and
professional in marketing their products and management of time. Their
informal, friendly and personal approach helped them a lot for being
successful in their in their business. Almost all the respondents had
minimum four members in their families. Therefore all the respondents
did not have any formal network for marketing their products. They
also seemed to lack in professional approach. Kavitha (32) involving
in selling Areca nut plates and cups said “there is no substitute to
hard work, commitment and persistence”
4. Other Findings: From the qualitative analysis of the collected data,
the following were observed.
All the selected micro enterprises were located in the semi urban
area. The average age of all the four entrepreneurs was 37. Their literacy
level varied from illiteracy to degree. All of them had prior experiences
in the business. Except one, all belonged to nucleus family sector. It
was learnt that micro enterprises had significant potency to create selfemployment and employment for others. It catered to the needs of local
place at a cheaper price, in a simple way and easier way. Micro enterprise
created a sense of ownership among the entrepreneurs. It promoted
entrepreneurial culture within the family first and later it spread into a
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH JOURNAL FOR HUMANITIES
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group and then to the society at large. Micro enterprise seemed to be
the cradle for future entrepreneurship. It was evident that micro
enterprises had got integral dimensions like socio, cultural,
psychological, and economic dimensions. Micro enterprises were seen
as tools for redistribution of wealth and opportunity to everybody. It
reduced poverty, ensured balanced development and providing goods
and services. Micro enterprise had psychological dimension where it
was identified as a tool for self-confidence, self-reliance and
motivation. It also nurtured entrepreneurial spirit leading to stand on
one’s legs. It also helped them to learn to take risks and face uncertainty.
All the micro enterprises had very small scale of operations, low level
of technology, low access to finance and low level of managerial
capacity, but they were tall in their self-confidence.
Recommendations:
Based on the analysis of the selected micro enterprises, the following
are recommended for the promotion and sustainability of micro
enterprises.
1. Finance is the blood of any activity. The need for small loans was
expressed by all the respondents. Micro finance may be provided to
all such budding entrepreneurs. Micro finance means providing small
loans to such people. It would be a great motivating factor for all of
them. This will help them engage in productive and income generating
activities which will lead to reduction in poverty and unemployment.
It will also improve their standard of living. Therefore financial support
in different levels and stages to enhance their business activities and
improve their standard of life should be extended to them either by
the banks or the governments or micro financial institutions.
2. Network is a system which ensures success and sustainability. Micro
enterprises in this study had informal relationships which helped for
the day today operations but not for sustainability. Therefore, the
informal network of relationships needs to be transformed into
professional network so that they would be able to run their units
successfully. This would also ensure professionalism in their approach
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH JOURNAL FOR HUMANITIES
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in the management of their enterprises and help for more profitability
and sustainability.
Conclusion:
Several studies had brought out very clearly that micro enterprise was
an informal sector, mostly a family based activity having a significant potency
to contribute for the economic development of a country. From the present
study, it is learnt that micro enterprise is a major source of job creation. It
assumes greater importance for developing countries. It is realised that for
taking a country to greater heights, micro enterprises certainly requires greater
and visible recognition. Therefore micro enterprise, the foundation of the Indian
economy needs to be strengthened in all aspects as it targets and helps the
people at the bottom of the society. The central and state governments should
come forward to offer special financial and other types of assistance to this
sector so that this sector continues to remain dynamic units for ensuring sound
economy of Indian society.
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2
Godwin Rufus

THE PRINCIPLE AND FOUNDATION OF
THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES AND
BUILDING IGNATIAN LEADERSHIP
AMONG THE YOUNGSTERS
After explaining to my students about different types of sufferings which
human persons encounter, and the philosophical and theological aspects of
Job’s suffering I asked my students whether they had understood the talk and
if they needed any clarification they could raise questions on the topic. To my
surprise none of them asked a question. When I went on insisting the students
to ask question one of the students casually remarked, “What is the use of
asking questions? Either you will have an already set of prepared answers or
you will scold us for asking such nonsensical questions if you are unable to
answer the questions. Further nobody is going to ask this topic in the semester
exams as it is meant for non-detailed reading” It took an hour for me to regain
myself to normalcy. I wondered what generation am I moulding if they do not
ask a question to the lessons that life and society teach them. Will these
youngsters raise critical questions to the consumeristic minded policies and
dehumanizing policies of the government and the state? Are teachers moulding
the students towards critical thinking and encouraging them towards building
a just society?
In my association with the students of higher learning in Tamil Nadu
and even of other states which claim that they give quality education, many of
Assistant Professor, Department of English, St. Joseph’s College,
Tiruchirappalli.
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the students are quite happy about the probable questions that would appear in
the exams and sometimes even the teachers are quite prepared in handing
to them the necessary notes or even the full answer. Some colleges even insist
on preparing a question bank on each subject of different courses and place a
‘demand on request’ to the question-setters to ask only those questions which
are given in the question bank. ‘Parroteering’, ‘Rot Memory’, ‘by heart
memory’ or the so called ‘cut and paste’ method are more common and
recommended if not insisted in our teaching- learning method. One really
wonders what has happened to the higher educational values like critical
thinking, creativity, efficient learning, transforming oneself and the society
and working for the cause of an egalitarian society.
The world today is filled with followers: professionals, aided-teachers
who go by the norms entrusted on them, disciples of a so called guru, fans of
a film star, mob behind a nationalist or some ‘isms’, vote bank behind a
politician with oratorical skills or casteism. But behind the hearts of the
following multitudes there is a craving within each person called the ‘hunger
to be a leader.’ Everyone wants his or her name to be pronounced as leader by
the other. In the introduction to his book, “How to be a Leader in Any
Organization” D.A (Debra) Benton, a renowned leadership expert says,
“…he is a first-rate performer who makes others glow brighter around
him. He is so honest you could play cards with him on the phone. He is not
afraid to make big decisions, take risks, or make mistakes because he learns
from everything he’s involved in and applies it to the next time. He fits in
with our way of doing things yet can set up and stand out when necessary. He
attracts the best people around him….. He has developed two or three people
who could step n and fill his void when he moves up…..People like him, trust
him, and will walk of the edge of the earth for him. He’s a leader in every
situation he’s been in.”(p 1)
But unfortunately most of the time these wishes of the mind and heart
just remain as wishes and as days go by these wishes evaporate into thin air
and those wishes do not even become a memory. Therefore there is a felt need
among the teaching fraternity and social thinkers to motivate the student
community towards social commitment and enrichen them by moulding and
sharpening them as leaders sent on mission to accomplish the great dreams of
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our forefathers. The author of this short essay is of the opinion that the Spiritual
Exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola has a proven method and means to motivate
the students towards greater horizons of realizing their deep down dreams and
desires and chisel and mould them as men and women for others and to establish
as Michael Jackson, the famous American pop singer, ‘a better world for you
and for me and the entire human race’ and creation.
The Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola (Latin original: Exercitia
Spiritualia), composed 1522–1524, are a set of Christian meditations,
contemplations, and prayers written by Saint Ignatius of Loyola, a 16th century
Spanish priest, theologian, and founder of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits). The
structure of these exercises are divided into four thematic “weeks” of variable
length and are designed to be carried out over a period of 28 to 30 days.
(Wikipedia)
Chris Lowney, an ex-Jesuit and the author of his renowned book, Heroic
Leadership says
:
The (Spiritual) exercises were developed by Ignatius Loyola,
based on his own journey toward personal and spiritual
awareness….He distilled the most effective of these practices
into what might be called a self-awareness “handbook… It is
not a book to be read; one achieves self-awareness not by
reading how someone else achieved it but through focused
reflection on one’s own experience….Engaging in the exercises
is the uniquely unifying experience of jesuit life, shared by
recruits from Rome to India, from the founding genrtion through
this year’s entering class. (Lowney 114)
Therefore unlike other classics in Western Spirituality the Spiritual
Exercises is not a book that could be read at a stretch from the beginning to the
end. It is more like a handbook, especially for use by spiritual directors who
accompany and guide people through this dynamic process of reflection. The
Spiritual Exercises is a compilation of meditations, prayers, and other
contemplative practices. These are not a set of rules or pious rituals, but a
journey of self- discovery through prayer. This journey makes one arrive at
certain decisions with almost certainty that one is doing God’s will, and not
self- seeking. In other words Ignatius of Loyola through a variety of meditations,
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contemplations and prayerful discernment helps the one who is a seeker “to
see the truth and want to live by bit and for it” (Rodrigues 11).
Therefore the Spiritual Exercises becomes a way of life and living.
The seeker of God or the ultimate truth through these exercises has a total
self- transformation that leads to a life of peace, of freedom from tensions,
and of knowledge that one is doing the will of God. The Spiritual Exercises
grew out of Ignatius Loyola’s personal experience as a man seeking to grow
in union with God and to discern God’s will. “In his/her way of proceeding he
or she no longer makes decisions in one’s life, but now discerns to find out if
that is God’s will” (Rodrigues 12).
The Ignatian pedagogical paradigm is a way of learning and a method
of teaching taken from the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola which
shapes them as critically thinking and socially committed leaders. It is based
in St. Ignatius Loyola’s the Spiritual Exercises, and takes a holistic view of
the world. The three main elements are Experience, Reflection, and Action.
Harvey D. Egan in Ignatius Loyola the Mystic explains that “Ignatian mysticism
is contemplation in action. It is an active or apostolic mysticism. It offers us a
way of being engaged with the world. It never leaves of neighbour and the
world. Ignatius wanted nothing less than to reform the entire world” (Egan
119).
It is usually the comment of many a teacher of the universities that the
students lack the motivation to study and come up in life. They have high
dreams and aspirations but never have the desire nor the thirst of achieving
nor the audacity the hunting hound which rushes after the prey that runs before
it. St. Ignatius of Loyola begins his spiritual lessons by focusing on the purpose
of one’s existence on the earth, which he calls the Principle and Foundation.
“Man is created to praise, reverence, and serve God our Lord, and by
this means to save his soul.
And other things on the face of the earth are created for man and that
they may help him in prosecuting the end for which he is created.
From this it follows that man is to use them as much they help him on
to his end, and ought to rid himself of them so far as they hinder him as to
it…”(SE 23)
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In the words of John Harriot S.J., a reputed Ignatian expert, “The
Principle and Foundation focuses attention where man’s attention needs to be
focused-on God, a God who is the creator and destiny of Man, who alone can
meet his deepest hungers and solace his natural afflictions.”
The Principle and foundation makes one to think of at least four
important points for creating future leaders. Awareness, Acceptance, creating
the Right Disposition and ready to be sent into the World to realize the dream
of God. In any journey to be undertaken one has to be aware of where he/she is
at present and where does he/she want to proceed. The present young generation
is almost in a fix. Instead of one choosing his/her destination the consumeristic
world decides the choices. The Kingdom Exercises (SE 91-100) serves the
purpose where one is going to pledge one’s allegiance. In other words it is to
follow the example of Jesus on earth. Edward Yarnold, an expert in Ignatian
Spirituality in his short essay, “The Basics of the Spiritual Exercises” spells
the standard to be taken by an Ignatian Leader in the following words:
“…it is an attempt to assimilate his values, his totally unselfish and
loving services of others, his passionate quest for his Father’s will, his
confidence in his father, his hatred of hypocrisy and all sin, his repeated recourse
to prayer, his compassion for the weak; but above all the paschal shape of his
life. We ought to imitate Christ because he is the embodiment of God’s idea of
what a true human life should be.” (The Way, Supplement no: 16 p 13) Ignatius
points out that the call of the underworld of Lucifer is very strong. This is so
strongly felt to the young generation. He or she rushes to the neo forms of
Satan’s call; The waving of a high-pay cheque, the gimmicks of the
multinational companies, the mirage of a cozy life style promoted by IT gurus
etc. are thrust upon the fragile youngsters who want to prove to the world their
leadership. Unfortunately they fall straight into the abysmal depth of the
materialism where there is no redemption like the Faustus of Christopher
Marlowe who sold his immortal soul to Mephistopheles for the pleasures of
the world for twenty four years. This awareness brings the emerging leader to
accept the facts of reality. Only a repentant sinner could get up and walk. It is
not the hiding or non-acceptance of ones fall but rising again that makes the
leader. John C. Maxwell in his book The Difference Maker says, “When you
fail, and fail, and fail again-and keep getting back up on your feet and keep
learning from your failures-you are building strength, tenacity, experience and
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wisdom.” Therefore an emerging leader should not flee from or forget or fight
back failures or problems that they encounter but has to face it with the spirit
a missionary.
When one tries to face the realities of life one gets confused or disturbed
or have self- doubt with a lot of options that keep coming our way. During
those moments of doubt and confusion there is need for clarity. St. Ignatius
calls this as Discernment of the spirits. The discernment of spirits underlies
the Exercises. We notice the interior movements of our hearts, and discern
where they are leading us. A regular practice of discernment helps us make
good decisions and walk in the way of truth or how God wants us to do. It is
never easy to find God’s will, so the art of discernment of spirits is central to
the Exercises. Discernment is not simply a matter of rational logic, but rather
an understanding of how to read the signs of God’s will. “It provides needed
inspiration and illumination for dealing with the daily struggle of good and
evil within ourselves and in the world about us. Discernment of spirits becomes
an important art for ongoing discovery and revelation, and it presumes a vibrant,
enlightened affective life” (“Discernment”). The process of making a choice
or choosing the best in life is called discernment. The English word,
‘discernment’ or its verb ‘discern’ derives its meaning from the Greek and
Latin roots which literally means ‘to sift, to separate, to distinguish.’ In ordinary
parlance it is like separating fruits from unripen ones or fine flour from the
coarse flour or the good from the bad. The word got into the way of life of
men and women and is generally used in variety of other fields to like discern
a problem, or the need of an operation, or perhaps the stock market or even
before any simple decision making. But in spirituality the word ‘discernment’
gathers more significance and is very specific. A. Rex Pai, an expert in Ignatian
Discernment defines discernment as, “a sifting of one’s inner experiences to
discover their orientation and hence recognize their origin” (Pai 32).This
Discernment of the Spirits will lead the new born leader towards being men
and women for others.
After making the right decision one is impelled to his better best. This
St. Ignatius calls it as of MAGIS that is doing more, in today’s parlance, doing
things in an excellent manner. This is a mission where one consecrates oneself
to do the will of the Father as his son Jesus did. This consecration is the grace
that St Ignatius of Loyola received in vision at La Storta when he experienced
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that (God, the Father) placed him beside Christ, and dedicated him to Christ’s
service. Paul Coutinho in The Ignatian Ideal and Jesuit Reality says, “The
graces received at La Storta, like those received at Manresa were not meant
for Ignatius alone. (p 73) It is meant for all those who walk in the Ignatian
footsteps. This calls the future leaders to spread the mission by humility in
service, seeing in God in all things and all things in God and doing greater
things for God and his creation. Therefore the Ignatian leaders are filled with
two vital ingredients. Chris Lowney beautifully summarizes the spirit of
Ignatian leader’s mission. “Indifference frees Jesuits (the followers of the
Spiritual Exercises) from prejudice, attachments, fears, and narrow mindedness
that can block the enthusiastic pursuit of new ideas and opportunities. And the
Exercises’ final meditation- the contemplation to attain love- endows recruits
(future leaders) with an optimistic vision of the world thoroughly shot through
with divine love.” With imagination, creativity, adaptability and with the great
strength that God is with them the future Ignatian Leaders are called make a
difference in this world.
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A STUDY ON THE ROLE OF CRITICAL
THINKING (CT) IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TEACHING (ELT)
Abstract
This article aims to share the theoretical and practical ideas about
developing critical thinking skills to enhance the quality of English language
teaching and learning. Learners’ inadequacy of critical thinking skills at any
level of their learning has become a matter of concern in the present
educational scenario. Hence, this study attempts to examine the possibilities
of integrating Critical thinking in English Language Teaching given that the
life skill (thinking skills) and the language skills (expression) together go
hand in hand. This venture enumerates the objectives, followed by the
importance of CT skills in language development. There are also different
strategies proposed here in order to integrate CT skills into English language
syllabus for classroom teaching and learning to realise the development of
the language skills. The study has identified the need for critical thinking
among the professionals in the field of English language teaching and the
students in the ESL classrooms and for the inclusion of critical thinking
abilities in the whole ELT curriculum.
(Key Terms: Critical thinking, English as a Second Language (ESL), Cooperative learning, Information Explosion)
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At the outset, critical thinking skills are becoming pertinent to academic
pursuits across disciplines. As an essential skill for students working on
assignments and performing research, it is becoming imperative in many
workplace scenarios. Developing critical thinking skill is a central educational
aim across the curriculum. Both for language and thinking skills, content and
context are the foundation upon which language is expressed and thinking
skills are developed in pursuit of a new meaning from a particular situation or
a problem presented. Hence, an effort to explore the possibilities of integrating
both the life skill and the language skills, presuming that development of
critical thinking in the English language classrooms would lead to the
development of language skills
.
In the 8th Annual International Conference on Critical Thinking and
Education Reform, organised in the Summer 1987, Michael Scriven & Richard
Paul presented a definition, stating, “Critical thinking is the intellectually
disciplined process of actively and skilfully conceptualizing, applying,
analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information gathered from, or
generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication,
as a guide to belief and action.” (As cited in “Thinking critically about Critical
Thinking” by Jennifer Mulnix, p.465)
The Critical Thinking Community (2002) proposes that critical thinking
is that mode of thinking - about any subject, content, or problem - in which
the learner improves the quality of his or her thinking by skilfully taking charge
of the structures inherent in thinking and imposing intellectual standards upon
them. Connecting this skill to everyday life, Halpen (2008) defines critical
thinking as, “the use of those cognitive skills or strategies that increases the
probability of a desirable outcome, the thinking that is purposeful, reasoned
and goal oriented.” (p.6). Asking the right questions is the essential tool to
achieve the outcome .
Few noteworthy characteristics of Critical thinking provide better
understanding of critical thinking. Critical thinking skill is generally reasonable
and rational. It encourages acquiring a habit of being reflective, thus inspiring
an attitude of enquiry, and establishes autonomy of action. It qualifies itself as
creative, producing new ideas and proves to be fair, being unbiased. Thinking
skills focus on deciding what to believe or do. Besides, in nature it is social
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for its societal aspects and scientific for matching all the skills of the scientific
method.
These features of critical thinking establish the need for it and its
importance in the field of language teaching and learning in manifold ways.
Consequently, many ESL instructors are generally in argument with the belief
that it is essential; the students should be assisted in developing Critical Thinking
Skills (CTS) while at the same time being engaged in their language learning
process especially those learning the target language at higher level. Trained
and knowledgeable instructors are necessary to impart the relevant information
and skills. In any case, part of the task of the ESL / EEL teacher is to prepare
students to expand their personal and professional avenues beyond their
immediate familial space.
Perfecting critical thinking skills in learners has been a matter of research
interest for the researchers and is a very vital element of schooling in the 21st
century. Mayfield (2001) with respect to classroom teaching propagates that a
possible way to raise learners’ consciousness of critical thinking is to involve
them explicitly in critical thinking opportunities and in dialogue with others.
For example, allowing them the time to pause, reflect, analyse and discuss an
issue in a context, supports and values critical thinking, which is the key to
critical thinking education.
The information explosion and other rapid technological changes pose
a great challenge to instructors of critical thinking. Hence, the students are in
an immediate need of developing and effectively applying critical thinking
skills to solve complex problems they might face, to avoid the passive
acceptance of the available information and to weed through the information.
It is crucial to teach students the art of asking questions. Centre for Critical
Thinking (1996) strongly hints that it is only to that extent that fresh questions
are generated and taken seriously, any field could stay alive. Questioning gives
an intellectual approach that enables the learners to select from the available
information that is relevant and agreeable .
Critical thinking essentially means having a questioning, challenging
and an analytical state of mind. A critical mind is comfortable with a degree of
scepticism and doubt; it is a mind that is open to reinterpreting and refining its
knowledge, and accepting that what we know may change in the light of new
knowledge.
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The purpose of specially and specifically teaching critical thinking in
the Science and Humanities or any other discipline is to improve learners to
perform better while carrying out their everyday activities, both professionally
and personally. To accomplish the desired outcome the students should be
taught how to think (to understand and evaluate) rather than what to think (the
content or subject matter).
To realise this, there are a few teaching strategies available to promote
critical thinking in the English language classroom. Classroom Assessment
Techniques assist in monitoring and facilitating students’ critical thinking;
Co-operative Learning Strategies to promote group learning and expect
continuous support and feedback from the students and teachers; Case Study
/Discussion Method where the teacher presents a case without a conclusion
and allows the students to construct a conclusion for the case, after careful
consideration; Conference Style Learning where the teacher does not teach
but facilitates the development of dialectic reasoning of the students to argue
from different quarters of an issue; Written dialogues used for analysis and
Spontaneous Group Dialogue aids the learners to identify bias and errors in
thinking. However, when teachers and students pursue towards improved
critical thinking, cognitive magic is possible.
Experts from the field of ELT consider that the insertion of critical
thinking skills in English classes is essential to improve students’ language
proficiency. They believe that students’ critical thinking skills will be optimally
increased if meaning is the focus in English lessons. These two inter-related
components can be put into practice when teachers do collaborative activities
stimulating students’ thinking process and meaning negotiation. There is still
a fear that such realisation might be counter-productive if they are applied
without careful consideration of task purposes and of students’ roles.
Hence the teachers of English need to present alternatives, different
ways of construing texts and multiple conceptions of the world. The
significance of thinking in the university education requires the main concept
of critical thinking in which there is always more than one way to approach a
challenge and it is the responsibility of the concerned individual to evaluate
and find the truth on any given issue or the subject matter.
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The implementation of critical thinking skills and meaning in English
language teaching is in fact a common phenomenon and multiple
methodologies have been integrated instead of an absolute format. The
underlying principle is that language learning is improved through increased
motivation and seen naturally in meaningful contexts. When learners are
interested in a topic and are given chances to negotiate meaning, they will be
motivated to discuss things critically and at the same time acquire language to
communicate (Darn, Rfaner, 2006). Such an integration is generally done
through collaborative activities, i.e., pair work and group work.
While designing CT activities in the classrooms, teachers need to be
flexible and creative; they may use one or more strategies combined in a new
way or develop alternative methods suitable to their own classes. Effective
Critical thinking instruction in EFL classroom depends on teachers’ deliberate
and persistent efforts.
Here is a module, adapted from ‘Critical Thinking in the Language
Classroom’ (2014) by John Hughes that explains well how they can be
integrated in the language classrooms
.
Activity

-

Critical questioning

Critical thinking aim: To help the learners develop their critical questioning
skills .
Language aim: To make them practise the language components of asking
closed and open questions.
Rationale: Students need to develop the skill of asking searching questions if
they choose to become effective critical thinkers. This activity demonstrates
them how closed questions that require only yes/no answers do not help to
question critically while the open questions are much more effective.
Simultaneously the students review the structures they need to ask questions.
Procedure
1. Write the following question words on the board:
What…? Why…? Who…? When….? Where….? How…?
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2. Set the students in pairs. Give Student ‘A’ a copy of the following
closed questions:
1.

Do you believe that meditation is good for you?

2.

Would you say that young children use too much of gadgets?

3.

Is the universe becoming warmer than twenty years ago?

4.

Do you think chunk food is bad for you?

5.

Should most people participate in the actual politics more than
they do now?

6.

Is the bond among the joint families getting faded?

7.

Are religions important in our lives?

8.

Can ecologists make a difference in the eco-system today?

3. Student A asks the first question and Student B answers Yes or No.
Then Student A changes the closed question into an open question
using a question word on the board. Student B answers with a much
longer and more reasoned answer. So their conversation might start
like this
A

Do you believe that meditation is good for you?

B

Yes, I do .

A

Why do you believe that meditation is good for you?

B

Because I’ve heard people say about the benefits of meditation to
the physical and mental well being of an individual and I’m
contented about it.

4. The students can now work through all the eight questions above in
the same way until they reach the end. In order that everyone has an
equal opportunity to ask and answer the questions, student B can take
his/ her turn to do the same. Or, if running short of time, student A can
ask questions 1, 3, 5 and 7 while Student B can ask the rest.
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Variation
For higher level learners we can make the open questions on the board
more focussed to the types of question that might be asked when thinking
critically. These can be:
- What evidence is there that…?
- Why do you think that…?
- Who says that…?
- How do you know that…?
- When did people start believing that…?
- Where did you read that…?
So a dialogue using these types of question phrases might sound like
this:
A Do you believe that meditation is good for you?
B Yes, I do.
A What evidence is there that meditation is good for you?
B Well, there are lots of people who share the same view out of their
personal experiences and they themselves are looking young and relaxed at
all circumstances. They seem to be calm but deeper in thoughts.
Conclusion
Incorporating critical thinking in lesson plans is a challenge which
language teachers should experience in order to provide their learners with a
quality learning experience. Success in such tasks, as in life, requires effective
use of language along with measures to improve their critical thinking. Critical
thinking is one of the most thought provoking methods of teaching which can
be implemented in any discipline. The implementation of critical thinking can
encourage learners to bring about positive changes in the way they think and
expand the horizons of their language. Therefore, if it is introduced and
integrated in ESL classrooms, the learners will develop further the
communicative competence in English and broaden their intellectual faculties.
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Such engaging activities cater to students’ communicative competence as they
are usually receptive in lively learning atmosphere.
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“Research is about engaging in a conversation with a brand”
- Mathew Rhodes
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ALTERNATIVE MEDICINES AND
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Introduction:
When anything practiced or performed outside mainstream then it
can be called as alternative, whether it is with development or medicine. Thus
the term ‘Alternative Medicine’ is any form of medicine that is practiced outside
the mainstream of western medicine – allopathy. These alternative/traditional
medicine systems display a common holistic approach, founded upon the
assumption that wellbeing is intrinsically linked to the integration and balance
of the whole person-body, mind, and spirit in harmony with the environment
and prevailing culture. In 1973, the Medical Faculty of the University of Rome
convened the first World Congress of Alternative Medicines and the provisional
program contained no less than 135 therapies. Alternative medicine exists in
all cultures to some degree and terms such as traditional medicine, indigenous
medicine or folk medicine etc. are used to describe such practices. These
alternative medicines were date back hundred or even thousands of years
depending on the country and culture concerned. These medicines try to provide
remedies in its own way with some specific methodology, for example,
acupuncture is the best-known traditional Chinese Medicine that aims to
influence body functions and stimulate and restore the body’s own regulatory
system by using specific (acupuncture) points on the surface of the body.
Besides the use of needles, the application of pressure (acupressure) and heat
(moxibustion) are also traditionally used. Likewise the Ayurveda (the ‘science
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of life’) is a system of traditional medicine native to the Indian subcontinent
using methods for achieving physical, mental and spiritual health and wellbeing and involves herbal medicine, meditation and yoga.
These alternative medicines address the need of the entire society
whether it is the men or women, child or aged, rich or poor, rural or urban.
Women’s health usually is associated with their reproductive health as it
significant role in deciding their health this provide prime focus is with the
reproductive health of women. With regard to allopathic medicine there are
several achievements and milestones crossed in the women’s reproductive
health care. In terms of infertility or any other reproductive health problems
the role of alternative medicine is also is in raise in the recent years. This paper
is an attempt to analyse the role of alternative medicines and its therapeutic
practices in reproductive health care.
WOMEN’S HEALTH
Women even though covers the half the sky of the human population,
their status in any sphere of life is relatively lacks the prime focus. In terms of
the role in any basic social institutions they take the back seat. Likewise in
health too women’s health is not prioritized. It is quite interesting that whether
it is women’s health or development or welfare programmes the initial central
attention starts with reproductive health. The programmes on development of
women, at the preliminary stage, address the reproductive health and child
development. Later the tentacles of the development interventions were
widened. Similarly the women’s health is viewed with reproductive health.
Even though there are other aspects in terms of women’s health. Here productive
years of life are primarily decided with her reproductive health. Reproductive
Health of women in the lens of the Alternative medicines complements the
conventional medicine. Alternative therapies many a times supplement and
sometimes the combinations of some of the practices are providing effective
results.
ALTERNATIVE MEDICINES
The medicinal practices which are out of the conventional medical
practice are treated as alternative medicine and these medicinal practices are
termed in the western countries as ‘Complementary and Alternative Medicine’
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which are popularly characterized as CAM. In the Indian context the popular
and the accepted medicinal practices other than the conventional one are known
as AYUSH – which is an abbreviated version of Ayurveda, Yoga and
Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy. In India, in 1995 a separate
department was initiated as the Department of Indian Systems of Medicine
and Homoeopathy (ISM&H) as a government body with the objective of
developing, education and research in the above mentioned medicines and
other Indigenous Medicine systems. In 2003 the nomenclature of the
Department was changed as AYUSH, The department initially worked/operated
under the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. The Department of AYUSH
was elevated as Ministry of AYUSH with effect from 9 November 2014. The
idea of AYUSH also has a derivation from the Sanskrit term ‘ayush’ which
means “life”. With this backdrop the present paper specifically discusses on
the significance of Acupuncture, Varma therapy and Yoga in the reproductive
health of women.
ACUPUNCTURE
Acupuncture was developed in China more than 2000 years ago.
According to ancient Chinese beliefs, disease is due to a blockage in the flow
of qi energy through the body. Inserting needles into acupuncture points
unblocks qi to restore health, according to this theory. Modern scientists think
that acupuncture may work by causing the release of natural painkillers in the
brain. Research has shown that acupuncture may be useful for reducing (US
HHS Office on Women’s Health 2008: 376):
•
•
•
•

pain after dental procedures
severe vomiting that can occur during pregnancy
labour pain
pain in osteoarthritis of the knee

The ancient Chinese believed that disease (“dis-ease”) was caused by
the imbalance in the body of two principles which they called yin and yang.
According to them Yin is female and Yang is male where both are universally
present in all nature. The Chinese discovered that certain points of the body
which if massaged, punctured, heated or burned had a beneficial effect of certain
disorder. The massage technique is called as acupressure and the technique of
puncturing is known as needling for which needles are used whereas the heated
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technique is called moxibustion. The procedure of needling is termed as
‘acupuncture’. The objective effects produced by needling recognize six
different effects. Through the passage of the time, many such points were
discovered and it was found that by stimulation of separated points it was
possible to influence the functioning of internal organs. These points were
then systematically arranged on the basis of the pertaining organ. The series of
points which had an effect on a particular organ connected to form a channel.
There are twelve regular channels called the ‘twelve paired channels’ and the
eight extra channels called the ‘eight extraordinary channels’.
These twelve paired channels are related to the internal organs. Hence
they are linked with anyone of the twelve internal organs. In terms of yin and
yang there are six channels of Yin and six Yang. The coupling of Yin and Yang
channels are known as Zang (Solid organs) and Fu (Hollow organs).The paired
channels have an interior relationship as well as exterior relationship.
The Twelve channels are
Yin Channals

Yang Channals

1

Lung (Lu.)

Large Intestine (L.I.)

2

Stomach(St.)

Spleen(Sp.)

3

Heart (H.)

Small intestine (S.I)

4

Urinary Bladder(U.B.)

Kidney (K.)

5

Pericardium (P.)

Sanjiao(S.J.)

6

Gall bladder(G.B.)

Liver (Liv.)

No.

The above channels are having role in the women’s health. Specifically
the urinary bladder and kidney is important in female reproduction and
secondary sexual characteristics and strengthening of these channels will help
strong health status of the reproductive system.
ORGAN-CLOCK THEORY
The acupuncture procedure the human organs work on the basis of
organ clock theory. According to this theory, each organ is active for two hours
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every day. Hence it is believed that treating the organ in the specific time with
any complications end up in better result. The activities of the organs are based
on five element theory Fire, earth, metal, water, and wood. The five element
theory is used to diagnose the cause of the disease and to associate signs and
symptoms to particular organ. Six pair organs classified into twenty-four hours
based on the basic five elements help in diagnosing and treatment.

The measurement of the acupuncture is based on the unit called “cun”.
The first and best known effect in acupuncture is the analgesic (pain reliving
effects), which is achieved by the raising of the pain threshold, relieve the
pain. It is mainly applied in the aliments like arthritis, toothache, headache,
low back pain and other painful disorder.
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The second one is needling specific points which result in sedation.
Some people may even fall asleep during treatment, but wakeup refreshed. It
has been shown that there is a decrease in delta and that wave activity on the
electro-encephalogram during acupuncture treatment .
These effects are utilized in the acupuncture treatment of insomnia,
anxiety states addictions, epilepsies, mental disorders and behavioral problems.
The third effect is very important is called the homeostatic or regulatory effects,
which means adjustment of the internal environment of the body towards a
state of normal balance. Generally, Homeostasis is maintained by the balanced
activity of the sympathetic and parasympathetic division of the autonomic
nervous system and also the endocrine system. In addition, there are numerous
homeostatic mechanisms in the body for regulating the respiration, heart rate,
blood pressure, urinary excretion, metabolic rate, sweating, temperature, ionic
balance of the blood and many other vital parameters. This effect is often used
for treating opposite disorder like high and low pressure, or diarrhea and
constipation .
The fourth action is the immune-enhancing action of the acupuncture,
where body resistance to disease is strengthened. This has been shown to an
increase in the white corpuscles (leucocytes), antibodies, gamma globulin and
other substances, which increase the resistive powers of the body. It is very
useful to combat infection. Antibiotic may have used the need of prolonged
antibiotic therapy can be considerably reduced by the concurrent use of the
acupuncture .
The fifth objective effect of acupuncture is the psychological effects,
which is a calming and tranquilizing action apart from mere sedation. An
action on mid brain reticular formation and specific metabolic chemistry of
the brain increase the dopamine content of the brain. This effect is successful
in certain mental disorders and in Parkinsonism.
The sixth important effect of acupuncture is that the motor recovery
in patients who have become paralyzed from some cause or another. The
explanation, which is complex, apparently involves antidromic stimulation
of the anterior horn cells and their re-activation through a bio-feedback
mechanism, operating through the spinal cord.
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Of the above mentioned six effects all are having direct or indirect role in the
women’s health. Third and fifth action effects have successful influence on
reproductive health by applying it their health can be maintained. Research
(ibid: 377) suggests that acupuncture plus moxibustion may cause a breech
baby to move to the head-down position, which allows for a normal vaginal
birth. Acupuncture as an alternative medicine is used in women’s health as
complement or supplement.
VARMA
Varmam is an ancient practice of treating patients for various ailments
by activating the vital points in the body. This is also called as Varmam Kalai
which is considered as one of the oldest alternative medicines which trace
back its origin with religious myths and epics. Varmam is a branch of Siddha
medicine. Varmam, in Ayurvedha, is called marmam, the reference for it was
provided in Ravana Kaviyam. Recently, as stated by the Times of India, it is
gaining ground in the state (C P Sajit | TNN | Jun 2, 2012,). The word ‘varmam’
denotes energy flow in the body, also known as life energy. The points where
this energy resides in the body are identified as varmam points. The basic
objective of the varmam system of medicine is to stimulate these points using
palms, fingers, etc., to cure diseases. Varma Kalai is a martial art and esoteric
healing art originating from ancient Tamil Nadu in South India. The name
literally translates as “The Art of Vital Points”
.
Varma identifies 108 vital points in the body. It is divided into Thodu
Varmam - 96 vital points that are triggered by a touch. This touch can affect
the victim by disabling the body, organ movement and function. The next one
is Padu-varma – in this there are 12 vital points. These are fatal, causing
immediate, severe effect upon the victim. Apart from these there are two more
classifications they are Thattu Varmam and Nooku Varmam (also known as)
Meitheenda Kalai. Thattu Varmam is a confidential knowledge possessed on
decisive vital points by the master and this will be passed on to selected disciple.
Nooku Varmam technique of treatment is done by triggering vital points by
focusing/ concentrating on the target. Practice makes one to become an expert in
Nooku Varmam (Narmadha.P.R)
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Vital points

Part of Human body

25
45
9
14
15

From head to neck/throat
From neck/throat to navel/stomach
From navel to arm
Arms
Legs

The Susruta samhitha one of the oldest available texts on surgery in
the world, dating back to a time between 300-3000BC provided a conceptual
framework to the principles of surgery text.
According to Susruta, varma are divided in to five categories anatomically as
follows
• Muscles varma (Mansa- varma)
• Blood vessel varma (sira -varma)
• Ligaments varma ( snaya- varma)
• Joints varma (sandhi -varma)
• Bone varma (asthi -varma)
Blood vessel varma called sira is most important of the five. Any injury
of sira can be fatal, and so there is description in this form of treatment, what
should be avoided during blood- letting for the purpose of protecting the
varmas, as precautionary measures. In female reproductive system the siras
and bones - asthi plays an important role. These are further classifies as varmas
for 700 blood vessels, 300 bones, 400 ligaments and 500 muscles.
Siras is classified as
•
Vatavahasira
• Pittavaha sira
•
Kaphavaha sira
• Raktavaha sira
All siras are originate and linked with umbilicus, and it travel upward,
downward and also in oblique directions. The breath (prana) is also based on
umbilicus.
Usually in varma can be trauma divided into two kind of treatment
1. Traumatic orthopedic disorders – its main focus is on the injury related
bone problems of the human body and it is mainly treated in association
with the spinal bones and its association with the other body parts.
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2.
Non–Traumatic orthopedic disorders – other than injury any aliments
on the basis of dislocations, compression and so on will be treated through
message of different types settings of bones etc. With regard to bones,
according to varma trauma – injury in any parts may lead to severe pain,
disability, loss of function, loss of sensation and death.
In Varmam the basic feature healing is through ‘a timely touch, a slap, the use
of specialized massage techniques or a gentle blow on another vital point can
save a life of a dying man’. According to the Varmam healers the treatment
procedure creates the miraculous stimulation of impulse, the magnetic power
and innate human dynamism and helps in recovery from injury or in cure of a
disease. In any injury bones, particularly, spinal bone specifically major role
in female reproductive system. The internal reproductive system is surrounded
by punch of nerve in spinal cord and it placed in the end of the spinal cord.
The spinal bones are of following types
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Name of the bone
Cervical spine
Thoracic spine
Lumbar spine
Sacrum (5 join bones)
Coccyx (4 join bones)
Sternum
Ribs
Hyoid bone
Ear bones

No of bones
7
12
5
1
1
1
24
1
6

The spinal cord taking a major role in the functions of female
reproductive system
The non traumatic orthopedic disorders include the women health issues
too. Even in women’s health their reproductive health is treated using varma
techniques. The female reproductive system consist of the ovaries (produced
eggs as well as hormone secretion (estrogen, progesterone) the fallopian tubes
(Transport the eggs to the uterus for implantation), The Uterus (place of fetus
growth), and the vagina (the passage connects the uterus to the exterior).
Varmam is having the healing for the following reproductive health problems.
They are menstrual disorder for which Palla varmam, and Kodukai Varmam is
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advised by the healers as therapy. Theis varmams not only cure menstrual
disorders but also menopausal disorders and fibroids. Kooradangal varmam
treats menopausal disorder, for anemia, thyroid problem and infertility also
there are varmams which can heal the problem in more cost effective way. For
Anemia - Sakthi varmam and for infertility Kondaikoli varmam, Pallavarmam,
Kodukai varmam. Varmam addresses both hyper thyroid – kondai kalli varmam
and Uthirakalam varmam as well as hypo thyroid – kondai kalli varmam and
Sumai varmam. Even though evidences are there that reproductive health of
women can be taken care by Varma therapy research in this field was relatively
lesser. Lack of authentic information with empirical evidence and lack of
documentation of the techniques remain as the setback for the treatment. Hence
need for more research in this area is expected which actually helps in the
improvement of women’s health.
YOGA
Yoga is an important branch of Indian Philosophy which was originally
developed by an Indian sage Patanjali who lived in 400 B.C. Yoga is a timeless
pragmatic science evolved over thousands of years dealing with the physical,
moral, mental and spiritual well being of human as a whole. The word yoga is
derived from the Sanskrit root YUJ meaning ‘to bind, join, attach and yoke, to
direct to concentrate one’s attention on, to use and apply’. Sage Patanjali gave
his work as ‘Patanjala yoga sutra’ which is the earliest written record of yoga
and one of the oldest text in existence. Patanjali’s ‘Astanga yoga’ consists of
eight components namely Yama (abstention), Niyama (observances), Asana
(posture), Pranayama (breath control), Prathyahara (sense withdrawal),
Dharana (concentration), Dhyana (medition) and Samadhi (contemplation).
Although the system was initially developed to help the practitioner to attain
spiritual goals, some of the components of yoga like asana (posture), pranayama
(breathing) and dhyana (meditation) can be very effectively used to provide
relief from several physical and psychological symptoms associated with
chronic human diseases and also to provide good health, strength, balance,
vitality and clarity of mind, all of which help to enhance the quality of life, at
all stages of human life (Nayak, Gayathry 2013: 2,3&59).
Pathanjali, presented the methodology deeply rooted in the culture and tradition
in India. The yoga sutra consist of 196 aphorisms in 4 chapter
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1. Samadhi pada (Ecstacy)
- 51 aphorism
2. Sadana padha (path)
- 55 aphorism
3. Vibhuti padha (powers)
- 56 aphorism
4. Kaivalya pada (liberation)
- 34 aphorism
There are four major distraction such as pain, despair, unsteadiness of body,
unsteady of respiration these are depend on the following technique
•
Asana - Physical posture to keep the body healthy and strong.
•
Pranayama
Control of breath or life force .
•
Pratyahara
withdrawal of the sense
.
The techniques will address three gunas
1. Sattva
the illuminating good quality
2. Rajas
the quality of activity
3. Tamas
the dark quality
Yoga therapy (asana, pranayama and dhyana) is an economical and
non-invasive, safe practice. It is becoming increasingly popular in the modern
world as a means of potentially relieving stress, enhancing health, improving
fitness and managing the various symptoms associated with chronic diseases.
(Raub JA 2002, Saper R, Eisenberg D et al 2004) Most importantly, there is a
growing body of research suggesting that practice of yoga may reduce risk
factors for chronic disorders, and may attenuate symptoms, reduce
complications, and improve the prognosis and thus contribute significantly to
the overall enhancement of quality of life. (Chandler K 2001, Gimbel MA
1998, Yogendra J et al.2004, Innes KE et al. 2005) [referred in Nayak, Gayathry
2013]
According to Pathanjali, any comfortable position that is steady
is an asana.There are easy and comfortable postures. Lord siva is said
to have demonstrated 84 lakhs of asanas. Pathanjali lists 84 asanas.
The aim of asanas is to keep both the mind and the body in perfect
health through exercise of the body and the mind. Asanas are two types
1. Physical and 2. Meditative
In physical there are nine types of posture in asanas it used to flexible
the body and feel energy and fresh.
1. Standing posture
2. Sitting posture
3. Twists posture
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Prone and supine posture
Inverted posture
Balancing posture
Back bent posture
Jumping posture
Relaxation posture
In these yoga postures especially for females standing, sitting, twist,
back bent, relaxation posture is most important. Asana bring steadiness, and
comfort to the body (Swamy Adidevananda) resulting in firmness, health and
lightness of all the limbs (Brahmananda). By practicing asana the body develops
agility, flexibility, endurance and vitality and keeps body free from disease. It
reduces the fatigue and soother to nerves, produces the mental equilibrium
and prevents fickleness of mind. The regular practice of asana-s imparts strength
to the body, brightness to the free, high spirits to the mind and impetus to the
intellect, aim to developing will power and purification of self. In the aspect
of female reproductive system the asanas keep muscles elastic. Joints and
ligaments remain soft and supple. Strengthen the spinal column, entire nervous
system is regulated. The beneficial effects of asanas are primarily on musculoskeletal system. The gentle and optimal contraction and stretching of muscles
and joints caused by the performance of the asanas seems to result in the
improvement of mobility and flexibility thereby reducing the physical
symptoms related to muscles and joints. The better circulation and oxygenation
occurring to muscles improves the metabolism thereby improving the strength
and energy and also reducing fatigue and tiredness.
In nervous system preserving health electrical transmission, control
the autonomous. In endocrine system asanas support to stimulate the hormone
and balancing the hormone levels. In circulatory system the velocity of the
blood flow is free without strain and can be changed voluntarily, arteries and
veins remains soft and elastic. Blood pressure is regulated, cardiac nerves are
rested. Above benefits are interlinked with women’s reproductive system. It
helps the women regular menstruation, painless menstruation. In the menopause
stage women’s relived from stress. Studies have shown that practice of yoga
fine tunes and modulates neuro-endocrine axis which results in beneficial
endocrine and metabolic changes. Yoga with meditation resulted in higher
plasma melatonin levels. (Harinath K et al. 2004, Tooley GA 2000). Whether
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this increase was due to the decreased hepatic metabolism or a direct effect on
pineal physiology is not clear. The maximum night time melatonin levels in
yoga group showed a significant correlation with the well-being score. Yoga
also showed beneficial effect on pregnant women during the process of delivery
with significant reduction in physical pain from base line to post intervention.
(Narendran S et al 2005, Beddoe AE et al 2009)
.
Female can do the suriya namaskara, padmasana, Salabasana,
Dhanurasanam, Halasanam, Vajrasanam, Sarvangasanam, pavalmuthasanm etc.
Females are expected to avoid asanas during the menstrual period and first
three months of pregnancy. After the three months of delivery all asanas may
be practiced with comfort. Nayak, Gayathry’s (2013) work on yoga therapy
and women’s perimenopausal stage concluded that yoga offers acceptable and
cost effective intervention for menopausal women demonstrating promise for
improvement of physical, psychological and spiritual health, prevention and
management of CVD and associated chronic disorders, thus contributing
significantly to the overall quality of life. The study further stated that, a
customized yoga program, performed at home may offer excellent therapeutic
benefit to the women.
CONCLUSION
There are many alternative medicines which are gaining importance in
the modern globalised era. The importance for the alternative medicines is
mainly due to the side effects of mainstream medicine. Though there are
successes in the alternative medicines due to the lack of systematic research
and documentation they lag behind in proving their efficiency. To substantiate
the treatment procedures, efforts are taken both by the researchers and the
practitioners
The alternative medicines Acupuncture, Yoga and Varma are having
several healing tactics which directly addresses women’s health, particularly
reproductive health. The reviews of the literature show the evidences of the
effectiveness of the practices. They are cost effective and they make use of
corrective mechanism in the reproductive health, which promises healthy way
of life to women. It is also to be noted that the proper learned, knowledgeable
practitioner are expected to avoid misleads and misappropriation of treatments.
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5

M. jdQ;nrad;

fle;j fhyj;jpd; epfo;fhyk;:
ehl;lhh; tuyhW gw;wpa Xh; mwpKfk;
fle;j fhy Qhgfk;
xt;nthU rKfj;ijr; Nrh;ej
; kf;fSk; jq;fSila fle;j
fhyj;ijg; gw;wpa rpy epidTfis toptopahfj; jiyKiwfs;
NjhUk; jq;fspilNa gfph;e;J tUfpd;wdh;. Ngr;Rtbtk;> rpWrpW
$w;Wfs;> ghly; tiffs; kw;Wk; fij> Guhzk;> gokuGf;fij> fhuz
tpsf;fg; Guhzk; Kjypa fijtiffs;> gof;f-tof;fq;fs;> rlq;Ffs;
vd;gd Nghd;w elj;ij tiffs; cs;spl;l ehl;lhh; kuGfs; thapyhfj;
jq;fs; fle;j fhyj;jpa epfo;Tfs; gw;wpa fUj;Jf;fis> czh;Tfis
my;yJ fz;Nzhl;lq;fisj; njhlh;eJ
;
ntspg;gLj;jp tUfpd;wdh;.
tha;nkhopj; jfty; njhlh;igg; ngUk;ghd;ikahfr; rhh;ej
; pUg;Nghh;
kl;Lky;yhky;> vOj;jwpTr; rKfj;jpdUk; ,jpy; mlq;Fth;. mt;tifapy;>
,df;FOr; rKfq;fs;> Kw;gl;l tFg;gpdh;> gpw;gl;l> kpfTk; gpw;gl;l
tFg; g pdh; > ml; l tizr; rhjpapdh; vd; W midj; J tifahd
rKfq;fisr; Nrh;ej
; kf;fSk; jj;jk; fle;j fhyj;jpy; my;yJ Kd;Ndhh;
tho;ej
; fhyj;jpy;> eilngw;w Kf;fpa rk;gtq;fs; vd;W rpytw;iwg;
gw;wp mt;tg;NghJ ,zf;fkhd njhlh; xOq;fpy; tha;nkhopahf
epidT$h;eJ
; tUfpd;wdh;.
me;je;jr; rKfk; njhlh;ghd Njhw;wk;> Gjph;ikahd> Nghw;wj;jf;f
rk;gtq;fs;> nja;tf
P j; jd;ik epiwe;j Kd;Ndhh; gw;wpa tho;fi
; f
epfo;Tfs;> njhopy;> fiy kuGfs;> gof;ftof;fq;fs;> topghL vd;gd
Nghd;wtw;wpd; Njhw;Wtha;fs; - vdg; gytw;iwg; gw;wp> ruhrhpahd
fz;Nzhl;lj;jpw;F mg;ghw;gl;l tifapy;> rpwg;gplk; nfhLj;J> mftar;
Nkdhs; Jiwj;jiyth;> ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpay;Jiw> J}arNthpahh;
;(jd;dhl;rp)fy;Y}hp> ghisaq;Nfhl;il.
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rhh;G epiyNahL Qhgfj;jpy; epWj;jpj; jq;fSf;Fs;NsAk;> ntspahhplKk;
gfph;eJ
; f; nfhs;fpd;wdh;. ,j;jifa tha;nkhopg; gfph;tpy;> xUtif
kuGj; njhlh;rr
; pia ehk; mwpaKbAk;. mjhtJ> Ijpfk;> nrtptopr;
nra;jp vd;gd Nghd;w nrhy;yhl;rpfisf; nfhz;L milahsg;gLj;Jk;
xUtif tuyhW gw;wpa fUj;JUtk; mjpy; nray;gLtij ehk; Ghpe;J
nfhs;syhk;.
ehl;lhh; tuyhW
kf;fs;> jq;fSila rKfj;jpid ikag;gLj;jpa fle;j fhyr;
rk;gtq;fs; gw;wpg; NgRk; nra;jpfspy; ,ioNahLk; tuyhw;W czh;Tf;Fj;
jdpxU fUj;JUtk; nfhLj;J mwpQh;fs; tpthjpj;Js;sdh;. ‘ehl;lhh;
tuyhW ’ my; y J ‘kf; f s; tuyhW’ (Folk History) vd; g Nj
mf;fUj;JUtkhFk; mjhtJ> “Fwpg;gpl;l rKjhaj;ijr; Nrh;ej
; kf;fs;>
fle;j fhyj;jpy; eilngw;w epfo;Tfs; gw;wpf; nfhz;bUf;Fk; $l;Lf;
fz;Nzhl;lk;jhd; ehl;lhh; tuyhwhFk;” vd;gJ ehl;lhh; tuyhW gw;wp
toq;Fk; xU Fiwe;jgl;r tiuaiwahFk;. (R.H. Saltzan, 1997: 448).
‘VNjDk; xU Fwpg;gpl;l rKjhaj;jpd; fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa
$l;Lf; fz;Nzhl;lk;’ vd;gJ> ehl;lhh; tuyhW Fwpj;j tiutpyf;fzj;jpy;
xU Kf;fpa $whf mikfpwJ. cyfpy; cs;s kf;fs; rKfq;fspy;
xt;nthd;Wf;Fk; jdJ fle;j fhyk; gw;wp xU fUj;Njh fz;Nzhl;lNkh
epr;rakhf ,Uf;Fk;. rKf cWg;gpdh;fs; jq;fs; rKfj;jpd; fle;j
fhyk; gw;wpf; nfhz;bUf;Fk; fUj;jhdJ> mr;rKfj;jpd; jw;fhyj;jpa
rpe; j idfs; > nray; g hLfs; > fz; N zhl; l q; f s; Mfpatw; w pd; g hy;
,d;wpaikahj tifapy; jhf;fj;ij Vw;gLj;Jk; vd;gh;.
ehl;lhh; tuyhW : tiuaiwfSk; Nfhzq;fSk;
,Ugjhk; E}w;whz;by; kughd rKfq;fisg; gw;wpa tuyhw;iw
Kjd;ikg;gLj;jp Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;l Ma;Tfspd; Clhf> tuyhW gw;wp
tiuaiwfSk; khw;W tuyhw;W tbtq;fSk;> tuyhW vOjg;gLtjd;
rKf Nehf;fq;fSk; mwpQh; gyuhy; Kd;itf;fg;gl;ld. mj;jifa
Fwpg;gplj;jf;f Ma;TfSs; ypd;Tl; khd;nly; vd;gthpd; ‘Nfhap hpl;[p’
apd; tPufhtpak; : tha;nkhop tuyhw;W Ma;T (The Saga of Coe Ridge
: A Study in Oral History, 1970) vd;Dk; E}y; kpfTk; Fwpg;gplj;jf;fJ.
mnkhpf;fhtpy; nfd;Lf;fp efhpypUe;Jj; njhiythf tpyfpapUe;j
fpuhkg;Gwj;jpy; tho;ej
; M/g;Nuh mnkhpf;fh; rKf kf;fisg; gw;wpa
tuyhw;iwNa ypd;Tl; khd;nly; Muha;eJ
; vOjpdhh;. me;j Ma;tpd;
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tpisthf cUthd fUj;JUtkhf ehl;lhh; tuyhw;iw mwpe;J nfhz;l
epiyapy;> mJ gw;wpa tiutpyf;fzj;ij mth; ntspg;gLj;jpdhh;.
mjhtJ> “xU Fwpg;gpl;l rKfj;ijr; Nrh;ej
; kf;fs; jq;fisg; gw;wp
vLj;Jiuf;Fk; tha;nkhop kuGf;fijfspd; njhFg;Ng ehl;lhh; tuyhW
MFk;” vd;W njhlf;fkhff; Fwpg;gpl;lhh;. (Lynwood Montell, 1996:175)
,e;j tiuaiwapd; tphpTg;gLj;jg;gl;l tbtkhfg; gpd;tUk; tpsf;fk;
mikfpwJ.
“Fwpg;gpl;l kf;fs; jq;fisg; gw;wp vLj;Jiuf;Fk; kughd
tha;nkhopf; fijahly;fspd; njhFg;Ng ehl;lhh; tuyhW. MfNt>
mf;fijahly;fspy; tpthpf;fg;gLk; rk;gtq;fs;> kdpjh;fs; gw;wpa
mf;FOtpdUila czh;Tfis mf;fijahly;fs; NgRfpd;wd.
,t;tiuaiwapy;> ehl;lhh; fz;Nzhl;lq;fs; vd;gd xU gFjpahf
,izj;Jf; nfhs;sg;gLfpd;wd. Vnddpy;> jftyhspfsplkpUe;Jr;
Nrfhpf;fg;gLk; xt;nthU fijahlypYk; me;ehl;lhh; fz;Nzhl;lq;fs;
xUq;fpize;j gFjpahf cs;sd” (Lynwood Montell, 1996:184).
ehl;lhh; tuyhW> Vida tuyhw;W tifikfs; my;yJ tuyhw;W
newp KiwfspypUe;Jf; fzprkhf NtWgLfpwJ. Vida tuyhWfspd;
Mrphpah;fs; NtW VNjDk; me;epag; gz;ghl;bduhf ,Ug;gth;fs;;
Mdhy;> ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpd; Mrphpah;fNsh nrhe;jg; gz;ghl;bduhf
tpsq;Ffpd;wdh;. Nghl;fpd; vd;Dk; mwpQh; ,J gw;wpf; $Wk; fUj;J
,q;F vLj;Jf; fhl;lj; jf;fJ. “fPopUe;J Nky; Nehf;fp vOk; tuyhWjhd;
ehl;lhh; tuyhW. mjpy;> kf;fs; jhq;fNs jq;fs; tuyhw;W Mrphpah;fshf
Mfpwhh;fs;“; (Lynwood Montell, 1996:186).
ehl;lhh; tuyhW gw;wp mf;fiw nrYj;jpa mwpQh;fSs;
Kf;fpakhdtuhd hpr;rh;l; vk;. lhh;rd;> “ehl;lhh; Qhgfj;jpYk;> ehl;lhh;
kugpYk; ,lk; ngw;wpUf;ff; $ba fle;j fhyj;jpa epfo;Tfs; gw;wpa
jdpr;rhh;G epiyf; $w;WfNs ehl;lhh; tuyhW” vd;fpwhh; (Richard M.
Dorson, 1996:285).
ehl;lhh; tuyhW Fwpj;J Kd;itf;fg;gl;l tiuaiwfspy;> “xU
Fwpg;gpl;l rKjhaj;jpd; fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa kf;fspd; $l;Lf;
fz;Nzhl;lNk ehl;lhh; tuyhW“ vd;W tpsf;Fk; tiuaiwahdJ>
NtW rpy tuyhw; W newpKiwfspypUe; J ehl; l hh; tuyhw; i w
NtWgLj;jpf; fhl;LfpwJ. “cyfpYs;s xt;nthU rKjhaKk;> FOTk;
jj;jkJ fle;j fhyk; gw;wp xU fUj;ijNah> fz;Nzhl;lj;ijNah
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nfhz;bUf;Fk;. mt;thW> mjdjd; cWg;gpdh;fs; fle;j fhyj;ijg;
gw;wpf; nfhz;bUf;Fk; fUj;jhdJ> mjdjd; rpe;jidfs;> nray;ghLfs;>
fz;Nzhl;lq;fs; Mfpatw;wpd;ghy; jhf;fj;ij Vw;gLj;Jk;” (Saltzman,
1997: 448) vd;w tpsf;fkhdJ ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpd; ,ay;gpid
ntspg;gLj;JfpwJ.
$l;Lf; fz;Nzhl;lk;
‘ehl;lhh; tuyhW’ (Folk History) vd;Dk; ,r;nrhy;yhl;rpahdJ>
Vida tuyhw;W Kiwapay; tifikfshd tha;nkhop tuyhW>
,df;FO tuyhW> tha;nkhop kuGfs; vd;gdtw;iwAk; Fwpf;Fk; tifapy;
ifahsg;gLfpwJ. vdpDk; Nkw;fz;l tuyhw;W tifikfspypUe;Jj;
jd;Dila jdpj;Jtkhd nghUspd; mbg;gilapy; ‘ehl;lhh; tuyhW’
vd;gJ Kw;wpYk; NtWglf;$baJ
.
ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpd; jdpj;Jtk; vd;gJ> fle;j fhyk; gw;wp
xl;Lnkhj;j FOtpdh; midtUk; nfhz;bUf;Fk; ‘$l;Lf; fz;Nzhl;lk;’
vd;gjpy; mlq;fpapUf;fpwJ. mjhtJ> ‘xU FOtpidr; Nrh;e;j
cWg;gpdh;fSila ve;j xU $l;Lf; fz;Nzhl;lkhdJ> fle;j
fhyj;jpid Kf;fpaj;Jtk; tha;ej
; J vd;W jPhk
; hdpf;fpwJ’ vd;gjpYk;>
mj;Jld; ‘vt;thW me;jf; fle;j fhykhdJ> epfo;fhyj;ijg; ghjpf;fpwJ’
vd;gjpYk; fle;j fhyj;jpd; Kf;fpaj;Jtk; ntspg;gLfpwJ. (1997:448)
.
tha;nkhop tuyhW – ehl;lhh; tuyhW Mfpa ,uz;bw;Fk; ,ilNa
NtWghLs;sjh vd;gij mwpa Ntz;Lk;. ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpypUe;J
Kw;wpYk; NtWgLtJ> tha;nkhop tuyhwhFk;. mjhtJ> ‘tha;nkhop
tuyhw;wpayh;’ vd;w Neh;fhzy; nra;af;$bath;> Kf;fpakhdit vd;W
fUjf;$ba epfo;Tfs; gw;wpf; FOtpdNuh jdpkdpjh;fNsh Kd;itf;Fk;
tpsf;fq;fs;> epidT $h;jy;fs; Nghd;wtw;iwNa tha;nkhop tuyhW
Kjd;ikg; gLj;JfpwJ. tha;nkhop tuyhw;wpayh;fSf;Fk; ehl;lhh;
tof;fhw;wpayh;fSf;Fk; ,ilNa xU NtWghL ,Ug;gijAk; Fwpg;gpl
Ntz;Lk;. ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayh;fs;> xU Fwpg;gpl;l ehl;lhh; FOthdJ
jdJ fle;j fhyk; gw;wpf; nfhz;bUf;Fk; Ez;Nzhf;Ffs; (Perceptions)
gw;wpNa Kjd;ik epiyapy; Mh;tk; fhl;Lth;. Vnddpy;> me;jf;
FOtpdhpd; fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa fz;Nzhl;lq;fs; jhk; kughd
iftpidg; n ghUl; f s; Kjy; mofpay; ntspg; g hLfs; tiuapy;
mth;fSila midj;J tifahd tof;fhWfisAk; mtw;Wf;fhd
R+oy;fisAk; toq;Ffpd;wd. mt;thNw> fhye;NjhWk; vJ mk;kf;fSf;Fg;
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gz;ghl;L hPjpapy; Kf;fpaj;Jtk; tha;ej
; jhf ,Ue;J te;Js;sJ vd;gJ
njhlh;ghd FOtpdhpd; cs;shh;ej
; fz;Nzhl;lj;ijAk; mr;R+oy;fNs
ekf;Fg; Gyg;gLj;Jfpd;wd. (1997:448)
ehl;lhh; tuyhWk; ,df;FO tuyhWk ;
ehl;lhh; tuyhW vd;gJ> tho;fi
; f tuyhW Nghd;wJ my;y
vd;W ,uz;bidAk; NtWgLj;jf; $ba NjitAk; cs;sJ. vLj;Jf;
fhl;lhfr; nrhy;Nthkhdhy;> xU jdpkdpjdpd; tha;nkhopf; fijahly;
xd;W toq;Fk; epiyapy;> mf;fijahly; jdp xU FOtpdUila
Vw;Wf; nfhs;sg;gl;l fijahly; gDtyhf ,Uf;f Ntz;Lk; vd;W
mtrpakpy;iy. mj;Jld;> ehl;lhh; tuyw;iw> NkNyhl;lkhf ,df;FO
tuyhW vd;W fUjptplTk; $lhJ vd;W mwpQh;fs; Rl;bf;fhl;Lfpd;wdh;.
,df;FO tuyhW> jdf;nfdj; jdpj;j tiuaiwia cilaJ.
mJfhWk; xU Fwpg;gpl;l ,df;FOtplk; me;epahpd; gz;ghl;Lj;
njhlh;Gfs; vitAk; ele;jpuhj epiyapy; mf;FOitg; gw;wp ,df;FO
tuyhw;wpayh;fs; vOJk; tuyhNw ,df;FO tuyhwhFk; vd;gij
ehk; njspTg;gLj;jpf; nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;.
xU Fwpg;gpl;l kf;fs; FOitNah rKfj;ijNah ikag;gLj;jp
Nahrpf;Fk; NghJ> mjDila ehl;lhh; tuyhW> vj;Jiz mstpw;F
mjw;F ,d;wpaikahjJ vd;gijAk; ehk; Ghpe;J nfhs;s KbAk;.
Vnddpy;> xU Fwpg;gpl;l rKfj;jpd; gy;NtW mk;rq;fisAk; ehl;lhh;
tuyhW jdf; F s; mlf; f pf; nfhz; b Uf; f pwJ. Fwpg; g hfr;
nrhy;Nthkhdhy;> 1) me;jr; rKfk; nfhz;bUf;Fk; ek;gpf;iffs;> 2)
Fwpg;gplj;jf;f rk;gtq;fs; gw;wpa kjpg;gPLfs;> 3) vitNaDk;
Fwpg;gplj;jf;f epfo;Tfs; vd;gd> xU rKfj;jpw;F Vd; Kf;fpaj;Jtk;
ciladthf ,Uf;fpd;wd vd;gjw;Fhpa fhuz tpsf;fq;fs;> mt;thNw>
4) Fwpg;gpl;l epfo;Tfs; vt;thW jk; rKfj;jpidj; jw;fhyj;jpy;
ghjpj;jpUf;fpd;wd vd;gJ gw;wpa tpsf;fq;fs; Mfpa midj;ijAk;
ehl;lhh; tuyhW jd;dpy; cs;slf;fpAs;sJ. (1997:448).
jw;fhyg; gilg;Gfspy; ehl;lhh; tuyhW
nghJthf tha;nkhop kugpd; thapyhfNt ehl;lhh; tuyhW
ifaspf;fg;gLfpwJ vd;whYk;> midj;J ehl;lhh; kuGNk ehl;lhh;
tuyhwhf MfptpLtjpy;iy. Vnddpy;> fiyg;ghq;fhd mh;jj
; j;NjhL
njhlh;Gila> ngUk;ghd;ikahf tof;fpy; gapyf; $ba tbtq;fNshL
njhlh;Gilajhf ehl;lhh; kuG jpfo;fpwJ. NkYk;> fle;j fhyj;jpa
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epfo;Tfs; gw;wpa fhythpirj; njhlh; (Chronicle) vd;gij tpl> xU
jpwNdhL fle;J nry;yf; $bajhf mk;kuG jpfo;fpwJ. ,e;j
ajhh;jj
; khdJ kw;nwhU fUj;ij typAWj;jpfpwJ. mjhtJ> ehl;lhh;
tuyhW midj;Jk; ehl;lhh; kugpy; fhzg;gLk; vdf; $w KbahJ.
mt;thNw> vOj;jwpTg; ngwhj kf;fsplk; kl;LNk ehl;lhh; tuyhW
fhzg;gLk; vd;Wk; nrhy;ytpayhJ. ehl;Fwpg;Gfs;> fbjq;fs;> njhlh;G
Clfq;fs;> Gid fijfs;> epidTf; Fwpg;Gfs; (Memoirs)> Kiwik
rhh;e;j tuyhw;W E}y;fs; Nghd;witAk; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;Wf;fhd
%yhjhuq;fshf mikaf; $bait. Vnddpy;> ,it ahTk; tuyhw;W
epfo;Tfs; gw;wpa xU FOtpd; fz;Nzhl;lq;fs; vj;jifait vd;gij
mwpe;J nfhs;s cjtf;$baitahFk; .
mZFKiwfspy; NtWghL
Vida rKftpayh;fshd tuyhw;wpayh;> khdpltpayh; Nghd;Nwhh;
ehl; l hh; tuyhw; i w mZFk; fz; N zhl; l j; j pypUe; J > ehl; l hh;
tof;fhw;wpayh;fspd; mZFKiw khWgl;lJ. nghJthf
tuyhw;wpayh;fs;> ‘Vida Mtzk; Nghd;wNj ehl;lhh; tuyhW’ vd;W
NkNyhl;lkhff; fUJthh;fs;. ‘mjd; ek;gfj; jd;ik ghprPyidf;
Fl;gl;lJ’ vd;W $WtNjhL epy;yhky;> ‘ek;gfj;jd;ik> ghprPyidapd;
mbg;gilapy; ePff
; g;gLtjw;Fk; chpaJ’ vd;Wk; ‘Jiz Mjhukhfg;
gad;glf;$ba Mtzk; my;yJ Vida jutpid vLj;Jf; fhl;Lld;
tpsf;ftjw;F chpaJ’ vd;Wk; mZfpdh;. mr;rpy; gjpthfpapUg;gjd;
fhuzkhf kpfTk; ek;gfj;jd;ik cilait vd;W fUjf;$ba NtW
Mjhuq;fs; fpilf;fhj epiyapy;> filrpg; Nghf;fplkhf ehl;lhh;
tuyhw; i w mZFk; Nghf; F tuyhw; w payhplk; cz; L . ehl; l hh;
tof;fhw;wpayh;fsplk; ,j;jifa mZFKiw fhzg;gLtjpy;iy.
ehl;lhh; tuyhW gw;wpa khdpltpayh;fspd; mZFKiwAk;>
ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayh;fsplkpUe;J NtWglf; $baJ. ‘ehl;lhh; tuyhW
vd;gJ> Kiwrhuhj> vOjg;glhj epidT$h;jy;fspd; njhFg;G’ vd;W
khdpltpayh;fs; fUjpdh;. NkYk;> Nkw;fj;jpa gz;ghLfs; my;yhj
Vida gz;ghLfspy; fhzg;gLk; mwpTthdh;fspd; mjpfhug;G+h;tkhd
fijahly;fNs ehl;lhh; tuyhW vd;Wk; $wpdh;
Mdhy;> ,j;jifa epiyg;ghLfSf;F Nenujpuhd
epiyg;ghl;bidNa ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayh;fsplk; fhzKbfpwJ. fle;j
fhyj;ijg; gw;wpg; NgRk; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f vLj;Jiug;G tof;fhWfs;>
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kiwKfkhf Mjhuq;fisj; jk;kpy; nghjpj;J itj;jpUf;Fk; ehl;lhh;
ghly;fs;> $w;Wfs;> gokuGf; fijfs;> tho;fi
; ff; Fwpg;Gfs;> jdpkdpj
mDgtf; fijahly;fs; Nghd;w gy;NtW Mjhuq;fis mbg;gilahff;
nfhz;L> ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayh;fs;> re;jh;gg
; r; R+o;epiyfs;> FwpaPlL
;
ntspg;ghLfspd; R+oy;rhh; mh;jj
; q;fs; Nghd;witg; gw;wp cl;FO
khe;jh;fs; vj;jifa fz;Nzhl;lq;fisf; nfhz;Ls;sdh; vd;gij
Muha;ej
; dh; (1997:449).
ehl;lhh; tuyhW : khw;W cyff; fz;Nzhl;lk;
ehl;lhh; tuyhW> fle;j fhyj;jpd; gpujpepjpj;Jtkhf tpsq;FfpwJ
vd;gNj mjd; jdpr;rpwg;ghFk;. xU Njrpaf; FONth> ,df;FONth>
njhopw;FONth> epytpay; rhh;ej
; tl;lhuf; FONth> rkaf; FONthmJ ve;j tif kf;fs; FOthf ,Ug;gpDk;> mf;FOtpw;F> ehl;lhh;
tuyhW vd;gJ> fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa xU gpujpepjpj;Jtj;ij mspf;fpwJ.
mj; j ifa gpujpepjpj; J tk; vd; g J> mf; F Otpd; Nehf; f q; f s; >
nray;ghLfs; Mfpatw;iw epahag;gLj;Jtjhf mikayhk;; rKf
mikg;Gfis tpsf;fyhk;. xU khw;W cyff; fz;Nzhl;lj;ij epWtTk;
nra;ayhk;.
xU Fwpg;gpl;l rKfk; my;yJ FOtpd; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;iw
kw;nwhU FO Vw;Wf;nfhs;shky; kWg;gjw;Fk; tha;gg
; pUf;fpwJ. vLj;Jf;
fhl; l hf xU FOtpdUila fle; j fhyj; N jhL njhlh; G ila
Kjd;ikahd fijNahL (dominant story) Kuz;gl;L miktjd;
fhuzkhf mt;ntspf;FO cWg;gpdh;fs;> ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpid Kw;wpYk;
Gidag;gl;l fl;Lf;fij vd;W fUJk; epiyAk; cs;sJ. Vnddpy;>
fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa Mjpf;fj; jd;ikapyhd fijNahL ehl;lhh;
tuyhW khWgl;L miktJ xU fhuzkhf ,Uf;fyhk;.
cl; F OtpdUila fz; N zhl; l q; f s; gw; w pa tpthjk; vd; g J>
ngUk;ghYk; rl;lhPjpahfTk; mjpfhuj;Jt mbg;gilapYk; Nghh;jj
; p
%lg; g l; l jhf ,Uf; f yhk; . ,y; i ynadpy; > Mjpf; f r; rKfNkh
rpWghd;ikr; rKfNkh Fwpg;gpl;l epfo;T gw;wpf; nfhz;bUf;Fk; fUj;J
kw; W k; cs; N ehf; f q; f s; vd; g d> rhpahditah vd; g J gw; w pa
tpthjkhfTk; ,Uf;fyhk;.
ehl;lhh; tuyhWk; ,lJrhhpfSk;
tha;nkhop tuyhw;iwg; NghyNt> ehl;lhh; tuyhWk; fzprkhd
mstpy; murpay; rpj;jhe;jj;ijr; Rke;Jr; nrd;wJ. me;j murpay;
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rpj;jhe;jg; gpd;Gyk; vd;gJ> ehsiltpy;> ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpd; kjpg;gpid
kq;fr; nra;Ak; tz;zNkh cah;jj
; pg; gpbf;Fk; tifapNyh nray;gl;lJ.
mwpQh;fs; gyh; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpid ‘kf;fs; tuyhW’ vd;W fUjpdh;.
xLf;fg;gl;l kf;fs;> XuQ;rhuk; Gwe;js;sg;gl;l tpspk;Gepiy kf;fs;>
Gwf;fzpf;fg;gl;l kf;fs; MfpNahhpd; tuyhwhf ehl;lhh; tuyhW
fUjg;gl;lJ. mj;Jld; ,lJrhhp murpay; rhh;Gila mwpQh;fSila
Ma;Tf;Fhpa fUj;jpay; jskhfTk; ehl;lhh; tuyhW mike;jJ. mnkhpf;f
ehfhpfk; gw;wpa Ma;tpy; Njha;eJ
; g; gapw;rp vLj;Jf; nfhz;ltUk;
ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayUkhd hpr;rh;l; vk;. lhh;rd;> 1930-fspy; Njhd;wpa
,lJrhhp mwpTthzh; ,af;fj;jpd; thapyhfj; Njhd;wpa “kf;fs; tuyhW”
jhd; “ehl;lhh; tuyhW” vd;Dk; fUj;jhf;fj;jpid vjph;jj
; hh;. ‘ehl;lhh;’
vd; g J> ngUk; g hd; i kahff; fle; j fhyk; gw; w pa goikthjf;
fUj; J f; f is ntspg; g Lj; j f; $bajhf cs; s J vd; W mth;
Rl;bf;fhl;bdhh;. ‘ehl;lhh;’ vd;gjd; fUj;jhf;fj;ij xUtifg; GidTg;
gz;Gilajhf Mf;fpa mwpQh;fSila fUj;jpypUe;J mit fzprkhf
NtWgl;bUe;jijAk; Rl;bf; fhl;bdhh;.
Hpr;rh;l; vk;. lhh;rdpd; khzth;fshd ypd;Tl; khd;nly;> tpy;ypak;
INt Mfpa ,UtUk; rKjha tuyhW njhlh;ghd Fwpg;gplj;jf;f
Ma;Tg; gilg;Gfisf; nfhz;L te;jdh;. ,e;j Ma;Tg; gilg;Gfspd;
thapyhf kuGtopg;gl;lJk;> Mtzf;fhg;gfk; rhuhjitAkhd Mjhuq;fs;
ngw;wpUe;j kjpg;gpid ntspg;gLj;jpf; fhl;bdh;. ,jpy; Fwpg;gplj;jf;fJ
vd;dntd;why;> ehl;lhh; tuyhW gw;wpa tpthjq;fis Kd;itj;j
khdpltpayh; f Sk; tuyhw; w payh; f Sk; - vtUNk ehl; l hh;
tof;fhw;wpayh;fshf mq;ff
P hpf;fg;gltpy;iy vd;gJjhd;. khwhf> mth;fs;
tuyhw;wpayh;fshfNt mq;fPfhpf;fg;gl;ldh; vd;gJ Fwpg;gplj;jf;fJ
(1997:451).
ehl;lhh; tuyhW vd;Dk; fUj;jpay; jsj;jpy; nray;gl;l
mwpQh;fshd hpr;rh;l; lhh;rd;> ypd;Tl; khd;nly;> tpy;ypak; INt>
n‘d;wp f;shrp MfpNahh; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f gq;fspg;gpid toq;fpAs;sdh;.
VNjDk; xU Fwpg;gpl;l rKjhaj;jpd; cWg;gpdh;fSf;Ff; fle;j fhyj;jpy;
vJ Kf;fpaj;Jtk; tha;ej
; jhf ,Ue;jJ vd;gij vLj;Jf; fhl;Lfs;
%yk; nka;gg
; pj;Jf; fhl;LtJ vd;gjpy;jhd; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpd; ek;gfj;
jd;ikahdJ fhy;nfhz;bUe;jJ. ,jw;F tpj;jpl;ljd; thapyhf ehl;lhh;
tuyhw;wpw;Fj; jdpj;Jtkhd gq;fspg;ig toq;fpath;fshf Nkw;fz;l
mwpQh;fs; rpwg;gplk; nfhLj;Jg; Nghw;wg;gLfpd;wdh;.
mz;ikf; fhyq;fspy; ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayh;fs; mnkhpf;f jpizf;Fb
kf;fisg; gw;wp Nkw;nfhz;l Ma;Tfs; Fwpg;gplj;jf;fitahff;
fUjg; g Lfpd; w d. me; j Ma; T fs; vd; g d> jpizf; F bfSila
tuyhWfs;> njhopy;fs;> rKjha Ma;Tfs;> Nghh;fs; gw;wpa Ma;Tfs;>
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epfo;jJ
; iffs; gw;wpa gFg;gha;Tfs; Mfpatw;iwj; jOtpaitahf
,Ue;jd ,e;j Ma;Tfspd; thapyhf ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayh;fs; jj;jk;
Ma;tpy; Xh; ,yf;F rhh;ej
; Nehf;fpy; cWjpahf ,Ue;jdh;. mjhtJ>
me;jj;jj; jpizf;Fbr; rKf kf;fSila fz;Nzhl;lq;fis
mbnahw;wpNa mth;jk; fle;j fhyj;ij kPlL
; Uthf;fk; nra;jdh;.
tpLjiyg; Nghuhl;l tPuh;fs;> Njrpathjpfs;> Gul;rpahsh;fs;> Nghuhspfs;
MfpNahiug; gw;wpf; Fwpg;gpl;l gf;fk; Kd;dpWj;JfpwJ vdpy;> mth;jk;
ehl;lhh; tuyhwhdJ> Fwpg;gplj;jf;f epfo;Tfs; gw;wp epidT$h;eJ
;
tpthpg;gjw;Fhpa jh;ff
; mwpit toq;FfpwJ.
/g;nuQ;R tuyhw;wpayh;fspd; md;dy;]; gs;spapdh;> jhk;
Nkw;nfhz;l Ma;Tfspy; tuyhw;wpy; fhzg;gLk; nghUl; nrwpTila
mikg;Gfis Kjd;ikg;gLj;jpdh;. gphpl;B~; rKf tuyhw;wpayh;fs;>
ntt;NtW FOf;fs; jj;jk; fle;j fhyj;ij vt;thW fl;likf;fpd;wd
vd;gij ikag; nghUshff; nfhz;L Muha;ej
; dh;. mnkhpf;fg; gz;ghl;L
tuyhw;wpayh;fs;> Mjpf;fg;gz;ghl;bduhy; Kf;fpaj;Jtk; mw;wth;fshfg;
ghh;ff
; g;gl;l kf;fSila fz;Nzhl;lq;fis ntspf;nfhzUk; Ma;T
Kaw;rpia Nkw;nfhz;ldh;. Nkw;Fwpg;gplg;gl;l epWtdq;fs; Nkw;nfhz;l
Ma;Tfspy;
Kd;itf;fg;gl;l
fz;Nzhl;lq;fSf;F
,iznahj; j itahf ehl; l hh; tof; f hw; w payh; f s; mnkhpf; f j;
jpizf;Fbfs; gw;wp Nkw;nfhz;l Ma;Tfspd; mZFKiwfs;
mike;jpUe;jd vd;gJ Fwpg;gplj;jf;fJ.
ve;jr; rKf mwptpay; Jiwfisr; rhh;ej
; mwpQh;fs; ehl;lhh;
tuyhw;iw Vw;Wf; nfhz;lhh;fNsh mj;Jiwfisr; rhh;ej
; NtW rpyNuh
mjid kWj;J> mjd; ek;gfj;jd;ikiaf; Nfs;tp Nfl;fTk; nra;jdh;
vd;w epiyg;ghl;ilAk; fhz;fpNwhk;. ‘ehl;lhh; tuyhW vd;gJ> fle;j
fhyj;ijg; gw;wp tpsf;Fk; Mjhug;G+h;tkhd $w;whf mikaf; $bajh?’
vd;Dk; Nfs;tpiaa Kd;itj;J> mjd; kjpg;gl
P b
; id kWj;Jf;$Wk;
Nghf; F > tuyhw; w payh; f s; > khdpltpayh; f s; MfpNahhplkpUe; J
kl;Lky;yhJ ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpayh;fsplkpUe;Jk; Njhd;wpaJ. mNj
rkaj;jpy;> mjd;ghy; mth;fs; fhl;Lk; mZFKiwiaAk; - rw;W
neUlyhdJjhd; vdpDk; - ,q;Ff; Fwpg;gpl Ntz;Lk;. mjhtJ>
kpfTk; nghUj; j khditAk; > ek; g fj; j d; i k cilaitAkhd
Mjhuq;fs; fpilf;fhj epiyapy;> tpLgl;l ,lq;fisg; G+h;j;jp
nra;af;$ba VjhtJ xd;whf - ,l;Lepug;gpahf – ehl;lhh; tuyhw;iwf;
fUjpdh;. ,jidtpl Nkhrkhd mZFKiwAk; mth;fsplkpUe;J
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ntspg;gl;lJ. ele;j epfo;Tfs; gw;wpa ngha;Ak; GidTk; fye;j
vLj;Jiug;ghfTk; jphpj;Jf; $WjyhfTk; ehl;lhh; tuyhW fUjg;gl;lJ.
NkYk;> ‘ehl;lhh; tof;fhw;wpd; Vida tbtq;fisg; Nghy;> ‘ehl;lhh;
tuyhW vd;gJk; fw;gid epug;gpNa’ vd;Wk; ‘fz;L gpbg;G’ vd;Wk;
my;yJ ‘kWgilg;ghf;fk;’ vdTk; gythW Fiwj;J kjpg;gplg;gl;lJ
.
ehl;lhh; tof;fhWfspYk; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpYk; ,ay;ghff;
fhzg;glf;$ba rpy nghJf; $Wfspd; xw;Wikj; jd;ikia ,q;Fr;
Rl;bf; fhl;l Ntz;Lk;. ehl;lhh; tof;fhWfspy; fhzg;gLk; nghJthd
mikg;gpay; $WfisAk; fiyg;Gz;Gf; $WfisAk; Nghd;Nw tl;lhu
tuyhW> epidtikjpfs; (anecdotes) jdpkdpj mDgtf; fijfs;
Nghd;wtw;wpYk; fhzg;gLfpd;wd. ,j;jifa fiyf;$Wfs; gw;wpa
$uwpTk; my;yJ ,iznahj;j mikg;gpay; khjphpfis milahsq;
fz;lwpAk; jpwikAk; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;iw El;gkhff; ifahStjw;F
kpfTk; ,d;wpaikahjJ vd;W mwpQh;fs; typAWj;Jk; fUj;Jk; ehk;
epidtpy; nfhs;sj;jf;fJ.
kw;nwhU fUj;Jk; ekJ rpe;jidf;FhpajhFk;. mjhtJ> ‘ehl;lhh;
tuyhW ek;gfj;jd;ik ,y;yhjJ> Mjhuj;jd;ik mw;wJ’ vd;gij
ntspg;gLj;Jtij tpl> rKf tuyhWfspy; fhzg;gLk; xj;j khjphpfs;>
jpUk;gtuy; mikg;Gfs;> fiyg;gz;Gf; $Wfs; Nghd;wit> vt;thW
gz;ghl;L hPjpapy; Kf;fpaj;Jtk; tha;ej
; juTfis cl;nfhz;bUf;fpd;wd
vd;gijAk;> mtw;iwg; guty;gLj;jp tUfpd;wd vd;gijAk ntspg;gLj;j
Ntz;Lk;’ vd;W mwpQh;fs; typAWj;Jfpd;wdh;.
ehl;lhh;

tuyhWk;

Vida

tuyhw;W

Kiwapay;fSk;

nghJthf tuyhw;iwf; fl;Ltjw;Fj; Njitahd Mjhuq;fspd;
ek;gfj;jd;ik gw;wpa Nfs;tpfs;> tpthjq;fs; Kjypatw;iw Kd;dpWj;jpr;
rpy khw;W tuyhw;W newpKiwfs; Njhw;Wtpf;fg;gl;ld. mtw;Ws;>
Kjyhtjhf tpsq;FtJ tha;nkhop tuyhW ; mjid mLj;J NtW
rpy tuyhw;W Kiwapay;fSk; gy;NtW rKf kf;fspd; tuyhw;iw
ntspg;gLj;Jtjw;Fg; gad;gLj;jg;gl;Ls;sd. mtw;Ws;
Fwpg;gplj;jf;fitahf ,df;FO tuyhW> tl;lhu tuyhW> FLk;g
tuyhW Nghd;wit mlq;Fk;. ,it ahTk; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpypUe;J
NtWgLfpd;wd. mjpYk; Fwpg;ghf tha;nkhop tuyhW> ,df;FO tuyhW
Mfpaitj; jj; j k; ,ay; G > ,yf; F > newpKiw Kjypatw; w pd;
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mbg;gilapy; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpypUe;J NtWgLk; Kiwiar; RUf;fkhff;
fhzyhk;.
“jq;fSf;Fj; jhq;fNs Fuy; nfhLf;f ,ayhj kf;fspd; Fuyhf
vjpnuhypg;gJ” vd;W tUzpf;fg;gLk; tha;nkhop tuyhw;iw tiuaWf;Fk;
Kfkhf “Nehpilahd jdpkdpj mDgtq;fs; gw;wpa Qhgfq;fisNa
ikag;gLj;JfpwJ” vd;Wk;> “tuyhw;W Kf;fpaj;JtKila xU
nghUisg; gw;wp> xUtNdh xUj;jpNah jhd; Nehpy; gq;Nfw;w my;yJ
ghh;jj
; wpe;j mDgtj;jpypUe;J vLj;Jiug;gij Neh;fhzyhf xypg;gjpT
nra;tij cs;slf;Ftjhf tha;nkhop tuyhW mikfpwJ” vd;Wk;
tpsf;Fth; (Willa Baum, 1996). “VNjDk; xU epfo;tpy; gq;Nfw;wth;
my;yJ mjid cw;W Nehf;fpa xU jdpkdpjDila epidT
$h;jy;fNs tha;nkhop tuyhwhFk;” vdTk; tiuaWg;gh; (Gary Okihiro,
1996:204).
tha;nkhop tuyhw;wpd; jdpj;jd;ikiag; gw;wp Nfhp Xf;fpfpNuh
Kd;itf;Fk; fUj;J ekJ ftdk; <h;ff
; f; $baJ. “tha;nkhop tuyhW
vd;gJ tuyhw;iw kPsg; ngWtjw;fhd fUtpNah xU KiwapaNyh
kl;Lkd;W ; mJ U tuyhw;Wf; Nfhl;ghLkhFk;. NkYk;; mJ> rhkhdpa
ehl; l hUk; Gwf; f zpf; f g; g l; l th; f Sk; jkf; n fd tuyhw; i wf;
nfhz;Ls;sdh;> mt;tuyhW fl;lhak; vOjg;gl Ntz;Lk; vd;gij
typAWj;JfpwJ” (Gary OKihiro, 1996: 209).
‘
tha; n khop kuNg tuyhwhFk; ’ vd; D k fUj; J Utj; i j
mbg;gilahff; nfhz;lJ N[d; td;rpdhtpd; ‘tha;nkhop tuyhW’
“tha;nkhop tuyhw;wpayhpd; Mjhuq;fs; vd;gd jftyhspfSila
tho;ehl; fhyj;jpNyNa ele;j rkfhyj;jpa epfo;Tfs;> jUzq;fs;
gw;wpa epidT$h;jy;fs;> nrtptopr; nra;jpfs;> Nehpy; ghh;jj
; rhl;rpfspd;
$w;Wfs; KjypadthFk;. ,J> tha;nkhop kuGfspypUe;J NtWgLtJ.
mjhtJ> tha;nkhop kuGfs; vd;gd> xUNghJk; rkfhyj;jpait my;y.
mit jftyhspfspd; tho;ehl;fhyj;ijf; fle;Jk; tha;nkhopahf
xUthplkpUe;J kw;nwhUth; vd;w epiyapy; gutyiltdthFk;
Mjhuq;fs; Nrfhpg;G> me;j Mjhuq;fs; gw;wpa gFg;gha;T Mfpait
njhlh; G ila ,uz; L re; j h; g ; g q; f Sk; Kw; w pYk; NtWgl; l it;
tuyhw;Wzh;T vd;gJ> njhlh;Gila rkfq;fspy; njhlh;eJ
; khw;wj;jpw;F
MshFk; epiyapy;> tha;nkhop tuyhw;wpayh;fs; mz;ikf; fhyj;jpNyh
kpfTk; mz;ikf; fhyj;jpNyh ele;j epfo;Tfspy; gq;Nfw;wth;fsplk;
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ngUk;ghYk; ehlftpay;Gld; - Neh;fhzy; nra;th;. ,j;jifa tuyhw;iw
mwpQh;fs; rpyh; ‘cldb tuyhW’ vd;wiof;fpd;wdh;” (Jan Vansina,
1985: 12-13).
tha;nkhop tuyhw;wpw;Fk; tha;nkhop kuGf;Fk; ,ilg;gl;l
njhlh;Gk; EZf;fkhd NtWghLk; ekJ ftdk; <h;gg
; dthFk;. ‘xU
epfo;tpy; gq;Nfw;wth; my;yJ cw;W Nehf;fpa xU jdpkdpjdpd;
epidT$h;jy;fshf’ tiuaWf;fg;gLk; tha;nkhop tuyhW vd;gJ>
“kw;nwhUtUf;F vLj;Jr; nrhy;yg;gLk; NghJ - nghJthf xU
FLk;gj;ijr; Nrh;ej
; fhy;top kuigr; Nrh;ej
; jiyKiwapdh;fF
;
vLj;Jiuf;fg;gLk; NghJ – mJ tha;nkhop kughf mikfpwJ” (Jan
Vansina). ,t;thW> xU rhd;whjuhk; (testimony) nrq;Fj;J epiyapy;
gutyilAk; NghJ> cUthf;fk; ngWtJjhd; tha;nkhop kuG. mk;kuG
,ilepiyapy; Fwpg;gpl;l kf;fs; FOtpdhpilNa mfz;l epiyapy;
gutyilAk; NghJ> mJNt ‘ehl;lhh; to;ff
; hW’ vd;Nwh ‘mwpTthzh;
tof; f hW’ (elite lore) vd; N wh kf; f s; FOtpd; rKfth; f ; f
mbg;gilf;Nfw;g Fwpg;gplg;gLfpwJ. (Gary Y. Okihiro, 1996:204)
ehl;lhh; tuyhW> ,df;FO tuyhW Mfpa ,uz;bidAk;
xg;gpl;Lg; NgRk; mwpQh;fSia fUj;Jf;fs; ,q;Ff; Fwpg;gplj;jf;fit.
“Xh; ,df;FO tuyhw;wpaydpd; Nehf;fpy;> ehl;lhh; tuyhW vd;gJ>
kw;w r%fq;fSk; gz;ghLfSk; nfhz;bUf;ff; $ba tuyhw;W
ek;gpf;iffisf; Fwpg;gpLfpwJ” vd;W $Wk; rhh;y]; `l;rd;> ,df;FO
tuyhw;iw tpsf;Fk; Kfj;jhd;> ‘ek;gj;jFe;j Mjhuq;fisf; nfhz;L
kPlL
; Uthf;fk; nra;ag;gLtJjhd; ,df;FO tuyhW’ vd;fpwhh;. ,jidj;
njspthff; $WNthnkdpy;> “mwpthh;ej
; ek;gfj;jd;ik kw;Wk; Gj;jpf;F
,iae;j nghUj;jg;ghL Mfpatw;why; cz;ikahf ele;jJ vd;W
Vw;Wf; nfhs;sg;gLk; epfo;T gw;wpf; fpilf;ff; $ba Mjhug;
nghUl;fisg; gad;gLj;jp kPlL
; Uthf;fk; nra;tNj ,df;FO tuyhw;wpd;
,yf;fhFk;” .
,t; t hW> ,df; F O tuyhw; w pd; Nehf; f j; i jg; gw; w pj;
njspTWj;jpath; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;iwg; gw;wpf; $Wk;NghJ> “NtW
rKjhaj;ijr; Nrh;ej
; kf;fs;> jkJ ek;gfj;jd;ik> nghUj;jg;ghL
rhh;ej
; Gydwptpdhy; cz;ikahf ele;jJ vd;W jPhk
; hdpj;J vjid
ek;Gfpwhh;fNsh mjidf; fz;Lgpbg;gJjhd; ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpy; ekJ
Nehf;fkhf ,Uf;fpwJ” vd;fpwhh;.
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,t;thW> ehl;lhh; tuyhW> ,df;FO tuyhW Mfpa ,uz;bidAk;
tiuaWj;J NtWgLj;Jgth;> mit xt;nthd;wpd; Kiwapay;fisr;
Rl;bf; fhl;Lfpwhh;. “,df;FO tuyhw;wpd; KiwapayhdJ Gwta
Nehf;F (Gwf;FOtpdh;f; fz;Nzhl;lk;) vd;gij mbnahw;wpajhf
mike;jpUf;f> ehl;lhh; tuyhNwh jpizf;Fbf; fz;Nzhl;lk; (cl;Fo
khe;jh;f; fz;Nzhl;lk;) vd;gij mbnahw;wpajhf cs;sJ” vd;fpwhh;
(Larry Danielson, 1996:189).
tha;nkhop tuyhw;wpd; KiwapaNyhL xg;gpLk; NghJ> ehl;lhh;
tuyhw;wpd; Kiwapay; Kw;wpYk; NtWgl;lJ> ehl;lhh; tuyhW> Fwpg;gpl;l
Kfhikg; nghUisg; nghUj;j tiuapy;> jw;rhh;Gilajhf tpsq;FtJ.
ehk; ehl;lhh; tuyhW gw;wp Mh;tk; fhl;LfpNwhk; vd;why;> fle;j fhyk;
gw;wpa jpizf;Fb kf;fspd; fz;Nzhl;lj;jpd;ghy; ehk; Mh;tk;
nfhz;bUf;fpNwhk; vd;W nghUshFk; - mJ $l;LkuG vd;Dk;
tbtj;jpNyh my;yJ jdpkdpj epidT$h;jy;fs; vd;w tbtj;jpNyh
,Ue;jhYk; rhp> fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa fz;Nzhl;lj;ij tUzpg;gjw;Fk;
tpsf;Ftjw;Fk; Njitahd juTfisr; Nrfhpg;gjw;F> ehk; Vidatw;wpd;
cj; j pfNshL> tha; n khop tuyhW rhh; e ; j cj; j pfisAk;
gad;gLj;JfpNwhk; vd;gJ ,q;Ff; Fwpg;gplj;jf;fJ. (1996:189).
,Jtiuapy;> ehl;lhh; tuyhW> tha;nkhop tuyhW> ,df;FO
tuyhW Mfpait gw;wpa fUj;jhf;fq;fisg; ghh;jN
; jhk;. xt;nthd;Wk;
mjdjd; ,ay;gpy; jdpj;jd;ik cilait. tha;nkhop tuyhW vd;gJ>
VNjDk; xU Fwpg;gpl;l epfo;tpy; gq;Nfw;wthplk; nra;ag;gLk; Neh;fhzy;
thapyhfr; Nrfhpg;gLk; jfty;fis mbnahw;wp vOjg;gLtJ vd;gjhy;>
mJ Nehpilahfg; ngwg; g l; l jdpkdpj mDgtq; f s; gw; w pa
Qhgfq;fisNa ikag;gLj;Jtjhf cs;sJ. mt;tifapy;> mJ
rkfhyj;jpaj; jd;ik cilajhfTk; ghh;ff
; g;gLfpwJ. mJ kpfTk;
fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa tuyhw;Wzh;itg; gpupjpgypg;gjpy;iy. ,df;FO
tuyhw;iwg; nghWj;j tiuapy;> cz;ikahf ele;jit vd;W
mwpTg;G+h;tkhf xj;Jf;nfhs;sg;gLk; epfo;Tfs; njhlh;Gila juTfisf;
nfhz;L tuyhw;wpayh;fshy; kPlL
; Uthf;fk; nra;ag;gLk; xd;whf cs;sJ.
NkYk;> mg;gilg;ghdJ> xU epfo;itg; gw;wpa rhd;whjhuq;fis
curpg;ghh;f;ff;$ba Gwtakhd mZFKiwia (etic perspective)
filg;gpbf;Fk; tuyhw;wpayhpd; gFg;gha;thf mikfpwJ. ‘ehl;lhh; tuyhW
vd; g J> xU Fwpg; g pl; l rKf kf; f spd; fle; j fhyk; gw; w pa
fz;Nzhl;lkhf miktJ’ vd;w tiuaiwiaf; nfhz;L ghh;fF
; k;
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NghJ> mJ ve;j kf;fisg; gw;wpg; NgRfpwNjh me;j kf;fNs jq;fs;
tuyhw;wpd; Mrphpah;fshf mikfpwhh;fs;. NkYk;> Vida tuyhw;W
Kiwapay;fisg; Nghy; my;yhky;> ehl;lhh; tuyhwhdJ jpizf;Fb
kf;fspd; fz;Nzhl;lj;jpw;Nf Kjyplk; nfhLf;fpwJ. mt;tifapy;
jpizf;Fb kf;fs; jq;fs; Gj;jpf;F ,iae;jthW cz;ikahf ele;jit
vd;W vtw;iw ek;Gfpwhh;fNsh mitNa ehl;lhh; tuyhwhf Kjd;ik
,lk; ngWfpd;wd. tha;nkhop tuyhW> ,df;FO tuyhW Mfpatw;NwhL
xg; g pl; L g; ghh; f ; F k; NghJ> ehl; l hh; tuyhW vd; g J> gpd; t Uk;
jdpj;jd;ikfis Kd;dpWj;JfpwJ:
1. xt;nthU kf;fs; FO my;yJ jpizf;Fbfspd; fle;j fhyk;
gw;wpa $l;Lf; fz;Nzhl;lkhf ehl;lhh; tuyhW mikfpwJ.
mf;$l;Lf; fz;Nzhl;lk; gw;wpa jsj;ij Mjhukhff; nfhz;Nl
– mjd; ePlr
; pahff; Fwpg;gpl;l rKfj;jpd; epfo;fhyKk; mikfpwJ.
2. ehl; l hh; tuyhW vd; D k; fle; j fhyk; gw; w pa $l; L f;
fz;Nzhl;lNk> Fwpg;gpl;l kf;fspd; tof;fhWfisg; Ghpe;J
nfhs;tjw;fhd R+oiy tFj;jspf;fpwJ .
3. fle;j fhyk; gw;wpa fz;Nzhl;lk; vd;gJ> Fwpg;gpl;l kf;fspd;
rpe; j idfs; > nray; g hLfs; > fUj; j pay; ghh; i tfs;
Mfpatw;wpd;ghy; jhf;fj;ij Vw;gLj;Jk; .
4. ehl;lhh; tuyhW vd;gJ> vOj;jwptw;w kf;fs; rKfj;jpw;F kl;LNk
chpaJ vd;W fUjKbahJ. vOj;jwpTr; rKfKk; jdJ fle;j
fhyk; gw;wpa fz;Nzhl;lkhd ehl;lhh; tuyhw;iwj; jdJ
gz;ghl;Lg; gilg;Gfshd ,yf;fpa tiffs;> Clfq;fs;>
tuyhw;Wj; jd;ik cila E}y;fs;. epfo;fiy tbtq;fs;
vd;gdtw;wpd; thapyhf ntspg;gLj;JfpwJ
ehl;lhh; tuyhw;wpd; ,d;iwa Njit
5. jkpo; ,yf;fpa E}y;fspy;> rq;f ,yf;fpaq;fs; Kjy; rkfhyj;jpa
ehty;> ftpij Kjypa gilg;Gfs; tiuapy; xUtif tuyhw;Wg;
gpuf;iQiag; gpujpepjpj;Jtk; nra;tij mwpaKbAk;. xU
Fwpg;gpl;l tl;lhu kf;fs;> FLk;gj;jpdh;> rhjpapdhpy; xU
$l;lj;jpdh; my;yJ fhy;top kugpdh; vd;W kf;fs; toptopahfj;
jq;fs; Qhgfq;fspy; Rke;J te;Jf; ifaspf;Fk; fle;j fhyk;
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gw;wpa fz;Nzhl;lq;fis ,yf;fpathjpfshd gilg;ghspfs;
ftpij> rpWfij> ehty; vd;gd Nghd;w jj;jk; ,yf;fpag;
gilg;Gfspy; gpujpgypf;fr; nra;fpd;wdh;. ,dtiutpay; ehty;>
tha;nkhop tuyhw;W ehty;> vd;nwy;yhk; jdpKj;jpiu nfhLj;Jr;
rpy gilg;Gfisg; gw;wpa NgRk; ehk;> ehl;lhh; tuyhw;Wj;
jd;ikia Kd;dpWj;Jk; gilg;GfisAk; ,dk; fz;L tpthjpf;f
tha; g ; g pUf; f pwJ. mt; t ifapy; > ehl; l hh; tuyhW vd; g J
rkfhyj;jpa Kf;fpaj;Jtk; cila fUj;JUtkhfj; jpfo;fpwJ.
6. jkpofj;jpd; rhjpr; rKfq;fspy; ngUk;ghd;ikahdit jj;jk;
fle; j fhyj; i jg; gw; w pr; rpy fz; N zhl; l q; f isf;
nfhz;bUf;fpd;wd. mj;jifa fz;Nzhl;lq;fs; vd;gd tha;nkhop
tof;fhw;W tbtq;fs;> vOj;J tbtpy; mike;j jdpkdpj>
rKf tuyhw;W E}y;fs; Nghd;wtw;wpd; thapyhf
ntspg;gLj;jg;gLfpd;wd. rpy tifr; rKfq;fs; jq;fis
Kw;fhyj;jpy; ehlhz;l mur th;ff
; q;fshd gy;yth;> Nrhoh;>
Nruu;> ghz;bah; kw;Wk; fhhp> Xhp Kjypa FWepy kd;dh;fs;>
gpw;fhyj;jpy; murhl;rp nra;j [kPdj
; hh;fs; MfpNahhpd; guk;giuapy;
te;Jjpj;j topj;Njhd;wy;fshf mwptpj;Jf; nfhs;fpd;wd.
Vwf;Fiwa Mapuk; Mz;LfSf;F Kw;gl;l fhyj;jpy; Nrho
ehl;il Mz;l uh[uh[ Nrhoidj; jj;jk; Kd;Ndhuhfg; gy
rKfq;fs; chpik ghuhl;bf; nfhs;tij> mtw;wpd; rhjp khehl;Lj;
jUzq;fspy; xypf;Fk; cuj;j Fuy;fspy; Nfl;fpNwhk;. ,j;jifa
chpik ghuhl;Lif vd;gJ> mj;jifa rKfq;fspd; vj;jifa
fz;Nzhl;lq;fis ntspg;gLj;JfpwJ? mJ> mit mtw;wpd;
tuyhw; W ek; g pf; i fah? Rkfhyj; j py; Vw; g l; l milahs
neUf;fbah?> kdhPjpahf Vw;gl;l njha;tpidr; rkd;gLj;jpf;
nfhs;tjw;fhd Xh; cj;jpah? xd;iw xd;W Mjpf;fk; nrYj;j
tpUk;Gk; mjpfhu tpioth? murhl;rp epytpa fle;j fhyj;NjhL
njhlh;Gg;gLj;jpf; nfhs;s tpioAk; ,d;iwa rKfq;fspd;
fz; N zhl; l q; f s; vj; j ifa rpe; j idfis cl; n ghjpj; J
itj;jpUf;fpd;wd vd;gij mwpe;J nfhs;tjw;F ehl;lhh; tuyhW
gw; w pa fUj; J Utq; f s; ekf; F j; JizGhpAk; vd; g jpy;
ma;akpy;iy.
7. jkpofj;jpy; Mq;fhq;Nf epiyahf tho;eJ
;
tUk; rKfq;fs;
gy> xUtifg; Gilngah;T gw;wpa fle;j fhy Qhgfq;fis
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vitNaDk; rpy tbtq;fspy; - gokuGf;fij> Guhzk;> ghly;fs;
- ghJfhj;J itj;Js;sd. ,d;W njd;jkpofj;jpy; cs;s
rKfq;fs; rpy> rpy E}W Mz;LfSf;F Kd;dh; jQ;rhT+hpypUe;Jj;
jk;Kila Kd;Ndhh;fs; njw;fpy; FbNawpajhfr; nrhy;tijf;
Nfl; f pNwhk; . mt; t hNw> ,d; i wa jkpofj; j py; thOk;
epiyFbfspy; njYq;ifj; jha;nkhopahff; nfhz;l rKfq;fSk;
Kd; d h; Me; j puhtpypUe; J > mq; F Vw; g l; l murpay;
neUf;fbapypUe;Jj; jg;gpf;Fk; tifapy;> jkpo;ehl;bw;F te;Jf;
FbNawpd vd;gJ gw;wpa tuyhW> tha;nkhop ,yf;fpaj;jpy;
vjpnuhypf;fpwJ. mj;jifa Gilngah;Tf; fijfis mbnahw;wp
fp.uh[ehuhazd; Nfhgy;y fpuhkk; vd;Dk; ehtiy vOjpAs;shh;.
,J Nghd;w ehty; Kjypa gilg;GfisAk;> gy;NtW rKfq;fs;
jj;jk; fle;j fhyk; gw;wpg; NgRk; tof;fhWfisAk; gw;wpg;
Ghpe;J nfhs;tjw;Fk; Muha;tjw;Fk; ehl;lhh; tuyhW> tha;nkhop
tuyhW> ,df;FO tuyhW cs;spl;l tuyhw;W newpKiwfs;
ekf;F ,ad;w mstpw;F cjtf;$bait.
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Mary Joyce Baby

CULTURAL CLASH AND HYBRID
IDENTITIES IN ADICHIE’S SHORT
STORIES
Culture includes multifarious impressions of habits and practices and
it is a vaguely defined term, which for different people has different meanings
that change continuously over time. Moreover, culture is a term that is
politicised for different purposes. Postcolonial theorists later emphasised the
powerful purpose of the use of culture as a tool of separation, exclusion and
discrimination. And the anthropologists, believe that we are all part of several
cultures and that every institution and organization, and every approach is
based on a certain culture developed for the purpose of identity. The concept
of hybridity was prominently discussed regarding cultural influence and
mixture in the frame work of postcolonialism and globalization. It was a
way of describing how individuals react to alien influences triggers by
colonization and globalization. Individuals attain a hybrid cultural identity if
they adopt new forms and practices and integrate them into their own behaviour
repertoire. The process of hybridizing is defined as forms becom[ing] separated
from existing practices and recombine[ing] with new forms in new practices”
(Rowe and Schelling 231;Nederveen Pieterse 165). As an example, secondgeneration migrants separate and mix, depending on the situation, a ‘home’
culture and language (matching the culture of origin) with an ‘outside’ culture
and language (matching the culture of residence) (Nederveen Pieterse 56).
Assistant Professor in EnglishSt.Mary’s College,(Autonomous)
Thoothukudi-628001
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Acquiring new cultural forms and practices is by no means uncommon and is
not a new development. In fact, from a hybridity point of view, every cultural
form or experience is hybrid since people have interacted, and cultural forms
have become hybridised all along.S/he separates and mixes home and office
culture, depending on the situation. Thus, hybridity can be seen as a
characteristic of every culture (Bhabha 2, 3, 10; Kraidy 148). Hybridity has
become a bigger issue through globalisation since the cultural forms and
practices that were confronted and mixed in international encounters were
much more diverse than home and office culture. Thus, the mixing is not new;
only the differences (already hybrid) that become mixed and the pace in which
the mixing happens is new, and is referred to as globalisation (Nederveen
Pieterse 231). In Kraidy’s words, hybridity is “the cultural logic of
globalization” (148) as it “entails that traces of other cultures exist in every
culture” (148) That said, we do not mean that hybridity is an empty notion of
everything or nothing. We believe that a combination or mixture of different
views and practices adds value to a cultural identity.
The article analyses the cultural clash and hybrid identity in Bird Song
and The Headstrong Historian. These short stories are taken from the collection
of The Thing Around Your Neck (2009) written by Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie.In the contemporary times, Adichie has emerged as one of the leading
daughters of Achebe who has frequently acknowledged the crucial influence
of the older novelist’s work on her own imagination – for instance, she has
called him the writer whose work is most important to her and has identified
him as the writer whose work gave her permission to write her own stories.
Her contribution can be allied to Chinua Achebe’s fiction –a voice of the
Nigerian culture and cry. Besides, she is referred to new face of Nigerian
Literature and the third generation of influential and representative African
female writer. And her short story is a window into live experiences of
contemporary African women, expressed in fresh and compelling prose.
Her writings demonstrate a thorough knowledge of contemporary
Nigerian landscape and touches on those troublesome issues that scamper
growth and development in Nigeria, issues such as misplacement of priorities,
religious extremism and sentimentality, military irresponsibility, slavish
mentality, corruption in high and low places, harassment of journalists,
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dictatorship, cultism in campuses and the decay of entire educational system
and the consequent fall in standards.
Adichie brings in her writing the Africanness which giver her aspiration,
inspiration, culture, religious belief, reverence to the supernatural powers, ethos,
morality, knowledge of metaphysics, well-being, creativity, acceptability and
rejection of issues, etc. The widely respected Nigerian novelist Chimamanda
Adichie is known for her award-winning novels Purple Hibiscus and Half of
a Yellow Sun. According to Habila, she is referred to as “the third generation
of influential and representative African female writer” (7). However, her short
stories collection The Thing around Your Neck (2009) has many tales of the
Nigerian national imaginary and the situation of Nigerian society after
colonialism .
Adichie offers a new view of hybridity in her short stories. She explores
how hybridity affects Nigerian characters in America and creates hybrids that
suffer through identity crises and anxieties of falsehood; her hybrids live
difficult and dark existences. Hitherto these anxious hybrids are all females:
the men, on the other hand, are confident, content, and examples of happy
hybrids: they feel little anxiety in their positions, and are portrayed as naïve
and shallow for feeling this way. It is not only plots that are based on cultural
hybridity; characters in these works are also related with the predicament of
being a hybrid in one way or another.
Adichie’s collection The Thing Around Your Neckcomprises twelve
stories, which can be read individually and in any random orderrecurring
themes, such as racism, gender, family and other relations, the generation gap,
immigration, religion, violence, oppression and political corruption. These
are just the main themes mentioned in Adichie’s collection but their
reoccurrence ties those stories together. Although the reader is free to choose
his or her own order of reading, it is hardly unnoticeable that Adichie must
have put thought on the succession of her stories in this collection. This can be
seen in the alternation of settings; the first story is set in Africa, the next one in
America, and this order repeats itself throughout the whole collection. The
purpose of such an ordering is to highlight the contrast between those two
continents and this depicts even more clearly the main theme that recurs in
each of these short stories – the culture clash.
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Although Adichie’s short stories are fictional, she often incorporates
chronological references of historical, such as the death of a former President
of Nigeria’s wife or the impact of religious colonisers on the lives of indigenous
people. Furthermore, personal experiences of her life in Nigeria and the USA
can be found in her short stories
Birdsong is one of the powerful story, focuses on the influence of
power, class and status on the formation of hybrid identity. The story conveys
the depth of the feelings each character found within and the way they form
various identities. The influence of class from the very first beginning: “she
was looking down at me from the back seat of her jeep”. (19) It is evident that
the narrator comes from a lower class than others in Lagos and the mention of
Jeep is apparently a status symbol in that place. The differentiation is further
substantiated by her description of the other woman whom she imagines as
the wife of her former lover as:
She was beautiful, or perhaps she was just so unusual-looking,
with wide-set eyes sunk deep in her face, that “beautiful” was
the easiest way of describing her. She was the kind of woman
I imagined my lover’s wife was, a woman for whom things
were done … at her fair skin, which had the plastic sheen that
comes from expensive creams; and at her hand, forefinger
bejeweled, which she raised to wave a magazine hawker away,
with the ease of a person used to waving people away”. (19)
Priyanka Carla in her article on “The ugly refugee”- brown skin and
white standards said that western beauty standards carry with an inherent
racism -rooted in the white West’s colonisation of the rest of the world. Living
within these standards as a woman of colour, never “beautiful enough”,
provokes feelings of insecurity and inferiority. Adichie made the world realise
that how deep European beauty standards are ingrained in the minds of African
women. The West’s dominant ideas have challenged the notion of beauty and
they have perpetuated that the line between racism and imposition of beauty
standards is murky. Beauty standards are imposed on every being despite of
race but the intensity of the same is highly imbalanced. For a woman of colour,
not only the Western beauty standards are highly unattainable also they come
with a set of imposed ideas of who she is, where she comes from and what
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she is deserving of. This is where Western beauty standards become inherently
racist and much worse for some women. One manifestation of white supremacy
is the use of whiteness as the standard of beauty. When whiteness is considered
superior, white people are considered more attractive by definition and, insofar
as the appearance of people of other races deviates from that standard, they
are considered ugly. Non-white people are still allowed to be considered
beautiful, of course, as long as they look like white people.
“At first, I glanced away, but then I stared back, at the haughty silkiness
of the weave that fell to her shoulders in loose curls, the kind of
extension called Brazilian Hair and paid for in dollars at Victoria Island
hair salons” (19)
In the 15th century Africa, hairstyles were used to indicate a person’s
marital status, age, religion, ethnic identity, wealth and rank within the
community.Field slaves often hid their hair, whereas house slaves had to wear
wigs similar to their slave owners, who also adorned wigs during this
period.Noliwe Rooks in her book, Hair Raising: Beauty, Culture, and African
American Women, underscores the relationship between hair and identity for
black women (3-4).For young black girls, hair is not just something to play
with, it is something that is laden with messages, and it has the power to dictate
how others treat you, and in turn, how you feel about yourself. As Rooks affirms,
“Hair in 1976 spoke to racial identity politics as well as bonding between
African American women. Its style could lead to acceptance or rejection from
certain groups and social classes, and its styling could provide the possibility
of a career”(5-6).Black hair is not just about hair; it is about identity. It is about
the juxtaposition of hegemonic norms and black subjectivity
.
According to Adichie, Hair is political! […] A white woman alters her
hair to make a statement, whereas a black woman alters her hair to avoid
making a statement. Hence, hair is not only an inescapable factor which touches
upon the complexity of colourism, racial and gender inequality, however to
simply believe that all women who relax their hair or wear weaves and wigs
do so in order to satisfy a deep-rooted desire to be white, thereby undermining
the essence of being ‘black’, would be to window dress the issue [2]
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The story Bird Song is set in Lagos, the tale follows the plight of a
young woman romantically involved with a wealthy married man. Pushed into
the shadows of the margin, quite literally, this woman is subjected to the
humiliation of the secrecy surrounding her relationship with this man that
readers know only as “my lover”[2]. She is positioned in this way as the
unrecognized Other, existing only for her lover on his terms, fashioned out of
his language and expectations. Adichie’s narrator finds that the woman’s “stare
was too direct, not sufficiently vacant . . . she was looking at me” (3). In
Birdsong, connecting this woman’s power to an invisible man allows Adichie
to underscore the overbearing gender imbalance that indirectly makes this
woman’s identity rely on a man’s presence. This invisible man is moreover the
reason why the protagonist and this woman resent each other.
Appadurai discusses the “cultural dynamics […] of deterritorialization,”
wherein a person who moves from one place to another suffers from feeling
disconnected from the culture of where they left and overwhelmed by the culture
they came to (51).
Furthermore forefingerbejeweled insinuating the presence of a wedding
ring raised to wave a magazine hawker away, with the ease of a person used to
waving people away.Her marriage status is thus understood in terms of her
level of power. Chikwado is obsessed with marriage, which she views as a
means of upward social mobility. She also notes that, were the narrator married,
she would not be disrespected in public by a taxi driver. Chikwado’s view of
marriage as the ultimate tactic to improving a woman’s position (13) appears
to be the general view in the story— “It was all our female co-workers talked
about.[…].at the cafeteria” (5), the narrator complains; her coworkers again
connecting her problems to marriage (14). Marriage is also the first thing her
lover mentions after they have … for the first time (5).As the story progresses,
the slights begin to accumulate from the repeated visits to the one restaurant
where he safely takes her each time they go out and to the disapproving attitude
of her lover’s driver. In the restaurant, she notices that the waiter seems to
think she is invisible and finally confronts him. To give her the due respect
with a greeting. But the waiter glanced at him and this infuriates her all the
more.This is a story, lot of details are offered. There is the suave duplicity of
the married man overridden by the eventual shrill despair of the other. It is
difficult for her to stand up for self and dignity when she is already standing in
her own way. There is more than one conflict actively at work here.
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The Headstrong Historian, creates a protagonist who decides to take
matters into her hands and, by doing so, finds herself through the complex
story of her family: starting from the disruptive effects of British missionary
colonialism in Nigeria, the story focuses on the social and cultural disparity
created in rural Nigeria by the arrival of white, Christian rules in that context.
Afamefuna, the daughter of a convinced Anglophile Christian convert, and
granddaughter of a pot- maker who refused to comply with Western customs,
finds herself torn between two cultures, two identities, and even two names:
her father had baptized her ‘Grace’. Through her grandmother’s death, she
eventually decides to become a historian and to give a voice to the history of
Southern Nigeria and its pre-colonial traditions an affirmation of Nigerian
cultural traditions.
However, her worries are not without any reason. Anikwenwa, now
Michael, distances himself from his clan’s customs and moves to Lagos in
order to become a teacher. When he marries a fellow converted Christian
woman, Nwamgba is certain that she has lost her son for good ( 212). However,
the story turns positive with the birth of Michael’s second child, Grace.
Nwamgba’s hope returns when she sees the girl the first time because she is
certain that her husband’s spirit has returned with Grace (214). She is determined
to teach her grandchild traditional stories (215) and it turns out that Grace is
interested in the same culture that her father deliberately abandoned. After
Nwamgba’s death, it becomes even more apparent that Grace has adopted her
grandmother’s characteristics. Her strong-mindedness and ability to reflect
the silenced past of Nigeria, make her the person, who is described in the title
of the story: the headstrong historian .
Trying to depict Nigeria’s culture, tradition and people in a different
light is one of her major achievements in her future. An outlook at the end of
the story, however, depicts a woman in search of her roots and she therefore
“would go to the courthouse in Lagos and officially change her first name
from Grace to Afamefuna” (218).
Adichie denounces the oppressive and abrasive practices of colonial
project. VanZanten mentions, “the female side of Igbo life”, as well as certain
‘religious practices’ pertaining to traditional gender roles of Igbo culture (92).
As such, it is the headstrong historian, who, having taken stock of these
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distortions, must confront the responsibility of reclaiming the histories of a
people and telling the world about common sense things. The historian doesn’t
fully erase the original text but interrogates and, finally, overwrites by placing
the new ahead of the old. A mother defends her family lineage against
disruption from envious cousins:
His cousins, during the funeral, took his ivory tusk, claiming
that the trappings of titles went to brothers and not to sons. It
was when they emptied his barn of yams and led away the
adult goats in his pen that she confronted them, shouting, and
when they brushed her aside she waited until evening, then
walked around the clan singing about their wickedness, the
abominations they were heaping on the land by cheating a
widow, until the elders asked them to leave her alone. She
complained to the Women’s Council, and twenty women went
at night to Okafo’s and Okoye’s homes, brandishing pestles,
warning them to leave Nwamgba alone. But Nwamgba knew
that those grasping cousins would never really stop. She
dreamed of killing them.(38)
This story is about empowerment and change, but also about loss and
grief. Is it possible to move forward and be educated and without losing one’s
cultural roots? Anikwenwaia an example of how being educated can separate
one from cultural roots. As Anikwenwa became educated, he became Christian,
and lost all spiritual and cultural connections with his mother. He grew up
trying to convert his mother to Christianity. Nwamgba’s strong character is
highlighted from the beginning of the story until its end. Her display of selfwill and sharp tongue enables her to marry the man she loves (198), ignoring
every advice against a wedding. Many miscarriages and the murder of her
husband do not weaken her headstrongness but make her even tougher.
Furthermore, having lost the claims to her land and valuable
belongings of the diseased to the cousins and murderers of her husband, she
is even more determined to fight back (203). Her only son, Anikwenwa, plays
an important role in this plan since she sends him to a school, which is managed
by Catholic missionaries, in order to learn English. With his help and the
knowledge obtained, she is sure to be able to reclaim the stolen land at the
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white men’s court (206). At this point, she overlooks her son’s unhappiness of
having to attend school and getting used to the settlers’ customs, like taking on
a Christian name (208) and wearing clothes (209). Nwamgba pride of her son’s
achievements in school even overshadows her worries that her son might get
too fond of the Christian lifestyle
.
The superiority ascribed to men in Nigerian culture is ascribed to women
in this story with high maternal morality rates, high rates of miscarriages,
physical abuse they still try to uphold their beliefs. Nwamgba shows how after
facing difficulties like multiple miscarriages, murder of her husband after the
birth of her only child, her son being taken from her by Christians, being denied
the right to see her grandchildren; She felt her son slipping away from her, and
yet she was proud that he was learning so much, that he could become a court
interpreter or a letter writer, and that with Father Lutz’s help he had brought
home some papers that showed that their lands belonged to him and his mother.
Her proudest moment was when he went to his father’s cousin Okafo and Okoye
and asked for his father’s ivory tusk back. And they gave it to him. (211).She
rises above like Phoenix and faces her murderous cousins in law and stay true
to her region despite the rest of her families change their beliefs.
Throughout its history, African countries have been swamped with
Christian Missionaries who offered education and some support, as long as the
‘natives’ converted to their faith, learned English and to a certain extent left
behind their cultural roots. Adichie also explains the reasons for leaving behind
their old and embrace the newer, the American Culture offers more freedom,
interesting, give future generation education and occupation. Western cultures
are more accepted in the world
.
Eisenberg sees a contemplative melancholy: None of the headstrong
historian’s writing can bring back what has been lost in the colonial encounter—
the ‘roots’ that have been severed. Remembering history may be a worthy
enterprise, but it cannot restore lost lives, lost generations—it cannot ‘remember’ the body, cannot put the strong ‘head’ back together with lost
‘roots.’(50).” … her chi and his chi had destined their marriage” (35) African
Traditional Religion was the indigenous religion of the people before the advent
of Christianity. Like all Igbo people, they believed in the existence of a Supreme
Being ‘Chukwu’ (Almighty God) or ‘Chineke’ (God the Creator). There is also
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the belief that one is guided by his personal god ‘Chi’ who determines the fate
of man. There is the belief in ancestors; the forebears of the community who
are long dead but are believed to watch over their respective kindred’s and
families from the land of the spirit. Apart from the Supreme Being ‘Chukwu’
the people believe in the existence of other smaller gods or deities, to whom
sacrifices are made, being seen as messengers and intermediaries between the
far removed ‘Chukwu’ and man
.
Spiritual duties in traditional Osomala society and spiritual authority
resided in a pantheon of deities, which served different functions. At the peak
of the hierarchy was God-the Creator (Olisa-kelu-Uwa). This deity is so revered
that He is approached through lesser deities. Ani, the earth deity is the next in
authority to Olisa-kelu-Uwa. Ani is a custodian of communal fertility and is
responsible for general productivity in the community. It is Ani who ensures a
good and bountiful harvest; making moderate rainfall available and adequate
sunshine to aid the ripening of fruits. Ani ensures that peace and harmony
reigns in the community. Ani is the symbol of peace, progress and general
wellbeing in the community and supplication must be made to her before every
dance performance within this culture. The land generally cannot be farmed
without asking for her permission. Also the most important festival, the yam
[harvest] festival is held in her honour and she receives offerings during the
planting season, when the first fruits are harvested. Sacred violations known
as so (taboos) and alu (abomination) are forbidden by the earth deity. The
totem of Ani is kaolin chalk, representing her benevolent and temperate
character.
Compared to the rest of the short stories in Adichie’s collection, The
Headstrong Historian one, one is out of the ordinary. Not only does it exceed
any timeframe, as the story comprises three generations, but it is also set in a
completely different period of time and environment than any of the other
short stories. “The Headstrong Historian” is set in an Igboclan in Nigeria. The
story encompasses perspectives from characters in- and outside of this clan,
enabling the reader to conceive individual opinion.The stories in this book are
mostly related with the modern-day relationship of Nigeria and the US involving
immigrants. Hybridity is a recurring theme in this book with many of the stories
and characters dealing with the fusion of African and American cultures.
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In his seminal work on hybridity and culture, The Location of Culture, Homi
Bhabha describes hybridity as a “force…that disturbs the visibility of the
colonial presence and makes the recognition of its authority problematic” (159).
For Bhabha, hybridity is a weapon for fighting against colonial power: hybrids
create a space that is in-between the fixed identities of the colonial and precolonial subjects, and reject the notion of a single sense of identity. There is
muscle that lies within this rejection: “[Hybridity] is the name for the strategic
reversal of the process of domination through disavowal” (159).
Thus, the power that is found in hybridity is that hybrids take the
dominant culture and mutilate it to create something of their own; hybrids can
turn dominance into difference, enabling their own agency and empowering
themselves. This allows the hybrid space—what Bhabha calls the Third Space,
the space in-between—to be the best for an artist to succeed: “It is from this
hybrid location of cultural value—the transnational as the translational—that
the postcolonial intellectual attempts to elaborate a historical and literary
project” (248). Though Bhabha does not deny that with this new identity comes
problems of signification, he concludes that hybridity, for the most part, is a
cause for celebration, a place of cross-cultural liberation, an opportunity for
originality and interdependence. Chimamanda Adichie continues this
conversation by offering the lived experience of hybrids. Her female characters
are not happy hybrids: instead, they are anxious ex-patriates, fumbling as they
attempt to reconcile their two cultures, their dual identities. In revealing these
lived anxieties, Adichie, as well as the critics who argue against the happy
hybrid, gives a more realistic view of the hybrid experience, and puts pressure
on the idea of a blissfully globalized and cosmopolitan world.
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I believe in innovation and that the way you get innovation is you
fund research and you Learn the basic facts”
- Bill Gates
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P. Mary Vidya Porselvi

AN ECO-SEMIOTIC READING OF
SELECT MAMANG DAI’S POETRY
Abstract
Mamang Dai is a notable writer of Arunachal Pradesh who
celebrates Nature in her poetry. She has written poems on rivers, clouds, rain
and mountains. Her works are in tune with the tribal folklore. Nature forms
a part of tribal people’s consciousness. The paper aims to study the
significance of Mamang Dai’s poetry from an ecofeminist perspective. The
various tenets of ecofeminist thought such as: interconnectedness of life forms,
the interdependence of human and non human living beings and the respect
for the intrinsic value of life are explored in Mamang Dai’s poetry. Quite
specifically, the researcher identifies the relationship between women and
water bodies such as rain and rivers represented in Mamang Dai’s poetry.
Semiotics is the study of how women and men make meaning through both
linguistic and non-linguistic means. This paper underscores the importance
of understanding the sign systems of woman-nature proximity and the impact
of the ecological landscape on the mind and body of a woman in the select
works of Mamang Dai. An Ecofeminist viewpoint facilitates the understanding
of alternative worldviews of women and men who live close to Nature, which
in turn paves a way towards gender equity and sustainable development.
Ecofeminism poses a clarion call to the dismal problems of the
Anthropocene and explores life-affirming trajectories of thought and action
for the wellbeing of Nature and women. This paper explores the significance
of Mamang Dai’s poetry from an ecosemiotic perspective. Mamang Dai is a
Assistant ProfessorDepartment of English, Loyola CollegeChennai-600034
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prominent writer of Arunachal Pradesh who celebrates Nature through her
poems on rivers, clouds, rain and mountains. Some of her well-known works
are River Poems, a poetry collection, Arunachal Pradesh: The Hidden Land,
a coffee-table book and Legends of Pensam, a work of fiction. Mamang Dai’s
works are in tune with tribal folklore in which nature is interlaced with people’s
consciousness.
The nature, environment and ecology interface in literature, moves
beyond the aesthetic purpose and contribute towards eco-sensitivity and ecoconsciousness. Sensitivity, empathy and compassion is at the core of ecocritical
thought. Hence, standing testimony to the nature of ecology, which interweaves
everything, ‘An Ecosemiotic Study of Mamang Dai’s poetry’ seeks to explore
the possibility of permeating interdisciplinary fields of semiotics and poetry
within the framework of eco-literature. Thus, select poems of Mamang Dai
are considered for the proposed research, where the use of images and symbols
from nature, offer space for multifarious interpretations in the backdrop of
conventional semiotic frameworks.
Eco-semiotics is the study of signs in relation to Nature and Culture.
The term ‘Ecosemiotics’ was first used by W. Noth in 1996. Ferdinand de
Saussure used a ‘dyadic’ model of semiotics where the sign consists of a
signifier and signified. In contrast to Saussure’s model, Peirce formulated a
three-part triadic model consisting of an interpretant, representamen, and an
object. Subsequently, Peirce recreated the ecosemiotic model with the three
dimensions: text as a sign, the object in an environment as the signifier and
the interpretant which includes the contextual meaning of the landscape as
the signified. The representamen is the form which the sign takes and an
interpretant is the sense made of the sign.
In her article on “The Nature of Faith and Worship among the Adis”,
a culturally rich tribal group of Arunachal Pradesh, Mamang Dai explains
that, “the great forest, the mountains and the environment shaped the
consciousness of the Adi people” (Vohra 45). As an amalgamation of
theoretical standpoints chosen from ecocriticism and feminism, ecofeminism
recognises woman–nature relationship in different ways and celebrates
women–nature propinquity. An ecofeminist perspective throws light on the
nature–nurture proposition where women are equated to Mother Earth, the
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binary opposition of man as culture vs. woman as nature, women in the
household and their sensitivity towards environmental problems, women’s
proximity to natural cycles and women being revered as nature goddesses.
Quite specifically, the paper deals with representations of women and
water bodies such as rain and river in Mamang Dai’s poetry. The river woman
is a central metaphor and a representamen in Mamang Dai’s poetry. According
to Bipin Patsani, Dai’s poetry has a “rare passion and flow, fresh and full like
the Siang River that meanders through her valley” (1). In her poem ‘Small
Towns and the River’ Dai writes,
The river has a soul.
In the summer it cuts through the land
like a torrent of grief. Sometimes.
sometimes, I think it holds its breath
seeking the land of fish and stars. (11-15)
These lines represent the beliefs and concerns of the ecocritical philosophy
called Deep Ecology. Deep ecology is an environmental philosophical paradigm
formulated by Arne Naess, a Norwegian philosopher, in 1972. Arne Naess’
deep ecology claims that “the well-being and the flourishing of human and
nonhuman life on Earth have value in themselves” (Sessions 68). Deep ecology
questions anthropocentrism that oppresses nature. Ecofeminism interrogates
both anthropocentricism and androcentricism that subjugate woman, nature
and other marginalised groups. In unison with the tribal worldviews, Mamang
Dai’s poetry promotes Earth-centredness, where every creation is unique,
possessing an intrinsic value.
According to Mamang Dai, the river is a living being with a spirit or
essence of its own. The eternity of the river is juxtaposed with the mortality
of human beings in the lines, “life and death, life and death” (9) and “the river
knows the immortality of water” (20). The poem highlights the tribal people’s
belief in the cyclical pattern of life. On the one hand, the river reminds her of
the happy memories of childhood. On the other, she remembers the “dreadful
silence” of people witnessing death.
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Nature is defined as the all pervading, everlasting principle. The river
has a “her-story”, a story that links the past with the present and the present
with the future. Mamang Dai in her introduction to The Legends of Pensam
describes Arunachal Pradesh as one of the “greenest” (xi) states in India, “crisscrossed by rivers and high mountain ranges running north-south that divide
into five river valleys” (xi). Tribal women and men believe in a culture close
to nature. According to Dai, the river knows the past, governs the present and
promises a ray of hope to the “future generations”. In ‘An Obscure Place’ the
river becomes an epitome of history, culture and civilization.
The history of our race
begins with the place of stories.
We do not know if the language we speak
belongs to a written past....
We slept by the river.
But do not speak of victory yet. (1-7)
When the Adi people “slept by the river” Mother Nature comforted them. The
river woman calms people’s mind and provides strength to all living beings.
While history is always equated with the written word – often the prerogative
of men – “stories” belong to the oral tradition which is the forte of women.
Ecofeminism provides an impetus to revisit the past in search of such “her
stories”.
Ecofeminism attempts to find solutions to the contemporary problems
of women and environment. It unites the rights of women with the rights of
nature. In a patriarchal consumerist society, Earth is considered a mere resource
that produces material commodities. Ecofeminists defy this reductionist
worldview by highlighting the power of Mother Nature. In her poem, ‘The
Sorrow of Women’ Mamang Dai writes,
They are talking about a place
Where rice flows on the streets
About a place where there is gold
in the leaves of trees,
They are talking about displacement,...
And they are talking about escape,
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about liberty, men and guns,
Ah! The urgency for survival.
But what will they do
Not knowing the sorrow of women. (14-26)
The poem deals with the conflict between the indigenous way of life of
the tribal people and the mechanical way of life of the globalised world. The
tribal people worship nature and revere the spiritual element in all living beings.
The words “displacement” and “survival” in the poem raise serious issues
about the indigenous people’s right to existence in the modern world.
According to Dai, the tribal people live in an in-between space called
‘Pensam’. ‘The Missing Link’ raises existential questions regarding the life of
the tribal people in an age of transition. The poem begins with the creation
myth of Arunachal Pradesh.
I will remember then
the great river that turned, turning
with the fire of the first sun,
away from the old land of red robed men
and poisonous ritual,
when the seven brothers fled south
disturbing the hornbills in their summer nests. (1-7)
The earth is created with the blessings of the “great river” and the “first
sun”. Arunachal Pradesh is one of the seven states known collectively as the
‘Seven Sisters’. The other states are Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram,
Nagaland and Tripura. The tribal people of Arunachal Pradesh and the other
North-Eastern states, narrate several “seven brothers” tales. From an ecofeminist
standpoint one identifies the seven sisters/ states as realms of nature-culture
and the seven brothers/men as representatives of the patriarchal, anthropocentric
society. The “seven brothers” trouble “the hornbills” (the state bird) “in their
summer nests”. They disturb the harmony in nature.
The inherent connection between women and nature is threatened/put
under severe stress by various forces of dominant, oppressive systems. In the
words of Greta Gaard, “ecofeminism calls for an end to all oppressions, arguing
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that no attempt to liberate women (or any other oppressed group) will be
successful without an equal attempt to liberate nature. Its theoretical base is a
sense of self most commonly expressed by women and various other non
dominant groups- a self that is interconnected with all life” (1). By respecting
the spiritual element of all living/ non living beings, ecofeminism seeks to
reweave the world together by gathering threads of care, concern, peace and
harmony.
The tribal people are aware that their lives are intertwined with nature.
The theme of interconnectedness and interdependence is underscored in the
Native American prayer called ‘Aho Mitakuye Oyasin’. The tribal people believe
that all living beings are relatives who live in the circle of life together
acknowledging coexistence and interdependence. Similarly, Julekha Begum, a
peasant woman from Gaibhandha, Bangladesh says “Life is a whole, it is a
circle. That which destroys the circle should be stopped” (Mitra 4). In ‘The
Missing Link’ Dai writes, “The River was the green and white vein of our
lives”. The title suggests that life on earth is perceived by the tribal people in
the form of a circle and the rampant exploitation of natural resources breaks
the links of harmony.
Ecofeminism believes in recognizing the voices of the silenced, the
marginalised and the oppressed. According to ecofeminist thinkers like Karen
J. Warren and Jim Cheney, “As a methodological and epistemological stance,
all ecofeminists centralize, in one way or another, the ‘voices’ and experiences
of women (and others) with regard to an understanding of the nonhuman world”
(Gaard 53). Women’s understanding of the nonhuman world finds
representations in Mamang Dai’s poetry. In ‘Birthplace’ she writes,
We are the children of the rain
Of the cloud woman (1-2)
Like the river woman, the cloud woman affirms the strength of women as
Shakthi. Rain symbolises hope to the indigenous people who suffer from the
heat of controversies that affect their livelihood. Nature offers solace to the
human beings in misery. In the poem ‘A Stone breaks the sleeping water’ Dai
voices out,
Now when it rains
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I equate the white magnolia with perfect joy
Spring clouds, stroke of sunlight
The brushstrokes of my transformed heart (14-17)
The alternative worldviews reiterate that Mother Earth, the woman, was created
first. The first man was the son of Mother Earth. As Mamang Dai writes in her
poem ‘Birthplace’,
The first drop of water
gave birth to man (16-17)
The water bodies in nature symbolise life, hope and strength to
humankind. The construction of numerous dams across various rivers in the
country signifies the greed of a consumerist society. In an interview, Mamang
Dai explains that the numerous hydel projects imposed on the state pose a
threat to both people and nature. “In Siang side there has been little public
agitation. People are just beginning to organize themselves. And we don’t need
them, neither for our own energy requirement even if we export to the rest of
the country we can try with one project and see how well it works” (Sarah).
In Staying Alive Vandana Shiva quotes a folk song which deals with
the life of a rural Dalit woman. The woman forgets her “self” and cares for the
wellbeing of people around her which is reflected in the following lines: “I
collect yesterday’s husk for today’s meal/The sun rises/And my spirit sinks. /
Hiding my baby under a basket/ And hiding my tears/I go to build the dam
(184). In the name of development people in the tribal areas are exploited,
displaced and abused by different oppressive forces. Ecofeminists call this
phenomenon “maldevelopment” (Shiva 5). Maldevelopment is the opposite
of sustainable growth. It violates the organic, interconnected and interdependent
systems and “sets in motion a process of exploitation, inequality, injustice and
violence” (Shiva 6). Many tribal groups across the country suffer from
maldevelopment. Mamang Dai is one of the promising writers who intend to
raise the level of people’s consciousness through her works.
Ecofeminism intends to rouse people up from a romantic reverie. It
exposes man-made hierarchical systems that oppress women and environment
and suggests alternative constructive paradigms that create new avenues towards
gender equity and sustainable development. Various tenets of ecofeminist
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thought, such as interconnectedness of life forms, interdependence of human
and nonhuman living beings and respect for the intrinsic value of life, find
expression in Mamang Dai’s poetry.
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“ Research is what I am doing when I don’t know what I am doing”
- Wernher von
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NEOLIBERAL CONTEXT OF MICRO
CREDIT IN THE INDIAN RURAL
ECONOMY
The Dubious role of Microcredit in the Rural Economy of India needs
a critical perspective in understanding the backdoor functioning of
neoliberalism which is constructed by Imperialism. Imperialism according
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is that the fact of a powerful country
increasing its influence over other countries through business, culture, etc is
called as Imperialism.
Thomas Caswell of Oswego City School District Regents Exam Prep
Centre (1999) says, “Imperialism occurs when a strong nation takes over a
weaker nation or region and dominates its economic, political, and cultural
life.”
Lenin’s definition of imperialism (as quoted in Socialist Workers.org
October 10 2003) was historically specific. For Lenin, imperialism was distinct
because it represented—and was the product of—a new stage in the
development of capitalism. The internal composition of capitalism had changed
dramatically in the years around the turn of the last century. Responding to
competition and economic crisis, capitalism in the U.S., Germany, Britain,
Japan and France tended to become more concentrated and dominated by
massive monopolies. Lenin documented how smaller companies—the kind
of privately owned firms that Karl Marx wrote about in his analysis of
capitalism—were replaced by corporations dominating whole markets. Wealth,
capital and power rested in fewer and fewer hands.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics,
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Lenin further reiterates that ‘Capitalism’s transition to the stage of
monopoly capitalism, to finance capital, is connected with the intensification
of the struggle for the partitioning of the world.’
In 1876, Africans controlled 90 percent of African territory. By 1900,
Europeans controlled 90% of African territory. Lenin described the
phenomenon this way: “The characteristic feature of this period is the final
partition of the globe—not in the sense that a new partition is impossible...but
in the sense that the colonial policy of the capitalist countries has completed
the seizure of unoccupied territories on our planet. For the first time, the world
is completely shared out, so that in the future only re-division is possible.4
Lenin said further “Capitalism has grown into a world system of colonial
oppression and of the financial strangulation of the overwhelming majority of
the people of the world by a handful of ‘advanced’ countries’.
On explaining capital accumulation Prabhat Patnaik (2005) says,
“Indeed one of Marx’s basic propositions (Marx 1978, 584-9) was that the
processes of capital accumulation, of an increase in the scale of production
and of “centralization of capital” (of which the growth of one bloc of capital
through the displacement of other blocs is an important mechanism) were
intertwined and mutually-related processes, so that “accumulation through
encroachment”, in the sense of “centralization of capital” at any rate, was
always round the corner even when “accumulation through expansion”
happened to be occurring. Encroachment through “centralization” in other
words was an integral part of the accumulation process”.
When Henry Veltmeyer (2005) attempts to explains the promoting
agents of Imperialism he says, “ But in its multilateral form it originates in
various projects funded by the International Bank of Reconstruction and
Development (later became World Bank) in Chile in 1948 and in Brazil and
Mexico year after. The World Bank is a pillar of the Bretton Woods system
designed to resurrect the global form of capitalist development and international
(international economic integration) trade characteristic of earlier epochs”.
Dag Einar Thorsen (2009) says, “Neoliberalism is a concept that originated in
the 1960s and gained prominence in the 1980s. It is a political philosophy
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that is rooted in classical liberalism focusing economic growth only with the
means of free markets. Some foundational concepts that are supported by
neoliberals, who are also called economic liberals, include deregulation,
privatization and limiting the government’s role in social funding”.
David Harvey’s definition is very important in understanding
Neoliberalism. He defines, “Neoliberalism is a theory of political economic
practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by
liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional
framework characterized by strong private property rights, free markets and
free trade. The role of the state is to create and preserve an institutional
framework appropriate to such practices. The state has to guarantee, for
example, the quality and integrity of money. It must also set up that military,
defence, police and legal structures and functions required to secure private
property rights. “The process of neoliberalisation has, however entailed much
‘creative destruction’ not only of prior institutional frameworks and powers
(even challenging traditional forms of state sovereignty) but also of divisions
of labour, social relations welfare provisions, technological mixes ways of
life and thought, reproductive activities attachment to the land and habits of
the heart”.
Elizabeth Martinez and Arnoldo Garcia underlie that, ‘the experience
of even Imperialist Countries is very worse due to the merciless reality of
neoliberalism. In the United States, neo-liberalism is destroying welfare
programs; attacking the rights of labour (including all immigrant workers);
and cut backing social programs. The Republican “Contract” on America is
pure neo-liberalism. Its supporters are working hard to deny protection to
children, youth, women, the planet itself — and trying to trick us into acceptance
by saying this will “get government off my back.” The beneficiaries of neoliberalism are a minority of the world’s people. For the vast majority it brings
even more suffering than before: suffering without the small, hard-won gains
of the last 60 years, suffering without end’.
Sara Flounders says, “Imperialist countries have cut public financing
of health, education and other social services. Western aid is now focused on
grants for microcredit loans. This leads to privatization at every level and the
shredding of what minimal social safety programs exist.
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Underlying the working of neoliberalim Chew says, “First-world NGOs
sponsored by Western governments and private donors such as Ford and
Rockefeller foundations step in as those in charge of executing women’s
development policies. These are in fact created and regulated by the World
Bank and other Western-based financial organizations entrusted with the
expansion and consolidation of neoliberal agendas, the point of which is to
further the cycles of private capital accumulation by massive dispossession of
the majority”.
Chakravarti (2008) comes out with a statement on, “how the
imperialists evolves ideas to exploit the third world countries using women
strata that the concept of development and poverty alleviation schemes
launched by Western hegemonic powers and targeted at Third World women.
Within these policies, Third World women are again constituted either as
“recipients of development or [its] instruments but never as “agents of their
development as they [might] understand and conceptualise it.”
In the words of Sara Flounders, “Imperialist nations today, through
finance capital wielded by their governments, their banks and lending agencies,
and MFI corporations are modern version of moneylenders – moneylenders
even worse than the traditional variety because of the sheer scale of profit they
earn at the cost of the poor, and their political agenda of keeping the poor
under control in the name of ‘freeing’ them from poverty. They have cut public
financing of health, education and other social services. Western aid is now
focused on grants for microcredit loans. This leads to privatization at every
level and the shredding of what minimal social safety programs exist. This is
not a mistake. It is the heart of the capitalist ethic.”
On the impacts of Imperialism upon the agricultural sector of developing
economies, Prabhat Patnaik (2005) says that Agriculture everywhere is being
“opened up” to multinational seed and marketing companies. Through a variety
of means ranging from “contract farming” (under which the peasants get tied
to MNCs); to outright expropriation of land; to purchase of land at “throwaway
prices” from peasants reduced to penury, under the twin impact of higher input
prices (more generally the withdrawal of State support) and reduced output
prices; to the reduction of peasants to the status of inferior tenure-holders
through the process of entrapment in debt; through all these means agriINTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH JOURNAL FOR HUMANITIES
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business, catering to the demand emanating from the advanced capitalist
countries, is displacing peasant agriculture.
Srilata Swaminathan, (2010) argues that, ‘Imperialist nations today,
through finance capital wielded by their governments, their banks and lending
agencies, and MFI corporations are modern version of moneylenders –
moneylenders even worse than the traditional variety because of the sheer scale
of profit they earn at the cost of the poor, and their political agenda of keeping
the poor under control in the name of ‘freeing’ them from poverty’.
Exposing the agenda of Imperialists Taj Hashmi says, “The powerful
Grameen-NGO lobby in Bangladesh and its more powerful promoters in
Western capitals, multinationals, mega financial institutions, and donor agencies,
including the World Bank and the IMF, do not entertain any adverse publicity
of microcredit and NGO operation anywhere in the Third World”.
Goldy M. George says, ‘Industrialization has today proved to be the
worst form of development with unchecked exploitation, particularly with WTO
taking the centre stage of all sorts of trade related agreements and transactions.
Trade is no longer buying and selling of goods and services but it encompasses
issues like Intellectual Property Rights, exploitation of resources, maintenance
of supremacy, mobilizing capital, controlling share market etc. Prophets of
free trade argue that it maximizes economic output but what has been witnessed
is a competition of unequals – diametrically opposite to these claims.’
As Bhattacharyya N.rightly says, “Structural-adjustment programs
promoting trade liberalization, deregulation and privatization have brought
greater poverty and inequality to most parts of the developing world over the
last quarter century, and have made economic stagnation a permanent condition.
Many of the same institutions that pushed and are continuing to push these
failed macro programs (sometimes under new labels like “Poverty Reduction
Strategy Papers”), like the World Bank, are often the same institutions pushing
microcredit programs. Viewed broadly, microcredit can be seen as the safety
net for millions of people destabilized by the large-scale macro- failures
engendered by structural adjustment”.
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Bhattacharyya says further, ‘The WTO’s game plan is specifically
targeted against the interest of millions of small and marginal cultivators who
are the vast majority in numbers but own hardly 43 per cent of the cultivated
land area. To please the previous American President Clinton, who visited
India in March 2000, the Government of India withdrew Quantitative
Restrictions on 714 items out of 1429 items just before his visit and promised
to withdraw restrictions from the rest of the items in March 2001, twenty-two
months ahead of the WTO’s dictated date i.e. 2003. ‘True’ democrats in the
Indian republic can only expect such loyalty to imperialists. Coconut, rubber,
tea and oilseed and sundry other crop producers in south India in particular
and in rest of the country in general are suffering huge losses due to unrestricted
dumping of agricultural commodities from outside India.’
Muhammed Yunus, the proponent of Micro Credit, wrote in his
autobiography, “I believe that ‘government’, as we know it today, should pull
out of most things except for law enforcement and justice, national defence
and foreign policy, and let the private sector takes over their other functions.”
He is the man who rightly pronounced and pragmatised the perspectives and
ideals of neoliberalism in his mother country and started Grameen Bank, the
Bank in NGO model for promoting micro credit business.
Chew says, “Imperialism rests on gender inequalities, which it helps
to perpetuate and exacerbate; leaving women mired in greater poverty and
gendered cycles of structurally re-enforced exploitation. In the process of
imperial annexation, women’s status is re-arranged to fit the Western patriarchal
concepts of women’s free reproductive and domestic labour, their placement
in the privacy of the family and the glorification of a restrictive and self-effacing
cult of motherhood tied to a modernized breadwinner model, all of which has
served in the West as an “excuse for [capital owners’] disinvestment from
public support system”
Kalpana K. criticizes that the current aggressive promotion of
microcredit is not about the promotion of small credit for development purposes
per se but about the promotion of a particular model and a particular ideological
understanding of credit. This vision emphasizes credit as the most effective
weapon against poverty among the array of poverty alleviation instruments
available and consequently advocates the exclusive injection of credit for
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promoting self-employment of the poor, emphasizes non-governmental agencies
as the most effective channels of delivery of microcredit and advocates an
organizational structure of the microfinance institution that prioritizes the
optimization of operational efficiency and the attraction of private capital
investment so as to eliminate dependence on donor grants and subsidies.
Pallavi Chavan quotes David Harvey to argue that neoliberalism
redistributes wealth from the poor to the rich, and that credit has been an
instrument of this redistribution. The interest rate policy of MFIs helps in such
redistribution.
Bateman, Milford (2010) state that the subsequent neoliberalisation
(commercialisation) of MF then very neatly justifies ending all forms of financial
support for the poor –the poor can and should be made to pay for their own
(supposed) way out of poverty!
One of the major promises of the NGOs was also to initiate a new
development paradigm in contrast to poverty- friendly dominant development
paradigm. Soon NGOs became largely concentrated in credit operation and
export-oriented activities. It is correct to observe that the potential irony is that
NGOs originally challenged the concept of ‘trickle down’ to help create the
target group based approach. But in so doing, they have unwittingly contributed
toward its reinstatement, as credit delivery has increased in importance as a
key rural development input. NGO model has been successfully captured
development ideology. Its hegemony has become so absolute that media,
research and academic world take the model as an obvious choice in a country
like Bangladesh. Poverty alleviation became buzzword of this model. Micro
credit is considered as the most important means of that.
Pathak Lal Golder, (2011) records that, in 1996 World Bank’s
recommendations regarding NGO and micro credit in Bangladesh are
noteworthy here. Recommendations categorically stated: “Integrate NGOs with
commercial finance markets by: a) developing an appropriate regulatory
framework for the financial operations of the NGO sector; (b) encouraging
large NGOs to establish themselves as banks; (c) encouraging ‘wholesaling’ of
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credit to established NGOs; and (d) using smaller NGOs as brokers to mobilize
self-help savings groups.
One of the major changes that the process of liberalization has effected
is ‘an increasing inequality in rural employment opportunities and income’.
The decline in employment opportunities for the agriculture labor has been
simultaneous ‘causualisation with concomitant’ ills of low wages and declining
job security. Apart from the relatively large proportion of households suffering
from low incomes, rural households also suffer.
While Farida Akhter (2006) analyses the impact of Globalisation, she
identifies the outcome of rural development policies of the Imperialist forces
and their agents like World Bank are the following.
Ø The breakdown of rural families.
Ø The emergence of ‘female headed household in rural areas.
Ø The migration of rural people, particularly women to urban slums.
Ø The influx of commodities in to the rural market from the urban areas.
Ø The high cost and non-availability of food in the villages.
In India more than 80% of the farmers are marginal and small land
holders owning less than two hectares and find it difficult to meet the cost of
farms inputs, especially purchases inputs. The consensus emerged among the
social scientist, activists and advocacy groups on factors responsible for the
present agrarian distress are, the changed pattern of land holdings, changed
cropping pattern due to a shift towards cash crops, liberalization policies which
prematurely pushed Indian agriculture into the global markets without a level
playing field; heavy dependence on high cost inputs; growing cost of cultivation;
volatility of crop output, neglect of agriculture by the government decline in
public investment, breakup of joint families, individualization of agricultural
operation and so on so forth.
In fact, the benefits of globalization goes mainly to the large farmers
and will further bring out the existing disparity in the rural sector.
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Development of Rural Economy of a Nation must include not only
attention to Production, but to the analysis of distributional issues in the light
of focussing the larger deprived sections of people.
V. K. Ramachandran and Madura Swaminathan confirm that from the
official policy statements, it appears that the Government envisages only one
major policy instrument to fill the gap left by the formal credit sector in the
countryside: the establishment of micro-credit projects in rural India.
Santosh Kumar Verna , Rupali Praminik and Gyan Prakash (2009)
affirm that In the current scenario of liberalization and economic reforms,
agricultural growth and rural development have been relegated to the periphery
of the development agenda, because greater focus is an industrial development
and creating SEZs(Special Economic Zones) which will certainly be built on
fertile agricultural land.
Ramachandran.V.k. and Mathura Swaminathan in their study further
confirm that the smallest cultivators, that is, those with land holdings of less
than 2.5 acres of marginal cultivators were the worst affected by the post-1991
decline in credit to agriculture.
The observation of Narashimha Reddy and Srijit Mishra on the drastic
changes that have been imposed by the LPG policy in the Agricultural sector
is of major concern. They have identified the following areas of Liberalization
that is going to deprive the rural economy of India.
i. External Trade sector:
a) In tune with WTO regime, since 1997 Indian product lines placed in GSP
b) In 1998 QRS for 470 agricultural products dismantled in 1999, further
140 agricultural-products brought under 0GL and canalization of external
trade in agriculture is almost reversed
c) Average tariffs on agricultural imports are reduced from 100% in 1990 to
30% in 1997
d) Though India in principle against Minimum Common Access, but already
it is importing 2% of its food requirements
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ii. Internal market liberalization:
a. Seeds:
b. Since 1991, 100% agriculture equity allowed in seed industry.
c. More liberalized imports of seeds
iii. Fertilizers:
a) Gradual reduction of fertilizer subsidy since 1991
iv. Power:
a) Since 1997, Power Sector reforms were introduced at the instruction of
the World Bank in terms of intervention of state on power generation,
permitting local and foreign capital both on generation and distribution of
power.
v. Irrigation:
a) Increasing of Water rates in some States.
b) Participatory Water management was sought do be introduced through
water users’ associations (WUAs)
c) States such as AP made new large irrigation projects conditional on
stakeholders contribution to part of investment
vi. Institutional credit:
a) Khusro Committee and Narshimman Committee(1992) undermining
the importance of targeted priority sector lending by Commercial Banks.
b) The objectives of Regional Rural Banks (RRBS) namely priority to
lending to weaker sections in rural area diluted since 1997.
vii. Agricultural marketing:
a) Changes in the provisions of the Essential Commodities Act
b) Relaxations of restrictions of the inter-State movements of farm
produce.
c) Model Agricultural Market Act
d) Encouragement of contract farming
e) Agricultural Commodity Forward Markets
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viii. Fiscal Reforms:
a) Fiscal reforms with an emphasis on tax reduction and public expenditure
turned to reducing fiscal deficit as priority (grave implications for public
investment in agriculture and rural infrastructure). The proportion of plan
expenditure on agriculture and allied activities declined from 6.1% to 4.5%.
b) Gradual declining of Developmental expenditure on rural sector
c) Declining Credit of SCBs to Agriculture during the post globalisation
period. Short term credit of Agriculture Sector declined from 13.3% to
6.1% save profit during the same period.
d) Agricultural share in terms of lending came down heavily from 16.9%
to 8.3%. Share of small borrowers in bank credit declined steeply from
21.9% in 1992 to 7% in 2001.
e) A Nationwide Survey brings out that almost 50% of the firming household
are indebted; in AP:82%, Tamil Nadu:74.5%, Kerala= 64.4%, and
Punjab:65.4%.
In addition to the above that have led to lot of upheavals not only in the
primary sector but also in the Industrial sector of Indian Economy, people are
being kept in the culture of living only on borrowing from both the formal and
informal credit sources to compensate their purchasing power that lost with the
LPG tsunami. When explaining the existing agricultural policy of rural economy
by relating to microcredit, Sonja Grusch, identifies the following as conditions
of our Indian Economy.
Agricultural policy internationally is a explosive issue that even can
lead to conflicts on an international scale, for instance between the US and the
European Union, but also within the EU. Within the different international
institutions, such as the WTO, agricultural policy is central, as well. Today’s
situation can be summed up in the following points.
Ø

The imperialist countries produce an excess in agricultural products,
which they would like to sell to the so-called Third World.
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Ø

Internationally, agricultural production is increasingly industrialised,
which, especially in poorer countries, leads to erosion of living
conditions for peasants.

Ø

This process is reinforced by the use of hybrid seeds, which forces
peasants even quicker into the debt trap.

Ø

The imperialist countries export their agricultural products to the Third
World, which is increasingly dependent on imports, as these countries
have changed their production to an export oriented one (coffee, tea,
tobacco etc).

Ø

Within the imperialist states, agricultural production is sometimes
highly subsidised, while, at the same time, WTO bilateral contracts
ban these subsidies in the neo-colonial countries.

Sara Flounders says, “Imperialist countries have cut public financing
of health, education and other social services. Western aid is now focused on
grants for microcredit loans. This leads to privatization at every level and the
shredding of what minimal social safety programs exist.43 Imperialist Countries
demand the same from all the developing economies to formulate and practice
in their countries.
The practical implementation of neoliberal policies will, therefore, lead
to a relocation of power from political to economic processes, from the state
to markets and individuals, and finally from the legislature and executives
authorities to the judiciary. In fact both the legislative and executive authorities
will have to have the active role and to a larger extent be the vanguard of
protecting and promoting the exercise of neoliberalism in all the social, political,
economic and cultural spheres of nation.
The structural adjustment programmes (SAP) led to reductions in
agricultural subsidies for poorer countries which makes it even more difficult
for them to compete on the world market against often highly subsidised
agricultural products from imperialist countries. In India, for example, credits
are mainly given for the creation of small shops. Poor people are driven out of
agriculture into the service sector. In some cases, they are exploited as part of
new distribution chains. The effects are far reaching. Dependence increases.
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Of course, agriculture, in most cases, only produced small crops, but
it was possible to cover basic needs without money. This possibility is closed
in the service sector. The side-effects are good for multinational corporations:
it is easier to buy land, the former landowners are easier to exploit and
manipulate as their debt burden increases, and the dependence on imported
food increases.
International finance organisations have turned to poorer countries
partly due to the worldwide over-accumulation of capital. Since the 1980s,
capitalism finds it increasingly difficult to make profits. As international
competition intensifies, the realisation of profit is more difficult to achieve. In
relation to what people can afford - not what they would need - there is
worldwide overproduction. It is less profitable to invest in the sphere of
production. This is why more and more capitalists turn towards speculation.
Sara Flounders asks one important question common to all microcredit
activities is why credit is needed from microcredit organizations at all. After
all, they are outsiders to the local communities of the poor—typically
government providers of credit to the poor, international agencies, or NGOs
operating either with donated funds or funds received from governments or
international agencies. Are there no internal funds; is there no capitalmarket
at the village level? In many other development situations, after all, the influx
of outside funds can distort local markets in damaging and sometimes
dangerous ways.29
The multi level swindling of the Imperialist Economies embedded with
neoliberalism in strong support of the Indian broking capitalists and feudalists
has totally affected the survival and development aspects of people in the
Rural Sector. The ongoing struggles of rural people in different parts of India
have to be channelized to protect the economy of people from the clutches of
the swindling Neoliberalism.
“Research means to investigate something you do not know or
understand”
- Neil Armstrong
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9

M.khpa rhe;jp

KJnkhopf;fhQ;rp Koq;Fk; mwnewpfs;

KJnkhopf;fhQ;rp ePjp E}y;fspy; rpW mbfis cila kpfr;
rpwpa E}yhFk;. ,e;E}iy ,aw;wpath; kJiuf; $lY}h; fpohh;. ,J
gj;J mjpfhuq;fshfg; gFf;fg;gl;L xt;nthU mjpfhuj;jpYk; gj;Jg;
gj;Jg; ghf;fs; mike;Js;sd. xt;nthU gj;jpd; KjybAk; “Mh;fyp
cyfj; J kf; f l; n fy; y hk; ” vd; W njhlq; F fpwJ. nghUis
mbg;gilahff; nfhz;L xt;nthU gj;jpw;Fk; ngahplg;gl;L, rpwe;j
gj;J, mwpTg;gj;J, gopahg; gj;J, nrt;thg; gj;J, my;ygj;J, ,y;iyg;gj;J,
ngha;gg
; j;J, vspa gj;J, ey;$h;ej
; gj;J, jz;lhg; gj;J vd mjpfhuq;fs;
mike; J s; s d. KJnkhopf; f hQ; r p vLj; J iuf; F k; mwnewpfis
Muha;tNj ,f;fl;Liuapd; Nehf;fkhFk;.
md;Gilik
md;GilNahUf;F, gpwh;; Ntz;ba nghUisf; nfhLg;gJ vspjhFk;.
md;Gilahh; <jypYk; rpwe;jpUg;gh;. “cuk; nta;Nahh;fF
; eirnfhil
vspJ” (8:3) vd;fpwJ KJnkhopf; fhQ;rp. kw;wth; Rikia tpUk;gp
ghuk;
Vw;gth;fSf;F czitg; gFj;Jj; je;J cz;Zjy; vspjhFk;. “ghuk;
nta;Nahh;fF
; g; ghj;J}z; vspJ
vspJ” (8:9) vd;w mb ,jid czh;jJ
; fpwJ.
mUSilik
,jaj;jpy; <uk; cilath;fs; ,uf;ff; Fzj;ij ,ay;ghff;
nfhz; l uhf tho; t h; . xUth; mUSilath; vd; g ij mtuJ
<ifj;jd;ikahy; mwpe;J nfhs;s ,aYk;.
“<uk;
mwpg” (2:2)
<uk; cilik <ifapd; mwpg
jkpo;j;Jiw
iw, J}a khpad;id fy;Y}hp (jd;dhl;rp)p), J}j;Jf;Fb
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vd;Dk; mb nfhilahy; ,uf;ff; Fzj;ij mwpayhk; vd;gij
czh;jJ
; fpwJ. tpUg;gkpd;wp xd;iwf; nfhLj;jy; nfhLf;fhj jd;ikf;Fr;
rkkhFk;. ,jid,
“Ngzpy; <if khw;wypd; Jt;thJ” (4:4)
vd;w mb vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ. xUtUf;F xd;iw ntWg;Gld; nfhLg;gij
tpl ,y;iy vdf; nfhlhky; ,Uj;jy; ey;yJ vd KJnkhopf;
fhQ;rp Rl;LfpwJ.
xOf;fKilik
xOf;fj;ij caphpDk; Nkyhfg; Nghw;wpdhy; tho;T rpwf;Fk;.
ey;nyhOf;fk; nry;tj;ijg; Nghd;wjhFk; vd ehd;kzpf;fbif (gh.8)
Fwpg;gpLfpwJ. flyhy; #og;gl;l ,e;j cyfj;jpy; cs;s kf;fs;
vy;yhUf;Fk; xOf;fk; vd;gJ kpfTk; Njit. ey;y E}y;fisg; gbg;gij
tpl xOf;fk; cilath;fshf tho;tJ vd;gJ rpwe;jjhFk;.
“Mh;
Mh;fyp cyfj;J kf;fl;F vy;yhk;
Xjypw; rpwe;jd;W xOf;fk; cilik
cilik” (1:1)
vd;w mbfs; XOf;fj;jpd; rpwg;ig vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ. mwpahj ehl;lth;
xOf;fj;ijg; gopj;jy; $lhJ (3:8) vdTk; mwpTWj;JfpwJ.
Kaw;rpAilik
xUtuJ Kaw;rpia mth; nra;J Kbf;Fk; nrayhy; mwpayhk;.
,jid,
“rP
mwpg”
rPUil Mz;ik nra;ifapd; mwpg

(2:10)

vd;Dk; mb czh;jJ
; fpwJ. nry;t kpFjpia tpUk;Ggth; vt;tsT
fbdkhd Kaw;rpiaAk; Nkw;nfhs;s jaq;fkhl;lhh;. ,jid,
“kpFjp
kpFjp Ntz;LNthd; tUj;jk; jz;lhd;” (10:6)
vd;Dk; mb Rl;LfpwJ.
Nehpa ciog;G
xUth; cioj;J Neh;ikahd Kiwapy; nry;tj;ij <l;l
Ntz;Lk;. xUth; jd;dplk; cs;s nry;tk; Fiwahky; ,Uf;fg; ghh;jJ
; f;
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nfhs;tJ ey;yJ (1:10). xUth; jhNd jd; nry;tj;jhy; ,d;gk; miljy;
$lhJ. xUth; jd; nry;tj;jhy; jhd; kl;LNk ,d;gkhf tho;jy;
vd;gJ tWikia xj;jjhFk;. ,jid, “jhd; Xh; ,d;Gwy; jdpikapd;
Jt;thJ” (4:10) vd;w mb czh;jJ
; fpwJ. nry;te;juhf mth; ,Ue;jhYk;
twpatuhfNt fUjg;gLthh;. kpf;f nry;tj;ij cilatd; rpdk;
nfhs;shky; ,Ug;gJ mhpJ. “ngUQ;rN
P uhd; jd; ntFspapd;ik ngha;”
(7:2) vd;w mb ,jidf; Fwpf;fpwJ. nghUs; rpdj;ijg; ngUf;Fk;
jd;ik cilaJ. Mjyhy; mij cilath; rpdq;nfhs;th; vd;W
KJnkhopf; fhQ;rp cWjpg;gl vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ.
Rw;wk; Nghw;Wjy;
cjtp nra;Ak; ,ay;Gila cwtpdh; cjtp nra;atpy;iy
vd;why; mtiu ,fo;jy; $lhJ. jf;f fhuzj;jpdhy; mtuhy; cjtp
nra;jf;f
nra;a ,aytpy;iy vd;gijg; Ghpe;J nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. “nra;
ew;Nfsph; nra;ahik gopahh; ” (3;:7) vd;w mb ,jid vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ.
md;Gila njhlh;Ng Rw;wKk; el;GkhFk;. md;gw;w njhlh;G Rw;wKk;
<uk; ,y;yhjJ fpisel;G md;W” (5:3) vd;w
el;Gk; md;W vd;gij “<uk;
mb vLj;Jf;fhl;LfpwJ. cs;sj;jpy; md;G ,y;iynad;why; el;G tsuhJ.
,jaj;jpy; <uk; ,y;iynad;why; fpisf;Fk; el;G MfhJ. md;gw;w
njhlh;gpdhy; el;G ngUfhJ vd;gij ,J Rl;bf;fhl;LfpwJ.
fhyk; mwpe;J nray;gLjy;
nra;a ,ayhjijr; ‘nra;Ntd;’ vd;W nra;a Nkw;nfhs;Sjy;
mwpahikia xj;jjhFk;.
“nra;
hJ” (4:5)
nra;ahik Nkw;Nfhs; rpjbapd; Jt;thJ
vd;w mb ,jid czh;jJ
; fpwJ. mtuth; jFjpf;F Vw;w nray;fisNa
nra;jy; Ntz;Lk; jtKk; mj;jifaNj vd;gij,
“jpwj;
jpwj;jpd; NehyhjJ Nehd;G md;W” (5:9)
vd;w mb Gyg;gLj;JfpwJ. xt;nthU kdpjUk; jd;dhy; vijr; nra;a
,aYNkh mijr; nra;jhy; ntw;wp fpl;Lk;. ,ayhjtw;iwg; ngUk;
Kaw;rp nfhz;L <Lghl;Lld; nra;jhYk; mr;nray; epiwTwhJ. vdNt
,ad;w fhhpaq;fspy; <Lghl;Lld; Kaw;rp nra;a Ntz;Lk; vd;W
KJnkhopf; fhQ;rp nkhopfpd;wJ. xUth; jhk;; nra;aj;jf;f nray;fis
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mwpe;J nra;jiy tplj; jFe;j nray; Ntwpy;iy. ,jid “xg;GuT
mwpjypd; jFtuT ,y;iy” (6:2) vd;w mb tpsf;FfpwJ.
nray; nra;tjw;Fhpa fhyj;ij mwpe;J Kayhjtd;
nrayhdJ KbtJ ,y;iy. vr;nraiy Nkw;nfhz;lhYk; fhyk;
mwpe;J nray; nra;a Ntz;Lk; vd;gij,
“fhyk;
fhyk; mwpahNjhd; ifAwy; ngha;” (7:4)
vd;w mb Fwpg;gpLfpwJ. jFe;j nraiyr; nra;ahky; ntWj;Jr;
cWtpid fha;Nthd;
Nrhk;gyha; ,Ug;gth; cah;it mila ,ayhJ. “cWtpid
cah;T Ntz;ly; ngha;” (7:6) vd;w mb rpwe;j nraiyr; nra;gtNu
Nkd;ikAilath; vd;gij czh;jJ
; fpwJ.
Jd;gj;ij vjph;nfhz;L ,d;gk; va;Jjy;
Jd;gj;ij tpUk;Ggth;fs; ,d;gj;ij milth;. ,d;gj;ij
tpUk;Ggth;fs; Jd;gj;ij milth; vd;gij,
“Jd;
vspJ” (8:5)
Jd;gk; nta;Nahh;f;F ,d;gk; vspJ
“,d;
vspJ” (8:6)
,d;gk; nta;NahUf;Fj; Jd;gk; vspJ
vd;Dk; mbfs; tpsf;Ffpd;wd. ,d;gj;ij tpUk;Ggth; Kaw;rpahy;
tUk; Jd;gj;ijg; nghUl;gLj;j khl;lhh;fs;. Kaw;rp nra;Ak;NghJ
Jd;gk; cz;lhjy; ,aw;if. mijf; fz;L jaq;fhJ Kaw;rp
nra;jhy;jhd; ,d;gk; cz;lhFk;.
“,d;
,d;gk; Ntz;LNthd; Jd;gk; jz;lhd;” (10:7)
“Jd;
Jd;gk; Ntz;LNthd; ,d;gk; jz;lhd;” (10:8)
Kd; ,d;gk; mDgtpg;gth; gpd; Jd;gj;ij milth;. jz;lh
vd;Dk; nrhy;Yf;F ‘ePq
; f
; hj’ vd;W nghUs;gLk;.
<jNy rpwg;G
,ug;gij tpl ,fo;rr
; pf;FhpaJ Ntnwhd;Wk; ,y;iy (6:9). nfhLf;f
Kbtijf; nfhLf;f Ntz;Lk;. nfhLg;gjw;F ,iae;jijf; nfhLf;fhky;
kiwj;jy; nfhLikahFk;. ,jid,
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“,ay;
y” (6:5)
,ay;tJ fuj;jypd; nfhLik ,y;iy
vd;w mb czh;jJ
; fpwJ. Nghypahd <if fPohdJ (4:6). <ahj ifia
cilath; Gfoila khl;lhh; (5:4). mwnewpapy; <tNj <ifahFk;.
mwj;jhw;wpd; <ahjJ <if md;W” (5:8). mwky;yhj topapy; ,Ue;J
“mwj;
xUth; nfhil nfhLg;gJ gRitf; nfhd;W nrUg;igj; jhdk; mspg;gijg;
Nghd;wjhFk;.
Mir nfhs;tij tWik vd;W KJnkhopf; fhQ;rp Rl;LfpwJ.
Miria tplg; nghpa tWik NtW ,y;iy vd;gij,
eirapd; nghpaNjhh; ey;FuT ,y;iy
“eirapd;
y” (6:7)
vd;Dk; mb Fwpg;gpLfpwJ. ahrpj;J te;jth;fF
; mth; Ntz;ba xd;iwf;
nfhLg;gij tpl rpwe;jJ Nkd;ikahdJ NtW xd;Wk; ,y;iy.
,ug;NghUf;F <jypd; va;Jk; rpwg;gpy;iy
“,ug;
y” ((6:10) vd;w mb <if
rpwg;Ng rpwe;jJ vd;gij typAWj;jpf; $WfpwJ. <jypd; va;Jk;
rpwg;gpy;iy vd;gij ts;Sth; typAWj;jpf; $wpAs;shh;.
<jy; ,irgl tho;jy; mJty;yJ
“<jy;
Cjpak; ,y;iy caph;f;F”

(Fws; - 231)

ciug;ghh; ciug;git vy;yhk; ,ug;ghUf;F xd;W
“ciug;
<thh;Nky; epw;Fk; Gfo;” (Fws; - 232)
vd;Dk; Fws;fs; nfhLj;Jg; Gfo;ngw tho;jy; Ntz;Lk; vd;gij
vLj; J iuf; f pd; w d. <ifj; j d; i kia tpl nka; k ; i k rpwe; j J.
tz;ikapd; rpwe;jd;W tha;ik cilik
“tz;
cilik” (1:4) ts;sy; jd;ikia
tpl tha;ik rpwe;jJ vd KJnkhopf; fhQ;rp cWjpg;gl vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ.
,irgl tho;jy;
,irapd; nghpaNjhh;
Gfior; Nrh;jJ
; itf;f Ntz;Lk; vd;gij “,irapd;
vr;rk; ,y;iy
y” (6:8) vd;w mbahy; mwpayhk;. tUtij mwpe;J
xUth; jd;idf; fhj;Jf; nfhs;Sjy; ntz;Lk; (7:5).
eytho;tpy; ehl;lk;
,sikia tpl Nehaw;w tho;T rpwe;jJ. ,jid,
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(1:5)
“,sikapw;
k”(1:5)
,sikapw; rpwe;jd;W nka;gpzp ,d;ik
vd;w mb vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ. Nehaw;w tho;Nt Fiwtw;w nry;tk; vd;gJ
Md;Nwhh; nkhop. ,sik ,d;gj;Jf;F VJthd gUtk;. mg;gUtj;jpy;
Nehapd;wp tho;jy; rpwg;G. Neha;thpd; vy;yhk; ghohFk;. ,sikg;gUtk;
rpwe;jJ. mjidtpl eytho;T kpFe;j rpwg;gpidj; jUk; vdg; nghUs;
nfhs;syhk;. moF, eyd; ,tw;iw tpl gopghtj;jpw;F mQ;rp tho;jy;
eyDilikapd; ehZr; rpwe;jd;W” ((1:6) vd;w mb
rpwg;GilaJ. “eyDilikapd;
,jid tpsf;FfpwJ. msTf;F mjpfkha; cz;lhy; mstpd;wp Neha;
cz;lhFk;. kpf;f czit tpUk;Ggth;fF
; mstw;w Neha;fs; cz;lhtJ
cz;b nta;NahUf;F cWgpzp vspJ
vspJ vd;gij “cz;
vspJ” (8:7) ,jid,
“jP
jPas td;wpj; njhpahd; nghpJz;zpd;
Nehas tpd;wpg; gLk;” (Fws;
Fws; 947)
vd;Dk; Fws; tpsf;FfpwJ. Nehahspf;F ,d;gk; cz;lhfhJ vd;gijg;
“gpzp fple;Njhd; ngw;w ,d;gk; ey;$h;e;jd;W” (9:4) vd;w mb
czh;jJ
; fpwJ. tho;tpy; cau tpUk;Ggth; gpwuJ cah;it vLj;Jiug;gh;.
mth; gpwhplk; fhzg;gLk; rpwe;j ,ay;Gfis vLj;Jiug;gh; (10:1).
ey;yhh; Fzq;fis ciuf;Fk; NghJ mf;Fzq;fisj; jhKk; nfhz;L
cah;tilth; vd;gJ cz;ikNa. tho;tpy; nry;tj;ijg; ngUf;fp cau
tpUk;Ggth; GfOf;Fhpa gy nray;fisr; nra;th; (10:2). nry;thf;Fld;
thOk; tho;fi
; fia tpUk;Ggth; Nkw;nfhz;l nraiy ed;whf Muha;eJ
;
nra;th; (10;:5).
ed;F Muha;e;J nra;gth; Nkd;ikahd tho;it
milth;.
el;igg; Nghw;Wjy;
Muha;eJ
; el;G nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. Muha;eJ
; xUtiu ez;guha;
nfhz;l gpd; me;j el;gpy; khWglhky; ,Ug;gJ ey;yJ. jsh;rr
; paw;w
ey;y el;igr; nra;fpd;w cjtpapdhy; mwpe;J nfhs;s ,aYk; (2:3).
xUtiu el;ghff; nfhz;lgpd; mthplk; fz;Nzhl;lk; fhl;lhjpUj;jy;
nfhLikahdJ (4:7).
“Neuh
Neuh neQ;rj;Njhd; el;Nlhd; my;yd; ” (5:5)
xd;Wgl;l kdij cilatNu ez;gh; Mthh;. gifia ntspg;gLj;jhky;
cl;gif nfhz;L tho;gtUld; el;Gf; nfhs;Sjy; $lhJ (9:3). el;G
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,y;yhj ,lj;jpy; Xh; cjtpia ehbr; nry;yf; $lhJ. el;gw;wthplk;
cjtpia ehlf; $lhJ vd;gij “el;gpy; topr;Nrwy; ey;$h;ej
; d;W”
(9;:10) vd;w mb mwpTWj;JfpwJ.
kf;fl; NgW
kf;fl;NgNw rpwe;jJ. kf;fisg; ngw;W tPlL
; f;Fk; ehl;Lf;Fk;
cfe;j ed;kf;fis tsh;g;gJ ngw;Nwhh;fspd; ngUq;flikahFk;.
kf;fl;NgNw rpwe;jJ. nry;tk; Kjypatw;iwg; gilj;jpUg;gpDk; gps;isg;
NgW ,y;iynad;why; gad; ,y;iy.
“Mh;
Mh;fyp cyfj;J kf;fl;F vy;yhk;
kf;fs; Ngw;wpd; ngWk;NgW ,y;iy
y” (6:1)
vd;w mb fly; #o;ej
; ,e;j cyfj;jpy; cs;s kf;fs; midtUf;Fk;
kf;fs; Ngw;iw tpl milaf; $ba gpw NgW NtW ,y;iy vd;gij
tpsf;Ffpd;wJ.
“ngWktw;
ngWktw;Ws; ahkwptJ ,y;iy mwptwpe;j
kf;fl;NgW my;y gpw
gpw” (Fws;- 61)
vd ts;StUk; nkhopfpd;whh;. gilg;G gy gilj;Jg; gyNuhL cz;Zk;
cilg;ngUQ; nry;tuhf ,Ue;jhYk; kf;fs; ,y;iy vd;why; tho;ehspy;
gad; vJTk; ,y;iy vd;W GwehD}W (gh.188) Fwpg;gpLfpwJ.
kdpjh;fis kjpj;jy;
kdpjh;fs; rf kdpjh;fisr; rNfhjuh;fshff; fUjp kjpj;njhOf
Ntz;Lk;. kioahdJ kz;zpy; tpOe;J gad; jUtijg; Nghy gad;kpF
nrhy;Yk; ey;y kdpjh;fspd; cs;sj;jpy; tpijahf tpOe;J ew;gaid
tpistpf;Fk;. jd; nrhy;iy kjpf;fhjth;fsplk; NgRjy; gaid
tpistpf;fhJ. ghuhl;lg;glhj ,lj;jpy; tpijf;fg;gLfpd;w nrhy; gadw;Wg;
NghFk;.
9:7
“nrhw;
9:7)
nrhw;nrhy;yhtopr; nrhyT ey; $h;e;jd;W ” (9:7
kjpf;fhj ,lj;Jf; nfhs;Sk; rpdKk; gadw;Wg; NghFk; (9:9) vd;W
KJnkhopf; fhQ;rp $WfpwJ.
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epiwTiu
cyf epiyahikia vLj;Jiuj;J, rhd;Nwhh; jk; mwpTilikahw;
$Wk; mDgt ciufNs KJnkhopf; fhQ;rpahFk;. midj;J
Mj;jpr;#bfspd; Kd;Ndhbahf ,e;E}y; jpfo;fpwJ. md;Gilik,
mUSilik, xOf;fKilik, Kaw;rpAilik, Nehpa ciog;G, el;igg;
Nghw;Wjy;, Rw;wk; Nghw;Wjy;, Jd;gj;ij vjph;nfhz;L ,d;gk; fhzy;,
,irgl tho;jy;, kdpjh;fis kjpj;jy;, kf;fl;Ngwpd; rpwg;G, <ifr;
rpwg;G, eytho;tpy; ehl;lk;, fhyk; mwpe;J nray;gLjy; Nghd;wtw;iw
vLj;Jiuj;J, rpwe;j mwnewpfis mwpTWj;Jk; E}yhf mike;Js;sJ.

“ Subjectivism is not an absolute principle, It is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for Sound Methodology”
- Murray Rothbord
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10
R.SAHAYARAJ

QUALITY OF SERVICES AMONG CHILD
PROTECTION AGENCIES IN SOUTH
DISTRICTS OF TAMILNADU
INTRODUCTION
Quality of services Quality is the buss word everywhere aimed at
promoting and maintaining the standards for any services for that matter and
child welfare is no exception. In order to promote quality in service for child
protecting agencies the prime task is to set standards through well defined
operating procedures, guidelines, pilot models of functional structures, enhance
monitoring and supervision of services and strengthen the capacity of staff in
a professional way so as to respond to the increasing needs and interests of
child beneficiaries.
Service delivery is one of the important administrative functions
comprising of principles, standards and policies to be used to guide the designs,
development deployment and operation of services delivered by a service
provider in order to of ferconsistent services to the beneficiaries and community.
Delivering excellent service is one of the important factors of any service
providing organization to be successful. The service delivery system through
an effective service management model which should focus on how to make
the beneficiaries completely satisfied and that could be detained as the core
value to the organizations
Assistant Professor, P.G. Department of SocialWork, St.Xavier’s College,
Palayamkottai- 627 002
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CHILD PROTECTION – A BASIC UNDERSTANDING
The innocuous children are abused, neglected and exploited in
manifolds; especially the children belonging to poor socio-economic
background are peril of greater threats and risks. To address their issues, the
non-governmental organizations voluntarily respond to protect their rights.
With the support of various stakeholders, the non-governmental organizations
render various measures to rescue, rehabilitate and develop the children in
abuse, neglect and exploitation. There is an increasing prevention of child
rights violation with the joint efforts of government and non government a
organizations but hitherto there exist violation and exploitation of child rights
in various forms and changing patterns, which could not be denied. Non
government alorganisations working in the fields to protect the children are
the major key stakeholders in organizing other stakeholders and taking up
immediate measures in rescuing and protecting the vulnerable and distressed
children. The vulnerable children need dedicated interventions to protect them
fromm harm, to assist them when affected, and to promote their overall
development. They also need the opportunity, where they wish it, to develop
their own responses to exploitation, neglect and abuse, either alone or in
partnership with adults. This study investigates the child protection
organization.
Statement of the problem
Study the qualities of service rendered by these organizations so as to
examine whether the child beneficiaries are able to access better benefits so
that rejuvenation and rehabilitation is successful. Though there are good
numbers of NGOs involved in child protection activities their services are not
up to the mark as reported by number of evaluating agencies. In order to
augment the services provided by child protection agencies this empirical
study is mooted to examine the services and to offer valid suggestions. This
study concentrates on these areas because significant child populations are
depend on these agencies.
More over the quest of this research is further significant as in spite of
child protection through number of interventions by child protection agencies;
there is an escalation in child labour and increasing number of abandoned and
destitute children The causative factors argued for driving the children out of
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homes are poverty, corporal punishment, parental abuse, dislike towards
education, and separation of families and death of the parents. A considerable
number of nonprofit organization share working on the grounds of protecting
the children. Remarkable measures have been initiated by some of the child
protection agencies in protecting the rights of the children. Significant activities
on prevention of child labours and creating opportunities for continuity of
education through non-formal education system were promoted to an extent.
Whether the quality of services rendered by these child protecting
agencies have made an impact in the protection of the children is one of the
propositions that need to be studied. Child protection refers to protecting
children’s rights, ensuring children’s rights to protection from harm, protecting
society from harmful children and children protecting themselves. Child
protecting agencies working for child beneficiaries need to have a systematic
structure, strategic planning, mobilization of resources, available and accessible
services and deliveries, key processes and practices in delivering services and
achieving the goal. Child protecting agencies voluntarily dedicated and
committed themselves to work directly with the children, have coordination
with the government officials and other stakeholders. Hence, the question arises
that how the delivery and quality of services of these Child is protecting agencies
functioning in ensuring child protection against violation and exploitation.
Scope of research work
* The main aim of the study is to explore the functioning of child protection
agencies.
* The quality of services among the child protection agencies in the four
southern districts of Tamil Nadu.
* Evaluate the quality of services among the child protection agencies in south
districts of Tamil Nadu.
* Analyze the perception of heads and staff of child protection agencies against
the services provided by them.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
* To study the quality and required quantity of the housing and accommodation
facilities available in the child protection organizations
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* To find out the educational facilities and accessibility to the children at
child protection organizations
* To assess the health and nutritional aspects provided in child protection
organizations
* To Study the legal services available to the children of the child protection
organizations
* To analyze the rescue and rehabilitation operations and its quality aspects
in child protection organizations
*

To explore the professionalization of the staff and head attached and
worked for the children in child protection organizations

* To identify the components of planning and administration at the child
protection organizations level for children
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
RESEARCH DESIGN
The researcher adopted the descriptive research design to conduct this
study. This research study describes the quality of services of child protection
organizations in the south districts of Tamil Nadu. The quality of services
includes seven different domains with reference to the organizations head
and staff. The domains were assessed on the low, medium and high scales
scored by the respondents. The quality of services were assessed both quantum
and grade score by the heads and staff of child protection organizations
SAMPLING
The researcher selected the samples from respondents of head and
staff of child protection organizations in the districts of (1) Virudhunagar (2)
Tuttukudi (3)Tirunelveli and (4)Kanyakumari in Tamil Nadu. The samples
are among the child protection organizations of the districts. The researcher
fixed the criteria for the selection of child protection organizations. The first
criteria are the child protection organizations should registered under Juvenile
Justice Act 2006. The second one is the child protection organizations should
have professional social workers and qualified heads the child protection
organizations that have rendered different kind of services to the children.
TOOLS OF DATA COLLECTION
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The tool have two main parts, the first part is personal profile of the
heads and staff of child protection agencies. The other part is seven major do
main matching with independent variables.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The statistical analysis was made with primary data collected from
four different south districts of Tamil Nadu. The statically accepted analysis
was done. The all variables have been tested by chi square tests.
MAJOR FINDINGS
The findings made after the analysis of the primary data. The main
findings areas follows:
Personal profile of Head
*

The heads of the child protection agencies were in the age group 31 to 45.
The middle age group heads perception is different from the age below the
30.? The heads of agencies mainly the women folk scored highest
percentage on providing educational support to the children

*

The gender having close connection with the health and nutrition service
to the children. Men score lower than the female heads.

*

The study reveals that 80 percent of the staff belongs to 31 years and above

*

Health and Nutrition service are concern the majority of the staff
members(Average 80 percent ) felt the quality is high by the age category
31 to 45 years and above 46 years

*

It is observed that the female staff constitute more than 60 percent of the
selected sample

*

The female staff members and quantum of quality of service on Housing
and accommodation for the child beneficiary is high

*

Education plays vital role in improving the capability for enhancing
services

*

The majority of the staff members completed their under graduation courses.

*

The grade of service on Housing and accommodation is rated high by the
under graduation completed staff members
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*

The experience below two years were interested the Housing and
accommodation is high

*

The youngsters mainly below the age group below 31 years are changing
their job frequently. The staff turnover is high.
* The quantum score is less than the grade score in the areas of legal services
responded by female heads of the agencies.
* The age groups below 30 years are the beginners in the child protection
agency grade low the service of housing and accommodation
* The middle age between 31 to 45 are more loyal to the agency and their
responses are loyal to the agency
* The staff revealed that the quantum and grade are high for the middle age
group but the beginners are different with regard to Education.
* The staff with regard to health and nutrition 80 percent registered high in
quantum and grade.
* The legal services to the children in the agencies are not up to the mark
even falls low standard.
* The majority of 70 percent staff felt in the age group of 31 to 45 are well
trained and sensitized on child protection provide care in a professional
way and more child rights defenders.
* The staff members mainly women attended many training programs and
take part in the planning and administration.
* The child protection agencies preferred women folk for the programme
implementation because of their natural ability to care children in mother
attitude.
* The donor agencies initiated the encouraged the appointment of women in
the agencies as head and staff mainly child protection projects.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The research on the quality of services among child protection agencies
end up with some recommendations to the children, Parents, Child protection
agency Head sand staff, and government for development.
To Children
* Children should be in the school up to the age of 18. Any child out of
school consider to be child labour
* Children should get involved in child related programmes and develop the
habit of participation
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*

Develop the habit of asking questions to the parents, teachers and agency
authorities
* Get knowledge about the rights of them and ensure in the agencies.
* Identify the talent and expose it for further development
To Parents
* Parents must frequent interaction with their children and agency head
and staff as well
* The Always appoint the professionally qualified person in the
implementation of child protection projects
* Provide trainings and exposure to the staff in the respective field
* The quality of work to be monitored by the head in stages and ensure the
quality in each and every activities related to child protectionactivities of
the children should be monitored regularly
* Encourage the children in such away to develop them
* Explore the possibilities of strengthen the child abilities
* Maintain a relationship with the heads and staff of the child protection
Agencies
To Child Protection Agency Head
* The agency should have the attitude of commitment towards the cause
mainly service to the children
* The head should be sensitized the child protection aspects and practice in
their own agencies.
* All programmes having social and quality audit mechanism with in the
agency.
To Government
* The state and central government should monitor the child protection
agencies now and then
* Insist the child protection agencies to follow on child protection policies
on staff, agency and other stake holders
* Government could enact more child protection legislations
* Ensure the child friendly environment in agencies and schools
* Sensitize the agency and staff on standard operative system on child
protection
*

The child abusers could punish instantly
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*

Government have a larger role to identify the genuine agency and permit
them to run child protection

The above mentioned recommendations are for the effective and quality
implementation of programmes in the child protection agencies. The stake
holders of child have individual role and responsibilities on the way to protect
the children. Our nation will be a child friendly Nation in future with quality
service delivery system.
CONCLUSION
This research on the quality of services among child protection agencies
in south district of Tamil Nadu is like a mirror to identity the gaps between the
child protection project holders and implementers like staff members of child
protection project and the real beneficiaries like children and their family. It is
useful to the future researchers to explore more on the area of quality of services
of child protection agencies.
Few case studies were recorded in the study reveals that, the timely
intervention of the staff and perception and attitude of Heads also sounds well
in the Rehabilitation process and ensure child protection.The data collection
made with the use of questionnaire method. The tool is constructed with five
personal profile matches with heads of the child protection agencies and staff
of the child protection projects in the same organization Focus group discussions
were organized to view the children, Parents and others take folders with regard
to child protection activities and its quality implementation along with the
prescribed requirement. The quantum represent the numerical available fixed
structures, the grade represent the quality of the available resources. The focus
group discussion remarked the Parents and children are aware about the child
protection Activities of the agency and the effective implementation by the
staff of the agency.
“ Research is Formalized curiosity. It is poking and praying with a
purpose”
- Zora Neale Hurston
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11
B. Manohari

BICULTURALISM IN CHITRA BANERJEE
DIVAKARUNI’S ONE AMAZING THING

Literature is used to describe anything from creative writing to more
technical or scientific works, but the term is most commonly used to refer to
works of the creative imagination, including works of poetry, drama, fiction
and non-fiction. Literature introduces us to new worlds experience. Such an
experience is here received through Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s One Amazing
Thing. Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni was an Indian American author, whose works
largely set in India and the United States focus on the experiences of the South
Asian immigrants. She focuses on similar themes: the role of women in India
and America, the struggle to adopt to new ways of life when one’s cultural
traditions are in conflict with the new cultural expectations, and the complexities
of love between family members, lovers and spouses. Divakaruni’s work is
often considered to be quasi-autobiographical as most of her stories are set in
California near where she lives, confront the immigrant experience specifically,
of Indian who settle in the United States.
Divakaruni provides the readers a many layered look at her characters
and their creative worlds. Memories play a dominant role in this novel One
Amazing Thing. The novel deals with divergence of India. All the characters
are Indians. They have presented only cultural background of India. It focuses
on the reaction of all individuals in a situation of disaster. The novel delivers
the stories of nine people who were waiting to get their visa in American city.
There they met with an earthquake. So, they planned to safeguard their lives
from that disaster. They were united and helped each other for rescue.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, St. Xavier’s College
Palayamkottai - 627 002
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Uma, an Indian-American girl tried to make everyone to overcome from
that disaster by sharing One Amazing Thing in their lives. Uma said, ‘Everyone
has a story’(65). She said, “I don’t believe anyone can go through life without
encountering atleast one amazing thing”(65). Everyone agreed and then started
to tell their stories.
Jiang, a Chinese old lady to volunteers her one amazing thing. ‘When I
was a child’, Jiang began, ‘I lived inside a secret’(67). The important thing to
be noted here is, the custom of Chinese is to keep family secrets safe. But, Jiang
for the first time breaks this custom. Jiang is a responsible daughter of her
father who was running a shoe-mart. Mohit Das, a young man who is manager
in a bank was attracted by Jiang. After some months of their meetings Jiang
takes Mohit Das to her father. He gave permission to meet each other if they
remain so. But, Mohit’s father rejected this proposal. His father said:
The girl must have bewildered you, to make you forget your
responsibilities as a son and a brother. I’ve heard the Chinese
have sorcerers that specialize in such things. Have an affair, if
you’re so besotted. Get her out your system. Then we’ll look for
a proper match for you, a woman I won’t be ashamed to introduce
to Calcutta society as my daughter-in-law(73).
After such things they were separated. Then, Jiang’s father arranges
Mr.Chan for her to get married. But, unfortunately he died on the day. She
shouts, Don’t die, Don’t die, I shouted, I love you (85). Here, Chitra Banerjee
Divakaruni picturises the honesty of Jiang’s self revelation in her pre-marital
love affair and marital adjustment with her husband.
Tariq, an Indian muslim reveals his love story with Farah. She was the
daughter of Tariq’s mother’s best friend Ammi from childhood. Farah’s mother
hesitates her to go to America for higher studies, being afraid of the life of
America. After sometime she sent her under one condition that she should stay
only in Ammi’s house. She agreed and went there and met Tariq. In Ammi’s
house he was supposedly strict to follow the rules given by her mother.
Cameron was another character, bounded by his horrific memories of
life. He aborted a child by his ex-girlfriend and finds no peace of mind. Then
for redemption he sponsors a child named Seva in an orphanage in India. Now
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he was waiting to get visa to go to India to meet her. Mangalam was the specific
character shows the actual immigrant experience. Once he met a critical
situation, he recalls about his mother’s words in India. “Sandalwood Ganapathy
that his mother had given him to remove all obstacles from his path when he
had left home for college”(19). Farah, eventhough she was in America she
followed the traditions of India as said by her mother. “She would mingle only
with other Indian Muslims”(30).
Through some of the characters we feel the presence of Diaspora.
Divakaruni’s writings comes mostly from her Indian upbringing and encounter
with foreign land and culture, and out of this mix the multicultural milieu of
her writing is formed. This novel is evident of this in which characters of
different cultural background are brought together to face the critical situation
and find solution to the problems. By seeing the character Uma Sinha in this
novel, it is clear that she is bound with American culture. While she describes
Kolkata as; “The heat, the dirt, the noise, the crowded buses, the beggers, the
bribes, the diarrhoea, the bootlicking, the streets littered with garbage that never
got picked up. How are you going to handle it?”(5).
Through this it is understood that Divakaruni loves her exiled homeland
more than her original homeland. Though she belongs to India, she follows the
American culture, this is said to be cultural mix. And it is said as the hybridity
not the originality. This cultural mix is said to be Biculturalism; the mixed
culture of western and eastern. One Amazing Thing does one amazing job in
weaving together a chain of individual stories to tell the combined story of a
Universal journey. Thus the novel shows the immigrant experience of all
characters. No character seems to outshine the other and this makes the journey
of all lives universal irrespective of the cultural differences.
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